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SUMMARY

by

Werner E. Schmid
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering

April 1963

Dolphins assist the safe maneuvering, berthing and moor-

ing of ships on rivers and in harbors. Although often small

and inconspicuous, they are nonetheless important waterfront

structures that present intriguing problems to the designing

engineer. A dolphin has two functions: to withstand the

continuous pull of a moored ship and to absorb kinetic energy

from a ship that strikes it. The former requires high

strength, whereas the latter calls for a structure that is

sufficiently flexible and resilient at high load to provide

a large energy absorption capacity. To resolve this strength

vs. flexibility paradox is one of the problems that has to

be faced by the designer. It can best be done if the struc-

tural behavior of a dolphin is clearly understood.

A further difficulty confronting the designer is pre-

sented by the fact that often the information regarding the

soil conditions at the site is scarce or of questionable

reliability if it exists at all, yet soil conditions, of

course, most profoundly influence the behavior of a dolphin.

In the past it has been customary in the United States

to use mainly one type of dolphin, the creosoted timber

(Greenheart) pile cluster dolphin of various standard de-

signs such as the 7, 19, or 30-pile dolphin in a circular
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arrangement or the 16-pile dolphin arranged in a square as

detailed in the "Mooring Guide" of the U.S. Bureau of Yards

and Docks. Recent developments abroad have led to the pro-

posal for or introduction of various new types of dolphins

that are claimed to be more economical and in some instances

have performed very satisfactorily.

It is the purpose of this report to assess these de-

velopments and present a balanced judgment on their merit

to provide guide lines for the future development of dolphin

design and construction.

This report has three parts. The main body is a M.Sc.

Thesis, "Dolphin Design," by Messrs. Bruno Carioti, David

Elms and Robert Peace, which discusses in detail the prin-

ciples and considerations that enter into the problem of

designing dolphins. This Thesis is also a broad review of

the istate of the art." It discusses the various types of

dolphins and brings together the experience in their design,

their construction, and in their service behavior that has

been reported but is widely scattered in the literature.

The Thesps also demonstrates various methods of analysis for

dolphins and reports on the scant prototype test data that

are available. A second part of this report is a Paper,

"The Structural Action of Timber Pile Cluster Dolphins,O by

David Elms and Werner Schmid. This Paper presents a gener-

alized theory in matrix formulation for the structural

analysis of a pile cluster dolphin having n piles. The
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theory is evaluated for dolphins in water depths of 20, 40

and 60 feet and for three timber pile cluster dolphins of

7, 19 and 30 piles that correspond to the standard dolphin

design suggested by the "Mooring Guide." This evaluation

was carried out using an IBM 650 computer and was so pro-

grammed that with a few minor changes the computer could

find the force distribution for a pile cluster of any num-

ber of piles. The results are shown in the diagrams as a

function of the failure load (pull out value) of a single

pile in tension.

Finally, the results of the Thesis and Paper are eval-

uated and synthesized in this summary which, besides under-

scoring the important findings, offers some suggestions

regarding new and promising designs.
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General Considerations

As mentioned previously, the two important design

criteria for a dolphin are strength and energy absorption

capacity. The ideal dolphin not only will sustain the

static loads imposed but also will, when struck in a col-

lision, deflect sufficiently at high loads and temporarily

absorb the energy exchanged in the collision.

In our rapidly developing technological society, new

engineering materials and processes are continuously made

available and introduced, such as new metals, epoxies,

rubbers, etc., and it appeared advisable initially to review

the possible use of all kinds of materials. However, cost

and environmental considerations (e.g. corrosion of aluminum

in a marine environment) soon reduced the materials to con-

crete, prestressed concrete, structural steel and the vari-

ous kinds of high strength steels. Since load is directly

related to stress, the static strength of a dolphin is

directly proportional to the allowable stress and, since

the energy absorption W =fPdx where P is the load and x

the deflection of the dolphin (both of which are again

directly proportional to the allowable stress), the energy

absorption capacity will vary with the square of the allow-

able stress. On the basis of static load capacity in bend-

ing, high strength steel is naturally superior to structural

steel and in declining effectiveness follow Greenheart piles,

prestressed concrete and reinforced concrete. Because of
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the low bending stresses allowable for concrete and even

prestressed concrete piles, the only effective way of using

them in dolphin structures is by subjecting them mostly to

normal stress. This leads to very rigid structures and if

any energy absorption is required it largely has to be

accomplished by a high energy absorbing fender system. This

requirement makes concrete dolphins rather impractical and

expensive. The materials thus remaining are the various

steels and Greenheart timber piles.

A dolphin may consist of a single structural element

such as a single steel tube of large diameter or a sheet

pile cell or, on the other hand, it may be composed of

several structural elements that are somehow connected, such

as a pile cluster or a bundle of steel pipes. Multi-member

dolphins may have their elements raked, in which case the

horizontal load is mostly carried by direct (axial) stresses.

If all piles in a dolphin are parallel and vertical, hori-

zontal loads are largely carried by bending stresses. The

latter arrangement is considerably more flexible than the

former and hence does offer more energy absorption capacity.

In general the effectiveness of a dolphin is best

established by its load-deflection diagram. This diagram

shows the static strength of a dolphin as well as its energy

absorption capacity. The latter being the integral W =JPdx

is given by the area under the P-x curve. The ideal dolphin

would have a load deflection curve as shown in Fig. 1 with a
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Ideal Load-Deflection Dia- Energy Absorption Capacity as
gram for Dolphins a Function of Maximum Deflec-

tion

very soft initial response and a gradual stiffening of the

reaction offered by the dolphin. With increasing deflection

the energy absorbed increases rapidly. Such grossly non-

linear behavior, however, is usually not achieved with ease.

Also, the determination of the P-x diagram in such a case

would be more cumbersome because the principle of super-

position breaks down. Fig. 2 shows the more normal, linear

behavior of two dolphins of equal static strength. The

diagram demonstrates that a dolphin with a load-deflection

diagram OB and a static strength P max has an energy absorp-

tioa capacity given by the area OBB' which is several times

the energy capacity of the dolphins with equal strength Pmax

and with a load-deflection diagram OA and an energy absorp-

tion capacity proportional to the area OAA'. Generally
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then, if there are two dolphins of equal strength the one

with the higher flexibility would be preferable because of

its superior energy absorption capacity. A dilemma for the

designer often results because increasing the strength usual-

ly causes higher stiffness and hence a reduction in energy

absorption capacity and vice versa.

Types of Dolphins

(1) Timber Pile Cluster Dolphins

As mentioned earlier, the dolphins most frequently used

in the United States are the pile cluster dolphins. These

dolphins are usually built by driving Greenheart piles ver-

tically in the designed pattern and with distances that will

result in the proper inclination. The pile tops are then

pulled together and wrapped tight with wire rope.

The analysis of the structural action of these pile

trestles showed a number of very interesting results. If

one assumes a complete and perfect connection at the top

(i.e. no relative movement of one pile top with respect to

any other), the pile group becomes exceedingly stiff and the

energy absorption capacity very low. This is supported by

the empirical observation that the wrapping of the top of

these dolphins soon gets loose with a corresponding loss in

overall strength but, Lip to a certain point, with consider-

able increase in energy absorption capacity. Of course, if
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excessive loosening of the wrapping occurs both strength as

well as energy absorption capacity decline. It is indeed

one of the most frequent tasks of maintaining these dolphins

that the blocking and wrapping has to be replaced. The

analysis also showed that by introducing a slight shear

flexibility at the pile top, the axial force and the moment

would be significantly reduced in the most heavily stressed

piles and Pmax as well as E for a dolphin would be signifi-

cantly increased (see Figs. 3-24 to 3-27). Finally, the

structural analysis showed that the extreme piles in the

plane of the external force sustained the highest loads.

While this was predictable and expected, the degree of this

load concentration in the outer piles was a surprise. In

the example of the 19-pile dolphin shown in the Paper by

Elms and Schmid (Fig. 7), the outer piles (Nos. 1 & 5) carry

twice the axial load and three times the shear of the piles

with the next highest loads (Nos. 2 & 4). Note that all

these piles are in the plane of the load and all other piles

have, except for moments, negligible loads. Thus it appears

that when such a dolphin is loaded mainly those piles in or

almost in the plane of the load are working, while the others

are required only because the direction in which a ship may

strike or pull at a dolphin is not known and, hence, the

plane of loading is indeterminate. As a consequence of this

unequal distribution, an individual pile is very easily

overloaded and may often yield or fail. In addition, the
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geometric arrangement of the pile clusters makes it possible

that an individual pile alone is subjected to high impact

forces from a smaller craft before the dolphin as a whole

will deflect and therefore this pile is overstressed and

fails. Besides these disadvantages, there is the suscepti-

bility to marine borer attack which requires special pro-

tection or frequent replacement. Greenheart piles also come

with limited length and thus for the larger water depths a

large number of piles is required. There is a definite limit

up to which timber piles can be used and at the larger water

depths buckling of the most heavily. loaded compression pile

may become critical rather than the pull-out of the pile

subject to the highest tension.

Besides these considerations, there are however a num-

ber of factors that speak in favor of the timber pile dol-

phin. The material is relatively cheap, abundant and easy

to obtain. It stands up well in the marine environment if

borers are absent. Timber piles are easily driven unless

firm lenses or layers of sand, gravel or rock are encountered.

The pile cluster dolphins have accumulated quite a respect-

able record of performance through the years.

It is believed that the most useful improvement for

them would be to provide a controlled shear flexibility be-

tween the top of the piles by using vulcanized rubber

cushions bonded to metal plates which are in turn attached

to the tops of the timbers by screws or bolts.
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The second improvement would be to provide protection

from blows against individual piles by appropriate super-

structures. This is particularly necessary when the incli-

nation of the piles or the tidal range is large because both

increase the probability of such a blow.

A final possibility is to drive timber piles all ver-

tically skin to skin and wrap them tightly together at var-

ious heights. The result will be a cantilever type dolphin

similar to the single tube steel dolphins discussed below

with a bundle of vertical elements that would work mainly

in bending. Because shear transfer between the individual

piles all along their length would be difficult to achieve,

the structural action of such a dolphin would be essenti-

ally like the action of a single cantilevered pile multiplied

by n, the number of piles. All piles would essentially carry

the same load and the likelihood of failure of a single pile

would be extremely small.

(2) The Single Tube Steel Cantilever

Recognition of the fact that allowable load increases
directly with fall and energy capacity increases with fall 2

leads naturally to the consideration of steels and par-

ticularly of high strength steels as dolphin materials. The

simplest dolphin type in steel would be a cylindrical steel

tube embedded in the soil deep enough to act like a canti-

lever.
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Moment Diagram, .. P. I - -..
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Fig. 3
Cantilever Pile Dolphin

The yield load for such a dolphin Py, i.e. the load at

which yielding would Just begin in the extreme fibers, is

given by:

P -f *S
y y L

where fy is the yield stress, S is the section modulus at the

point of maximum moment, and L is the distance from the point

of load application to the point of maximum moment. The de-

flection x at the yield load for such a dolphin will be:

X m f *SL
2

y 3EI

and the energy stored will be:

W I Py. x fy 2

2 3Ed
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where E is Young's modulus, I is the moment of inertia, and

d is twice the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme

fiber. The resulting yield load and energy absorbing capa-

cities for various possible dimensions of the steel pipe or

tube cantilever are shown in Table I.

Table I
Yield Load and Energy Absorption Capacity

of Single Tube Steel Dolphins

Dolphin f S P f2 2 L Energy
Dimensions y f /L 3) f L-6 Absorp-

n(ksi) Y (in3 ) (tons) l0 3E tion W
in. tons

18 1 xl/2"
pipe 33 .0688 117 4.0 1080 674 18.7

2411x5/8"
pipe 33 .0688 295 10.2 1080 1700 35.4

36 1'xl/2"
pipe 33 .0688 463 16.0 1080 2670 37.1

18 : xl/2"1
high tens.st. 50 .1040 117 6.0 2500 1560 43.3

-24"x5/8"

high tens.st. 47 .0980 295 14.4 2200 3460 72.2
36"g'xl/2"
high tens.st. 47 .0980 463 22.7 2200 5420 75.5
30:'xl"
high tens.st. 47 .0980 638 31.3 2200 7500 125.0
36"xI"
high tens.st. 47 .0980 926 45.3 2200 10850 151.048"#xlk 1/211
high tens.st. 43 .0895 2500 122.5 1850 24700 257.0

For the sake of simplicity, the table was computed for uni-

form sections and constant yield stress all along the length

L which was assumed to be 40 feet. The influence of the

variation of the length L is shown in Table II.
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Table II
Influence of Length on Load and Energy Capacity

of Steel Dolphins

Pile 18 "'xl/2" 36 "txl/2"1 36 "#x1/2" (HTSt) 361"'x1"
Diesos P W Py W PW Py W

Dim s (5 ("t) () ("t) ) 1"t) Y)("t)

L = 30 ft. 5.3 14.0 21.3 27.8 30.3 56.5 60.3 113

40 ft. 4.0 18.7 16.0 37.1 22.7 75.5 45.3 151

50 ft. 3.2 23.4 12.8 46.5 18.2 94.5 36.2 189

70 ft. 2.3 32.6 9.1 65.0 13.0 131.5 25.9 264

It will be most interesting to compare these values with

the corresponding values for the pile cluster dolphins. If

we assume a pull-out load of 15 kips, we find from Figs. 11

and 12 of the Paper by Elms and Schmid the ultimate hori-

zontal load and the energy absorbed in 40 ft. of water as:

P 1 x 2.25 x 15 =16.7 tonsPult 2

Wut = I 0.48 x 152 = 27.0 t ft. - 324.0 inch tons
4

for the 19-pile dolphin and

Pult x 4.75 x 15= 35.6 tons

W = x 2.25 x 152 - 126 t ft. = 1520 inch tonsult 4

The comparable steel dolphins for example would be the L -

50', 36" q( x 1/2" High Tension Steel dolphin with P = 18.2

tons and Wy - 94.5, and the 36" ' x 1" pile with Py 36.2

tons and Wy - 189 inch tons.
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Even though the values for the timber dolphins were

computed on the basis of complete failure whereas the values

Py and Wy refer only to the beginning of yielding and there-

fore are not strictly comparable, one nevertheless can see

that for roughly equal static strength the timber cluster

dolphins have a significantly higher energy absorption capa-

city. To have an energy absorption capacity equivalent to

that of the timber pile cluster dolphins, the deflection x

of the steel monotubes would have to be at least tripled.

To achieve this two alternate designs are proposed: the

Elbow Dolphin and the Cushion Dolphin.

(3) The Elbow Dolphin

The elbow dolphin is shown in Fig. 4. It is in prin-

ciple a single tube cantilever dolphin except that the part

embedded in the soil and the part projecting above water are

offset by two elbows and a connecting link of length LE .

This has the effect of greatly increasing the deflections.

The member CD may or may not have the same section as

that in AB or BC. The main feature required is that at C

there must be a connection capable of carrying a moment as

well as a torque of magnitude PL. The element CD could then

also be formed by a group of pipe piles, H piles, or even

timber piles as long as they can sustain the loads in bend-

ing and in torque.
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Fig. 4
Elbow Dolphin

A quick comparison of the deflections will show the con-

siderable increase in deflections. Let us for the sake of

simplicity assume the cross section to be constant in all

three members AB, BC and CD and let LE = L. The deflection

of point A due to the load PI then would be, using the prin-

ciple of virtual work:
A pMQdXA fj _E_-

Evaluation of the integral for both members AB and BC yields:

A PL3
3EI
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Since the deflection of the cantilever without elbow is

PL3/3EI, the deflection has been quadrupled.

Let us assume the load is applied in the direction of

PII (Fig. 4). In this case the member BC is not only sub-

jected to bending but also to torque. In this case the de-

flection of point A is made up of several components:

bending of AB: PO=FL
3E

bending of BC: 4l

3EI

twisting of BC: A3 =L x

Z3
Since Q = MtL/GIp and Mt = FL, o = 0.14 E, I~ = 21, we get

3 4 EI

and the total deflection A becomes:

12 3EI

an almost six-fold increase over the cantilever deflection.

Thus it can be seen that by adjusting the length of the

elbow the deflection and hence the energy absorption capacity

of the elbow dolphin can be chosen at will by the designer.

In order to increase the torque resistance of the part em-

bedded in the soil, two or four vanes may be welded to it as

shown in Fig.. 3.11, Section 13-13 of the Thesis (p. 110).

The depth to maximum moment and the depth of embedment d may

be calculated after Blum (pp. 53-59 of Thesis).
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The erection of the dolphin may be accomplished by

driving the section CD and attaching the elbow ABC by diver

under water through a connection capable of sustaining moment

and torque. If a tubular section is chosen for section CD,

driving of such a large diameter pile may be somewhat of a

problem, particularly since jetting is not advisable here

because the pile has to get its support from the lateral soil

reaction along its length and jetting would seriously decrease

its effectiveness. However, with the development of modern

hydraulic and vibratory pile drivers the driving should not

be a major problem. There are, for example, now vibro-pile

drivers in existence in the USSR which have driven tubular

concrete piles up to 8-10 ft. diameters. Vibro-pile drivers

are also now available in the United States and it is certain

that the near future will bring bigger and more powerful

vibrators. And, as mentioned earlier, section CD need not

necessarily be of single tube construction.

(4) The Cushion Dolphin

The cushion dolphin (Fig. 5) is a single tube steel

cantilever that has a vulcanized rubber cushion bonded to

metal plates. This cushion is just above the mudline and

provides the additional flexibility to give the extra energy

absorption required. By a proper dimensioning of the rubber

cushion, the energy absorption capacity of the dolphin can
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Cushion Dolphin

be chosen at will. As in the case of the elbow dolphin, the

part of the dolphin embedded in the soil can be driven first

and need not necessarily be a steel tube. It could, as shown

in Fig. 5, be a frame with a tubular stub to connect with the

top part of the dolphin while the frame is anchored into the

soil by spud piles.

(5) The Multiple Steel Tube Dolphin

While many designers recognized the simplicity and ad-

vantage of the single steel tube dolphin, its rigidity and

the difficulty of driving them in the past led to the design

of dolphins using several connected steel tubes. Several
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examples are discussed in the Thesis. To assure integral

action of the individual elements, some kind of framing or

connection is necessary. This makes the dolphin more compli-

cated and usually more expensive than a single tube structure.

Also, it must be remembered that in driving piles from a

barge more time is usually spent in setting the piles in the

precise location called for by the design than in actually

driving them to the required depth. Dolphins with connec-

tions which distribute the loads more or less evenly also

under eccentric loads are called torsion resistant dolphins

and were found to have a markedly higher energy absorption

capacity. The problem with these dolphins is that, in order

to make the framing or connection possible after driving,

they have to be set very carefully in the right place, which

is a difficult task. If, on the other hand, they are con-

nected before they are driven, one of the main reasons for

going to a multi-member dolphin is eliminated because driv-

ing such a group of steel piles simultaneously is at least

as difficult as a large single tube. The developments in

the future therefore clearly will favor the single tube steel

dolphin.

(6) The Ring Pontoon Steel Dolphin

A unique and rather interesting variation of the single

tube steel dolphin is the ring pontoon dolphin invented by
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Pavry (p. 173). This dolphin would have an ideal load de-

flection curve starting very softly and becoming rather

steep for large deflections. The dolphin, hence, would re-

spond well to big as well as small vessels. It gets its

reaction from the buoyancy of a floating pontoon ring that

is increasingly immersed as the deflection increases. The

big disadvantage appears to be the continuous wear and tear

on the shaft and the bottom anchors that must come from the

pontoon being tossed around by the waves of an ever restless

sea. The experience with the floating fenders on the Texas

towers shows that systems which permit such action are

hazardous and wear out quickly. Also, the cost of such a

relatively complicated system appears to put it at a disad-

vantage in competition with other types.

(7) The Steel H-Pile, Box or Wall Dolphin

A very useful and adaptable type of dolphin is the one

made up of Peine H-pile sections driven side by side (with

interlocks) to form a box or a wall (see p. 118, Fig. 3.13).

While this type of dolphin most certainly requires more

steel, the driving of the piles will be easier and possibly

quicker. The wall type may present difficulties in the main-

tenance of corrosion protection since some exposed surfaces

are not easily accessible. The dolphin also is rather stiff

and inflexible and hence has a low energy absorption capacity.
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A number of special types of dolphins have been proposed

or used in particular locations, such as the Baker Bell, the

screw pile dolphin, or the sheet pile cell. However, they

always serve for quite specific conditions and purposes and

under such conditions there is usually little choice for

alternatives. Thus a comparative analysis for them makes

little sense.

There are many factors that must be considered when a

designer chooses a dolphin. Besides the basic criteria of

strength and energy absorption capacity, such items as

initial cost, expected service life, maintenance cost, soil

conditions, exposure, reliability, performance experience,

etc. require the attention of the designing engineer. It

may be difficult to state with certainty that this or that

type of dolphin is clearly superior to another one at any one

particular location when an analysis of all the factors stated

above shows that several types are in competition and probably

would perform well. At the same time, in view of the large

variety of locations, conditions and functions for which a

dolphin may have to be designed, it would be quite unreason-

able to expect that one type of dolphin (say the timber pile

cluster dolphin) would best serve for all needs in every in-

stance.

To explore all possible dolphin types, discuss their

analysis and design, review their performance and suggest

some modifications in their design and construction has been

the purpose of this report.
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It is hoped that with this comparative analysis we have

pointed out the wide variety of choices that are available

to the designer. If, on the basis of this extended range of

possibilities, a wiser choice will be made in the selection

and design of dolphins because alternatives were considered

and carefully weighed against each other, this report will

amply accomplish its purpose.
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PREFACE

Dolphins are of vital importance to the maritime in-

dustry. Properly designed they assist the safe maneuver-

ing, berthing, and mooring of ships on rivers and in

harbors. Improperly designed they present a hazard to

shippig and a source of continual problems to the port

authority.

While dolphins are small and inconspicuous in compar-

ison with other important waterfront structures, they pre-

sent to the engineer a design problem of no less difficulty.

Because of the formidable number of widely variable, often

indefinite, parameters which affect dolphin design, the

results of even the most rigorous analysis of a particular

dolphin problem cannot approach the degree of accuracy

attainable in the design of most civil engineering struc-

tures. In spite of the difficulty of the dolphin problem,

experience has shown that satisfactory design can be

achieved through the application of engineering principles

coupled with sound judgment and the knowledge obtainable

in recordee ;,perience.

This thesis is the culmination of the efforts of the

authors to analyze and solve in the light afforded by the

available literature the several engineering problems en-

countered in dolphin design. The literature available in

published form has been supplemented by correspondence of

the authors with various port operators and design agencies.
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The several uses of dolphins are discussed, followed

by a general discussion of the problems which must be

addressed by the designer. A discussion of the loads which

must be considered in design and the means of evaluating

them is succeeded by a comparison of the pertinent proper-

ties of various applicable construction materials. Analy-

ses of several types of dolphins are presented to guide the

engineer both in selecting a suitable dolphin for a particu-

lar application and in performing the actual design. Because

of the important role of soil mechanics in every dolphin

design, a special chapter is devoted to that subject. Since

the difficulty of maintaining the integrity of a dolphin

sti-ucture in a seawater environment can be simplified dur-

ing the design phase, deterioration problems together with

some solutions to them are presented. That chapter is not

intended as a complete discussion of such an extensive sub-

ject, but as a reminder of the omnipresent forces of nature.

In Appendix A are included summaries of both full-

scale and model tests on dolphins and piles subjected to

lateral loading. The results of these tests have corrobo-

rated some of the engineering theory used in the design and

analysis of dolphins. On the other hand, they have also

indicated the need for additional experimental work to

clarify the areas of doubt especially with regard to the

resistance of soils under dynamic and repetitious loading.
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CHAPTER I

DOLPHINS IN GENERAL

A. Applications of Dolphins

The structure usually visualized when the word "dolphin"

is mentioned is one consisting of a group of piles driven

into the sea bed with their heads connected together in

some manner above water level. Although, as will be seen

later, there are exceptions to this concept, visualization

of such a structure by the reader will be sufficient for

the purpose of discussing dolphin applications. The use of

dolphins can be, in general, divided into the following

five categories:

(1) Berthing -- Dolphins for this purpose are located

alongside or at the ends of piers or quays. Their function

is to absorb the kinetic energy of berthing ships and the

direct contact forces of berthed vessels under the effect

of wind, waves, and currents. Berthing dolphins may inde-

pendently satisfy this function or they may act in conjunc-

tion with fender systems attached to the pier.

(2) Mooring -- Mcoring dolphins serve as a place of

attachment for a ship's lines, and must resist lateral

forces imposed by the lines of a moored ship under the in-

fluence of wind, waves, and currents. In some instances

mooring dolphins are used as a means of anchoring one end

---
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of a vessel while the other end is swung into final berth-

ing position.

(3) Protection -- Protection dolphins provide protection

to both ships and marine structures against the eventuali-

ties of collision. They may perform this function located

at the exposed corners of piers, wharves, and other struc-

tures, or they may be located strategically along the sides

of dangerous channels solely as protection for shipping.

(4) Guiding -- Guiding dolphins serve to guide approach-

ing vessels into a narrow slip. Examples of their use are

at ferry slips and drydock entrances.

(5) Beacon -- Beacon dolphins have the sole purpose of

supporting navigation aids. In some locations beacon dol-

phins are designed with a high kinetic energy absorption

capacity to insure permanence of the navigation aid in the

event of collisions.

As can be seen from the above discussion, many dolphins

will serve two or more of the functions listed. Further,

it will be observed that in spite of their several purposes

most dolphins must be designed and constructed to resist

mooring forces and/or to absorb kinetic energy.

B. Problems

The ideal dolphin would permanently provide complete

protection to shipping and to waterfront structures without
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requiring repairs. Unfortunately, as is the case with most

marine structures, it is impossible to construct such a dol-

phin within economic reason, if at all. Even when all

structural needs of a dolphin can be satisfied, the deteri-

oration of materials in a marine environment provides the

designer with an interesting challenge. The structural

problem of a dolphin which must absorb kinetic energy is

unlike that encountered in most civil engineering struc-

tures. In order to provide complete protection to shipping

and to marine structures, a dolphin must be:

(1) sufficiently flexible to absorb the kinetic energy

of a moving ship without developing lateral pressures large

enough to overstress the hull plates of the ship; and

(2) sufficiently strong to resist the lateral thrusts

developed by repetitive ship-dolphin collisions without

danger of structural failure.

This flexibility vs. strength paradox is, then, of pri-

mary importance in the design of all energy-absorbing dol-

phins. Since the lateral thrust developed in a dolphin

must be absorbed by its foundazion, the correct evaluation

of soil resistance is of major importance to the success of

a dolphin designed within economic reason. Quantitatively,

there exists no precise knowledge on soil reaction to

laterally loaded piles. Design methods which have empir-

ically been proven effective are presented in Chapter II of
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this thesis. Because the design of a dolphin is based upon

lateral loads and energy absorption requirements, their

realistic evaluation prior to the initiation of the struc-

tural design phase is the most important step in dolphin

design.

C. Evaluation of Energy Absorption Requirement

The kinetic energy which must be dissipated in a ship-

dolphin collision is usually computed by the formula

E WVn2  ft. tons

2g

in which Eo = kinetic energy in a direction normal to the

dolphin

W displacement of vessel in tons

Vn = velocity of approach normal to dolphin in

feet per second

g = acceleration due to gravity (32.2 fps2).

Callet (Ref. 10) has suggested that W be increased tu in-

clude the weight of water which must be decelerated as a

part of the collision. He computes the weight as that of a

volume of water having an area equal to the submerged area

in a vertical plane through the longitudinal axis of the

ship and a thickness equal to the deflection of the dolphin.

The total kinetic energy is usually considered to be ab-

sorbed through:
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(1) elastic and plastic deformation of the ship,

(2) deflection of the shock absorbing structure,

(3) displacement of water,

(4) swinging in a horizontal plane of the ship's mass

about the contact point,

(5) rotation in a vertical plane of the mass of the

ship about the contact point.

For various conditions of ship approach, it has been esti-

mated that the shock absorbing structure, a dolphin in this

case, must absorb from 0.20 to 1.00 of the total kinetic

energy. Figures of 0.40 and 0.50 are commonly used in the

design of fender systems. In the case of flexible dolphins,

Eggink (Ref. 17) has shown that the elasticity of the ship

has little effect in decreasing the total lateral force

ultimately transferred to a flexible dolphin. It follows

that item (1), above, has little effect in reducing the

energy which must be absorbed by a flexible dolphin. It

seems logical that little energy would be absorbed by the

displacement of water if the dolphin were relatively iso-

lated, and no water was trapped between the berthing ship

and a solid structure such as a quay wall. If the point of

contact between dolphin and ship happened to be in the same

horizontal plane as the center of mass of the ship, as is

very likely, no energy would be absorbed by rotation of the

ship in a vertical plane. It is, then, apparent that in
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the case of a dolphin nearly all of the kinetic energy of

the approaching mass must be dissipated through swinging of

the ship and deflection of the dolphin. Pages (Ref. 53)

suggests that the energy absorption requirement of a struc-

ture be computed by the formula

E W V2 where 79 1

2g + d2

r2

is a reduction factor which accounts for energy absorbed in

swinging the ship, and in which

d = distance between the center of gravity of the ship and

the point of contact measured tangent to the point of

contact (see Fig. 1.1)

r = radius of gyration of the ship's mass about its longi-

tudinal axis.

Assuming that the mass of the ship is distributed evenly

over its horizontal area, the radius of gyration of that

area about the fore and aft central axis of a typical ship

of length L is approximately L2 /16. The formula for7

then becomE

1

I1 16 dL2

If the ship approach is such as to strike the dolphin at

the bow or stern, distance d is approximately equal to L/2

and about 0.20 of the total kinetic energy must be absorbed
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by the dolphin. For a value of d = L/4, about 0.50 of the

total kinetic energy must be absorbed by the dolphin. In

the extreme case when d = 0, the dolphin would be subjected

to 1.0 of the total kinetic energy. By this method the de-

signer can, with knowledge of the geometry of probable ap-

proach situations, approximate the portion of total kinetic

energy which must be absorbed by direct deflection of the

dolphin structure. It is to be noted that the preceding

discussion has been limited to the evaluation of kinetic

energy absorption requirements in a direction normal to a

dolphin through its central axis. As will be seen under

the discussions of dolphin types and characteristics, Chap-

tel, II, some dolphins are designed to absorb energy in tor-

sion when subjected to eccentric impacts.

Because E varies directly as V2 . the proper evaluation

of design approach velocities is the most important single

step in estimating energy absorption requirements. Unfor-

tunately, the approach velocity is dependent upon a formid-

able list of parameters. Some of them are:

(1) Size of ship

(2) Ship's steering gear and power

(3) Wind

(4) Current

(5) Waves

(6) Skill of pilot

(7) Tug operation
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(8) Geometry of approach situation

(9) Appearance of dolphin

Obviously, the determination of approach velocity does not

lend itself to theoretical analysis. A limited number of

observations of berthing speeds at various locations under

various conditions has revealed velocities of from almost

zero to about 4 feet per second. Since most berthing is

accomplished by essentially lateral movement of the ship,

recorded velocities are generally indicative of the approach

speed normal to a berth. A distinct trend toward a decrease

in berthing speed with increase in ship displacement is evi-

dent in most observations, and in spite of the wide range

oi velocities observed, there is fairly general agreement

with the curves shown in Figure 1.2 which were published by

Professor A. L. L. Baker (Ref. 5). Visioli, in the general

report which summarized several important papers presented

at the 18th International Congress of Navigation (Ref. 82),

observes that based upon experience the assumption of an

impact speed of 1.0 fps seems to provide reasonable safety.

From the toregoing it can be been that the selection of a

realistic value for berthing speed is dependent upon the

judgment of the designer with due regard to recorded ex-

perience. For the design of energy absorbing dolphins not

specifically intended for berthing, the selection of design

approach velocities must be based entirely upon the judgment
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of the designer. In such instances consultation with local

navigational interests and actual field measurements will

be of great assistance.

D. Evaluation of Lateral Loads

The maximum lateral load that must be resisted by a dol-

phin during a collision is a function of the kinetic energy

absorption requirement and the load/deflection characteris-

tics of the dolphin. For example, for a flexible dolphin

having a linear relationship between load and deflection,

the maximum lateral load is determined

2EPn(max) z

for the given energy absorption requirement, E. It is ob-

served that this lateral load is inversely proportional to

the deflection, thus emphasizing the desirability of struc-

tural flexibility of the dolphin. The preceding discussion

has been limited to the evaluation of lateral loads normal

to a dolphir sti.ucture. It is also necessary to evaluate

and determine the capability of dolphin structures to re-

sist eccentric loads. In nearly all collision situations

the ship will have a component of velocity tangent to the

dolphin, and an eccentric lateral load, Pt, will be applied

to the dolphin at the point of ship contact. The magnitude

of Pt at any stage of deflection normal to the dolphin can
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be determined by

Pt /J_ Pn

in which/6 - coefficient of kinetic friction between ship

and dolphin

Pn = normal force between ship and dolphin at any

stage of deflection normal to the dolphin.

If the tangential motion of the vessel has not been stopped

before the dolphin has developeu Pn(max), the maximum nor-

mal force, a not unlikely situation, then

Pt =/ Pn(max ) .

The effect of Pt depends upon the type of dolphin and its

structural details. In a flexible dolphin constructed of a

single large diameter caisson, a significant torsional mo-

ment, Ptr, may be created, in which r is the radius of the

caisson. In dolphins consisting of a group of piles, the

effect of Pt depends on the fixity of the piles at the dol-

phin top. If the piles are hinged at the dolphin top, Pt

must be absrrbcd primarily in Lending of the individual

piles, and if the piles are fixed at the top, Pt will be

absorbed in bending and torsion of the piles. Further dis-

cussion of the reaction of dolphins to eccentric loads is

included in Chapter III under "Torsion Resisting Dolphin."

Because the energy absorption characteristics of dolphins

vary with the state of the tide, and therefore the point of
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load application, the tidal range must be taken into con-

sideration when determining maximum lateral loads due to

collisions.

Berthing and mooring dolphins must resist lateral loads

imposed by moored ships under the influence of wind, cur-

rent, and wave action. The effect of wind and current on

moored ships was the subject of model tests conducted by

the U. S. Navy and reported by Ayers and Stokes (Ref. 4).

Figure 1.3 indicates prototype wind and current forces and

yawing moments for a destroyer as obtained from the model

tests. Yawing moments are defined as moments which tend to

cause a ship to rotate in the horizontal about a point lo-

cated approximately at its center of gravity. Table 1.1

summarizes the test results for prototype wind and current

forces and moments for three classes of naval vessels. In

general it was noted during the tests that forces due to

wind varied uniformly with the square of the wind velocity

over the range of test velocities, 75, 100, and 125 knots.

Measurements indicated conclusively that the resultant wind

force was not a single force but a force and a couple.

Similar results were obtained in current tests. In the

current tests it was further observed that maximum forces

and yawing moments were roughly proportional to the square

of current velocity. Significant variations occurred in

lateral forces due to current with changes in water depth,
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the lateral force varying approximately in inverse ratio to

water depth. A complete summary of the model test results

together with examples of their application is presented in

Reference (77). Even though these data do not furnish

exact information for other classes of vessels, they are

probably the best available guide for estimating the value

of wind and current mooring forces. Mooring forces due to

waves in sheltered harbors are probably small in comparison

to those imposed by wind and current forces, however in ex-

posed locations and in harbors subject to long period stand-

ing waves, the forces induced by surge and sway of moored

ships can be of significant magnitude. If a dolphin is to

be subjected to forces under the latter conditions, the de-

signer is advised to examine References (7), (26), (27),

(49), (50), (51), (52), (87) and (89). A review and analy-

sis of the theory and tests presented in those references

is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Lateral forces due to the direct action of waves, wind,

and current on a dolphin are insignificant when compared to

those imposed by a collision or by a moored ship. Floating

ice may be prevalent in some locations. While ice loads

could conceivably be of structural significance under cer-

tain conditions, the greatest possibility of harmful effect

due to floating ice is of local damage to piling and fenders.
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E. Summary of Design Parameters

Based on the foregoing discussion of problems, energy

absorption requirements, and lateral loads, Figure 1.4 has

been prepared to demonstrate schematically the many dolphin

design parameters.

F. Design Aids

Figures 1.5, 1.6, 1.7a, and 1.7b have been prepared to

aid in making kinetic energy calculations.

G. Energy and Static Load Resistance of Materials in

Dolphin Structures

Finding the best answer to the problem of determining

the most suitable material for a structure is by no means a

simple matter, for there are many factors to be considered

in its selection. Frequently, there is no single answer,

for several materials, each with its particular advantages

and disadvantages, may be almost equally suitable. The

engineer m. , then use his bert Judgment based on his ex-

perience and study, as well as on that of other engineers,

in making the final selection of the material to be used.

In general the material which is best adapted for use

in a dolphin structure, or in any other structure for that

matter, will be the one which most nearly supplies the

necessary functional characteristics at the lowest possible
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cost. In the evaluation of cost should be included the cost

of material, installation, maintenance and repair, interest

on investment, and in the event that the required life of

the dolphin structure exceeds the anticipated life of the

material, replacement cost. Thus a material with a low

initial cost may ultimately prove to be very uneconomical

as compared with a more durable material of higher initial

cost. However, it is not intended at this point to go into

the economics of the problem of material selection for a

dolphin structure (except insofar as the efficient use of

material in the structure is concerned). Instead, this

chapter will discuss -- first, the basic principles of

mehanics upon which depends the design of effective and

efficient dolphin structures; and second, how certain com-

monly used materials compare in satisfying the structural

requirements of dolphins.

1. Basic Principles of Mechanics Relating to Design

of Dolphins

The %'Ouctural memberr of a flexible dolphin must

be able to resist impact loads that are applied by moving

vessels. A part of the kinetic energy of a moving vessel

must be absorbed by the resisting members, and consequently

stresses and deformations are developed in the dolphin.

In determining the maximum intensity of stress in

a member subjected to an impact or energy load U, the
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assumption is made that the material of the member acts in

the same way as it does when resisting a gradually applied

(static) load; namely, that stress is proportional to

strain until the proportional limit is reached. Hence, the

energy U absorbed in straining the member may be expressed

as the average force times the total deformation, i.e.

U= 2 P *2

in which P is the final value of the gradually applied load,

and 6 is the total deformation of the member.

(a) Energy Absorption of Member Subjected to

Direct Stress

If the load is axial and the member has a con-

stant cross-section, the stress is considered to be uni-

formly distributed on each cross-section according to S

P/A, where A is the cross-sectional area. Also, the strain

e is 6/L a S/E with L being the length of the member and

E being the elastic modulus of the material. Therefore,

the maximum strain energy that can be absorbed by this

axially loaded member without causing permanent deformation

in the material is

U =I Se' AL

2 E

in which Se is the stress at the proportional limit of the

material.
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(b) Energy Absorption of Members Subjected to

Bending

In a member which must resist an energy load by

bending, a linear distribution of stress exists which

greatly influences the amount of energy that the member can

absorb. In addition, the amount of energy that the member

will absorb depends on the conditions of support (canti-

levered, simply supported, fixed-end, etc.) and on the type

of load (concentrated, distributed, etc.) as well as on the

form and dimensions of the member.

For a cantilevered beam with a concentrated load

at the free end (a common condition of a dolphin pile), the

maximum moment M that can be resisted by the beam without

permanent deformation is

M a PL - SeI

c

The corresponding deflection at the free end is

P L3

3 EI

Therefore the elastic strain energy is

U 1 r2Se 2 *AU-- AL
6 c2E

where I is the moment of inertia with respect to the axis

of bending, r is the radius of gyration about the same axis,

c is the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme

fiber, and the other symbols are as previously defined.
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If the cross-section of the cantilever beam or

pile is rectangular, the maximum strain energy absorbed in

bending is

U=1 iSe 2 ] A L

If the cross-section is circular, the maximum

strain energy is

U = iS22 A 1  AlE

12E

A pile of circular or annular cross-section has the same

amount of energy capacity about all horizontal axes through

the center. This is advantageous when the loads may be

applied from all directions, although it is less economical

in material distribution than, say, a wide flange pile when

the direction of load application is more specific.

It is interesting to note that the energy load

which a member can resist in direct stress is nine times

that of the same member in bending if the cross-section is

rectangular, and twelve times if the cross-section is cir-

cular. Unfortunately, however, a dolphin has not yet been

devised to take full advantage of this fact and the ab-

sorption of work by bending is still a far more economical

solution than the absorption of energy by direct stress.
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(c) Advantages of Uniform Strength

Since the bending moment along the length of a

beam varies, being small in certain portions and large in

others, a beam of constant cross-section is not efficient

in absorbing energy. Considerable savings can usually be

made in any kind of beam by adjusting the cross-section to

the bending moment. In cantilevered pile dolphins, for in-

stance, if the cross-section decreases towards the top, the

piles will not only weigh less but will absorb a greater

amount of energy for a given strength (due to increased de-

flection) than piles with a cross-section which remains

constant from bottom to top. Cantilevered pile dolphins of

uniform strength also offer an additional advantage that

for a given amount of impact energy, the reaction they

exert upon both the ship and the soil is smaller than if

the dolphin piles were of constant cross-section.

The kinetic energy of a ship striking a flex-

ible dolphin is absorbed in bending or deflecting the dol-

phin. Thin tra,.sfer of energy is represented as

t v2  _A
2 2

where /0 is a coefficient which accounts for energy losses,

m is the mass of the vessel, V is the velocity of the ship

normal to the dolphin before impact, P is the maximum re-

action occurring at the end of impact, and A is the cor-

responding deflection.
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Referring to the case of a cantilevered beam

illustrated in Figure t., the total strain energy in bend-

ing the pile is

U= L Mx2
0 2EI

If the beam has a constant cross-section, the

moment of inertia is constant and

U 2 EI 6 EI

0

If the moment of inertia varies in the same way

that the bending moment does,

L MxPxdx p2L3U = t=

J 2 EI 4 EI
0

where I is the moment of inertia of the beam at the built-

in section.

Thus it is readily seen that the beam of uni-

form strength not only absorbs 50% more energy but also re-

quires much less material.

"o fl.lustrate this advantage of varying the

cross-section in more practical fashion, reference is made

to Figures 1.8(a), (b) and (c). In Figure 1.8(a), two

wooden piles of equal dimensions are shown. The pile on

the left has been driven with its smaller dimension down,

as is customary, and the second one has been driven with

the larger dimension down. By simply inverting the pile so
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that its cross-section increases from bottom to top, the

energy absorption capacity is increased by 6 times.

Figure 1.8(b) shows two steel piles. The

tapered pile on the right has been made by cutting a wide

flange pile (like the one shown on the left) diagonally

along its web, and then welding the sections to form a

tapered pile with its smaller end at the top. By this

simple operation, the energy absorption capacity of the

pile is nearly doubled using the same amount of material

and without increasing the working stress.

Finally Figure 1.8(c) illustrates a simple

method of increasing the energy absorption capacity of a

tubular steel pile by maintaining the same outside diameter

throughout the length of the pile and decreasing the thick-

ness of wall from bottom towards the top. A considerable

saving in material and increase in energy capacity are thus

obtained at a very small additional fabrication expense.

Whenever practicable, therefore, the idea of

uniform strength which is standard practice in many mechan-

ical applications, e.g. leaf springs, should be used in

designing flexible pile dolphins.

(d) Resilience and Toughness

The strain energy equations for structural mem-

bers subject to either direct stress or bending indicate

that the amount of energy that can be absorbed per unit
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volume of material without breakdown of elastic action de-

pends on the factor 1 Se2  This factor is the modulus
2 E

of resilience for members under direct tensile stress. For

members in flexure, the modulus of resilience is some co-

1 Se 2

efficient x 2 E This modulus is useful in comparing

the effectiveness of different structural materials in re-

sisting energy loads. It is noted, then, that the ideal

material for resisting energy loads in service in which the

material must not incur permanent distortion, is one having

a high modulus of resilience, that is, a material having a

high proportional limit, like spring steel, and/or a mater-

ial with a low modulus of elasticity, such as rubber.

Another useful index for comparing the resis-

tances of different materials to energy loads is the modulus

of toughness. This specific property is defined in strength

of materials as the maximum amount of energy which a unit

volume of the material will absorb without fracture. A

tough material is needed, therefore, to resist energy loads

when the material in service is likely to be stressed beyond

its yield point. Even with reasonable factors of safety,

dolphin members can very possibly be subjected to stresses

beyond their yield point, provided of course that the soil

foundation does not fail or yield first. If a dolphin has

sufficient strength beyond its elastic energy capacity, it

may still be able to arrest the movement of a ship in an

accident situation, without failure of the dolphin.
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Average values of strength, resilience ard toughness

properties in flexure of some commonly used materials have

been compiled from various strength of materials textbooks

and are listed here in order to give the engineer an idea

of their relative capabilities in dolphin structures.

Proportion- Ultimate Modulus of Resil- Tough-
Material al Limit Strength Elastlcity ience ness

- psi - psi - psi in-lb in-lb
per in3  per in3

Ordinary
Structural 6
Steel 33,000 60,000 30 x 10 2.0 1,000

Low Alloy,
High
Strength
Steel 50,000 70,000 30 x 106  4.6 1,200

Spring 6
Steel 140,000 220,000 30 x 10 36.3 490

Yellow 6
Pine 9,000 141,700 1.99 x 10 2.2 11

Oak 8,200 15,200 1.78 x 106 2.1 11

Greenheart 11,700 21,700 3.01 x 106 2.5 15

Rubber* 300 - 150 300 -

Subjected to direct stress
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(e) Allowable Stresses for Dolphin Structures

Allowable working stresses must be of such

magnitude as to assure, on the basis of experience and

tests, the safety of a structure against failure. This is

of particular importance for dolphin structures which must

be depended upon to provide safe berthing and mooring for

vessels that may be of enormous cost.

The influences of impact loading on the mechan-

ical properties of materials varies, depending upon the

material and upon the duration of load.

(i) Results of investigations on impact

strengths of metals show that both their impact yield

and ultimate strengths are greater than their static

strengths (Refs. 16 and 29). The increases in yield

strength may be from 10 to 90 percent, and increases in

ultimate strength from 2 to 80 percent, with the larger

percentages being for the higher loading rates.

(ii) Data on impact loading of concrete which

is notably weak in tension are also quite definite in

indicating increased strength with increasing rate of

strain. During an investigation of the stresses in re-

inforced concrete piles during driving, Glanville et

al. (Ref. 22) observed large tensile elastic strains in

the concrete. These strains, which occurred during the

oscillatory pulses from impact, corresponded to tensile

stresses as high as 2000 psi.
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(iii) Tests on wood members subjected to impact

loads are similar to those on steel and concrete in

showing that wood may without damage be subjected for

a short time to forces which would cause failure if

applied for a longer time. The graph of Figure 1.9

illustrates the relationship between duration of load

and working stress for wood (Ref. 68).

The increase in yield and ultimate strengths of

structural materials with increasing strain rates seems to

indicate that larger design stresses for impact loading

might be permitted compared to values of stress used for

static loading. There are several considerations, at least

in connection with the design of dolphins, however, which

do not justify taking full advantage of this favorable

characteristic.

(i) In practice, it is difficult to estimate

rate of strain, so that the amount of increase in yield

stress or design stress over the static value is inde-

terminate.

(ii) Design impact loads cannot be accurately

determined as is evident from the range in values used

for energy loss and for impact or berthing velocity.

(iii) If inhomogeneities or other defects exist

in a material, its energy absorption capacity under im-

pact loading decreases more significantly than under

static loading.
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(iv) overloading beyond the yield stress under

impact loading is more serious than for static loading,

since permanent deformations produced at first impact

may increase with continued impact loads.

It is recommended, therefore, that the design

stresses selected for dolphins which must resist impact

loads be not higher than 133 percent of the allowable

stresses used for static loads. This figure corresponds to

the increase allowed by most structural codes for wind loads

and results in a factor of safety with respect to yield

strength of about 1.2 for steel and 1.6 for wood.

2. Structural Materials for Dolphins

For any given pile supported according to the

arrangements usually encountered in dolphin structures (see

Fig. 1.10), the following important relationships should be

recognized:

(i) The energy that can be absorbed by a pile

is proportional to the length of the pile. So far as

capacity for resisting the energy of berthing vessels

is concerned, increased length arising from large water

depth is an advantage.

(ii) The lateral load P that the pile can re-

sist is inversely proportional to the length of pile.

Therefore, from the point of view of static mooring

pulls once vessels are berthed, increased length of pile

is a disadvantage.
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(iii) The deflection of the pile under lateral

load P is proportional to the cube of the length of pile.

Also, for any given length of pile and any Sa, the

allowable working stress for the pile, the following impor-

tant relationships may be stated:

(i) The energy that can be absorbed by the pile

is proportional to the square of the allowable working

stress. If for instance we have a given amount of

kinetic energy which must be absorbed by wood piles, and

an allowable stress of 6,000 psi is used, then four

piles might be needed. If, however, the more usual

magnitude of allowable stress, e.g. 1,200 psi, is taken,

then 100 piles would be required.

(ii) The lateral load P that the pile can re-

sist is proportional to the allowable working stress.

(iii) The maximum allowable deflection of the

pile is controlled by the allowable working stress.

The latter observations indicate that any small in-

crease in working stress is very valuable for resisting both

static and energy loads.

(a) Comparison of Work Absorption and Lateral Resist-

ance of Typical Structural Members in Bending

Table 1.2 shows resistance moments for typical

structural members. The relationship between energy ab-

sorption and length is illustrated in Figure 1.11 for some
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of the more representative members. This chart is appli-

cable for bending under all three conditions shown in Figure

1.10. In preparing Table 1.2 and Figure 1.11, allowable

stresses have been selected with a view to giving a fair

and reasonable comparison of the effectiveness of the dif-

ferent structural members considered. Accordingly, average

values of stress at the proportional limit have been used

for the steel and wood members, and ultimate strengths have

been used for the reinforced and prestressed concrete mem-

bers which have no well defined yield point. The resist-

ance moments indicated for the prestressed concrete cylin-

ders are based on actual test results (Ref. 59).

On the basis of energy absorption per unit

weight, the structural members compare as follows:

inch-tons

per ton

14" ' Greenheart Pile 42.4

16" ' Greenheart Pile 42.2

18" x 1/2" H.T.S. Tube 24.2

36" # x 1" H.T.S. Tube 20.5

24 WF 100 Column Section 15.0

36" o x 1/2" Steel Pipe 10.4

36" g x 4" Prestressed Con-
crete Cyl. Pile w/12
Cables 2.66

24" x 24" R.C. Pile
w/8-11" Bars o.16
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It is seen therefore that greenheart piles and

tubular piles of high tensile steel are very well suited

for energy absorption in bending, whereas reinforced con-

crete and prestressed concrete piles are very inefficient

(reinforced concrete much more so than prestressed concrete).

Figure 1.12 shows the relationship between length

and static load resistance of the representative structural

members. The chart is applicable for Cases I and II of

Figure 1.10 and can be used for Case III by doubling the

values of lateral resistance obtained for Case I or II.

The chart shows that the reinforced concrete and greenheart

piles do not offer as much lateral load resistance as the

steel and prestressed concrete members. On the basis of

lateral load resistance per unit weight for an effective

length of 50 ft., however, the members compare as follows:

tons

per ton

36" x 1" H.T.S. Tube 3.94

36" ' x 1/2" Steel Pile 2.83

24 WF 100 Column Section 2.74

18" $ x 1/2" H.T.S. Tube 2.14

16" )d Greenheart Pile 1.40

14" 1 Greenheart Pile 1.23

36" pf x 4" P.C. Cyl. Pile
w/12 Cables 1.03

24" x 24" R.C. Pile 0.13
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From the standpoint of static load resistance

by bending, it is evident that greenheart is not as efficient

as steel, and that prestressed concrete and reinforced con-

crete again are the least efficient. It appears, then, that

the only effective way of using prestressed concrete, and

particularly reinforced concrete, in dolphin structures is

by raking the piles so that any horizontal load can be re-

sisted by direct stress, and if any significant amount of

energy absorption is required, only in combination with high

energy absorbing fender systems.

(b) Comparison of Dolphins Constructed of Different

Structural Members

Figure 1.13 shows a comparison of greenheart,

ordinary structural steel, and high strength steel piles in

a piled dolphin. Calculations are based on a construction

of piles with both ends fixed against rotation. The data

indicates that both the greenheart and high strength steel

dolphins have very g3od energy absorption capacity. How-

ever, the lateral loads resisted by the high strength steel

dolphins, due to their larger resistance moment, are con-

siderably greater than those resisted by the greenheart

dolphins.

A similar comparison for the case of a dolphin

with its top hinged or free is illustrated in Figure 1.14.

The respective energy capacities are the same as for the
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rigidly connected dolphin. Because of the greater flexi-

bility in the hinged dolphin, however, the respective values

of lateral load resistance are much smaller.

It will be noted that the axial forces in the

piles of the hinged dolphin are zero whereas in the rigidly

connected dolphin the axial forces (both tension and com-

pression) are quite significant. Thus, whether one arrange-

ment is more favorable than the other depends also on the

soil conditions, as obviously, if the rigid dolphin is to

be adopted, the soil must provide a good tension hold and

good bearing resistance for the piles.

Usually in dolphin design, thought must not only

be given to either work absorption or horizontal load re-

sistance, but also to the most favorable combination of

both, taking into account the work absorbed from berthing

of the vessel, on the one hand, and the force resulting

from wind pressure or pull from mooring ropes on the other.

Assuming requirements of 800 inch-tons energy

capacity and 100 tons static load resistance, construction

on eight 16" p greenheart piles rigidly connected at the

top -- though having adequate energy absorption capacity --

would fail under the static load unless the number of piles

were doubled. This however would entail a much greater

work absorption capacity, i.e. resilience, than is needed

(and which might be considered a disadvantage in certain

respects). On the other hand, construction on four
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30" ' x 1" high strength steel tubes hinged or flexible at

the top would provide the required lateral load resistance,

but the energy absorption would not be quite sufficient.

By increasing the number of tubes to six, a satisfactory

solution will be reached in both respects. Practically any

combination of energy capacity and static load requirements

can be easily met with tubular steel sections by varying

the diameter, wall thickness, or steel quality.

As far as determining the most economical solu-

tion, a comparison of costs made on the basis of expendi-

ture either per inch ton of energy absorbed or per ton hori-

zontal force resisted can be erroneous, and alternate

constructions should be compared as a whole. For the al-

ternate solutions given in the preceding paragraph, the

tubular steel dolphin is about twice as expensive as the

greenheart dolphin based only on the purchase cost of the

piles. As mentioned previously, however, due consideration

must be given to the advantages and disadvantages inherent

in the use of either material for the specific case -- e.g.

time of delivery, durability of material with time and

under eccentric loads, and the consequence of excessive

impacts either from head-on or glancing blows -- as well

as to costs of driving, making the necessary connections,

bracings, etc., and the costs of maintenance.



CHAPTER II

THE SOIL MECHANICS OF DOLPHIN DESIGN

When a dolphin is being built most of the design effort

usually seems to go into the design of its structure; yet

it is equally important to consider the soil mechanics of

its situation. In fact, the soil mechanics of a site will

have a large influence on the initial choice of design for

a dolphin. For instance, if a dolphin is to be built in

fairly deep water on hard sand, a cantilevered steel energy

absorbing dolphin might well be chosen, while if the bottom

consists of very soft mud to a considerable depth, a rigid

structure would be chosen which did not depend on lateral

loading of its piles.

This leads to a general principle in dolphin design:

that it is generally most economical and satisfactory to

build a flexible, cantilevered dolphin, but that such a de-

sign should only be used where the soil can take a lateral

load without yielding more than a specified amount even

though the load should be applied cyclically. Failing that,

a rigid structure should be used on a poor soil or a cellu-

lar, sheet pile dolphin on rock.

If a pile group dolphin is to be designed, it is neces-

sary to note some general considerations. Firstly, the load

capacity of a group of piles whether loaded axially or

-48-
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laterally will be less than the sum of the capacities of

the piles acting individually. Secondly, the distribution

of soil resistance for a single pile is very different from

that for the piles in a pile group. If the piles of a pile

cluster dolphin are driven fairly close together, their com-

bined effect can be thought of as being approximately that

of a cylinder of diameter equal to that of the whole group.

This chapter is concerned with piles loaded laterally

and with piles loaded vertically both in compression and

in tension. In each case it is necessary to know three

things about a pile:

(1) the ultimate load a pile can carry;

(2) the maxir.um load a pile can carry which, when

applied repeatedly, will not cause an ever-increasing

deflection of the pile;

(3) the load-deformation curve of a pile in the

elastic range.

A. Vertical Bearing Capacity of a Pile

Following Chellis (Ref. 12) and Minikin (Ref. 42) the

use of the Engineering News formula is not recommended as

it can sometimes give very unsafe results (see comparison

of theoretical calculations with full-scale tests given in

the back of Chellis' book).

Although the bearing load a pile can carry and the re-

sistance a soil offers to a pile driven by dynamic loads
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would not at first seem to have much connection with one

another, Hiley developed the following formula connecting

the two, based on an analysis of the actual driving condi-

tions and on much practical data.

R r) Whlm W 4 w
1

s + 2

where R = total resistance of ground

S- efficiency of hammer blow

hl virtual fall of the hammer in inches - h

s - penetration of pile under last blow in inches

c= temporary compression

W a weight of hammer

w - weight of pile

The factor , represents the effect of losses due to fric-

tion and so on in the hammer mechanism. For an S.A. steam

hammer = - 0.9, for a drop hammer with a wire rope to a

friction winch N - 0.8, and for a freely falling drop

hammer ) = 1.0.

A safe bearing load of 0.5 R is recommended by Mr.

Hiley. Some authors recommend the use of a greater factor

of safety, but in dolphin design this is not necessary. The

use of the Hiley formula is recommended by both Chellis and

Minikin as being very close to recorded test results.
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Values of the efficiency v0 and the temporary com-

pression c are given by the following Tables.

VALUES OF EFFICIENCY

Ratio w/WI Driven by double-acting Driven by single-acting
wt. of hammer hammer
Pile Steel Sheet iTimber Timber or Timber or

wt. of Piles or Piles IR.C. Piles L R.C. Piles
Ram R.C. Piles Iwith with

_ I helmet used cap

0.75 0.72 0.69 0.67
1 I

o.63 0.58 0.53 0.50

10 0.55 0.50 o.44 0.4o

2 0.50 0 .44 0.37 0.33

2j 0.45 I 0.40 0.33 0.28

3 0.42 0.36 0.30 0.25

4 0.36 0.31 0.25 0.20

5 0.31 I0.27 0.21 o.16

6 0.27 I 0.24 0.19 0.14

!Length of Temporary Compression c in inches

Pile, ft. Easy Medium Hard Very Hard
Driving Driving Driving Driving

a b -a ib a b 1a b

20 10.231 0.28 0.36 0.67 0.49 0.65 10.57 0 0.79
30 0.27 0.31 0.44 0.53 0.61 0.74 0.73 0.91
40 0.31 0.34 0.52 0.59 0.73 0.83 0.89 1.031

50 0.35 0.37 0.60 0.65 o.85 0.92 1.05 1.15
60 1o.42 o.4o Io.68 0.71 0.97 1.01 1.21 1.27
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In this Table, (a) is for timber piles and (b) is for

R.C. piles fitted with a helmet and dolly.

For vertical loading of piles and with a factor of

safety of 2, the deflection of a pile under the allowable

load can be taken to be entirely recoverable.

A disadvantage of the Hiley formula is that it does not

take into account the length of embedment of the pile. For

a further discussion of this, see Minikin (Ref. 42), Chap-

ter 1 and page 193.

B. Pull-Out Strength of a Pile

Generally the pull-out strength of a pile is taken by

rule of thumb to be 50 percent of the bearing strength.

This will obviously be very conservative for many piles.

If the pile is primarily an end-bearing pile it should

not be used in a design in which it is subject to uplift.

If it is a friction pile driven in, say, sand, it would

seem reasonable that its pull-out resistance should be

nearly that of its bearing resistance. Hence for such

piles it is suggested that the pull-out strength be taken

as 30 percent of the bearing resistance.

In cohesive soils, the pull-out strength should be

taken as the bearing resistance of the pile plus twice the

weight of the pile less its end-bearing capacity. If d is

the diameter of the tip of the pile, w is the weight of the
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pile, R is its bearing resistance and C is the undisturbed

shear strength of the soil beneath the pile, then the pull-

out capacity T of the pile may be taken as

T = R + 2 w - 9 C d2

4

where the figure of 9 has been found to be satisfactory for

cohesive soils.

Again using a factor of safety of 2 for dolphin con-

struction, the deflection due to maximum allowable pull-out

force will be entirely recoverable.

C. Lateral Loading of a Pile

1. Ultimate Strength of a Laterally-Loaded Pile

The design of a pile to resist a given lateral load

in sandy soil can be carried out satisfactorily by the

method given by Blum (Ref. 9), which is also to be found

in the Peine pile handbook (Ref. 56).

Blum assumes that when a single pile fails, it

pushes up a wedge of soil of constant thickness equal to

its breadth, and that this wedge draws with it pyramid-

shaped pieces on either side of it, as shown in Figure 2.1.

The wedge itself results in a triangular load distribution

on the soil, and the side pieces lead to an extra dis-
4

tributed load which is parabolic in shape. The dotted line

in the Figure shows the probable shape of an actual failure
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surface. In the ensuing analysis and discussion of this

problem the following notation will be used:

S Soil density - include uplift for static loads,

neglect for dynamic loads

E Lateral soil pressure due to wedge

Es  Lateral soil pressure due to side pieces

ep Pressure at bottom of pile due to wedge

e s  Pressure at bottom of pile due to side pieces

Kp Soil reaction constant = tan2 (45 + (P/2)

P Force on top of pile

d Deflection at top of pile

d' Deflection at surface of pile

fw Kp

b Breadth of pile

h Height of pile above surface

x Distance below surface

to  Effective depth of embedment of pile

t Actual depth of embedment of pile, taken as 1.2 to

I Second moment of area of pile

W Resisting moment in direction of force

Mmax  Maximum moment on the pile

E Young's modulus of the pile

11 Angle of friction of soil
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From Figure 2.2 we can see that

W Ep + Es

I" t0 2  t0 31
'pIb A.-

L. 2 6
f fw b O0 +

The approximate distribution of soil pressure on a

laterally loaded pile is also shown in Figure 2.2. If an

effective depth to is taken which is the actual depth of

penetration divided by 1.2, the load distribution can be

taken to be that of Figure 2.2.

Considering Figure 2.2 and equating moments we get

P(h 4 to) - fw F t04  -0L6 2~4
to 4 + 4 bt0 3 - 24 P(h to) 0 (I)

fw

Mx = P(h + x) - fw(b - 24 ) (2)
6 24

For maximum moment, x a xm  and d*
dx

P f( 2bxm2 .xm3)U

P fx ~ wm(3b, + xm) (3)

and Mmax  - fwXm2 [3xm2 (4h + 8 b)xm + 12 hbi (4)

24.
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and putting (3) in (1), we get a relation between to and

0m3 (to t 4b) = 4 xm2 (xm + 3 b) (5)

We then get the equation of the deflection at the top of

the pile to be

1 P(h + to) 3  fwt 4 21
d L 3 360 [5 b . h (3h 4 12b)t o + 2.5 t0 2

(6)

Suppose we want to design a pile to withstand a

given lateral load P. Equation (3) gives xm if a value of

b is assumed. Putting xm into equation (4) gives the maxi-

mum moment in the pile and hence the required section for

the Job, and putting it into equation (5) gives the required

depth of embedment (remember that t = 1.2 to). Then putting

to and P into (6), the deflection of the pile top is ob-

tained.

On the basis of the pile tests of Flemherde in 1951

and the dolphin tests of Holtenan in 1952, Mdller (Ref. 47,

pp. 31 and 63, as well as Hansa, 1953, No. 66/47, P. 1988)

recommended that the formula (7) above of Blum be written

in the form of the classic deformation formula d = 1 PL3
3EI

for a fixed-end beam, where L is an effective length equal

to h + 0.78 to  or h + 0.65 t. Equation (7) then becomes

d - P  (h 4 0.78 to)3  -P  (h + 0.65 t) (7a)
3EI 3EI
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When using the Blum method for the calculation of

the lateral resistance of a closely spaced group of piles,

the strength of the group is not the sum of the strengths

calculated for each individual pile. Instead, the group

should be treated as a single cylinder whose diameter is 80

percent of that of the group.

An example of a design calculation carried out using

this method is found in Chapter III, section B. In Appendix

A, the ultimate strength of a laterally-loaded single pile

is calculated by the Blum method and is shown to agree

closely with that obtained from a full-scale test.

2. Recoverable Limit of a Laterally-Loaded File

If a pile is loaded laterally with even quite a

small load it will have a small permanent deflection when

the load is removed. However, if the same small load is

applied to the pile and removed a number of times, the pile

will reach some point beyond which it will not deflect.

This will happen for all loads below some critical load; but

for repeated loads greater than this value the pile or the

dolphin structure of which it is a part will continue to

deflect until it fails completely. This critical load,

called here the Shake Down Load, is of vital importance in

the design of an intermittently loaded maritime structure

such as a dolphin.
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Unfortunately there have been all too few lateral

load tests on piles (see the end of this Chapter); and of

the tests that have been performed, none to the authors'

knowledge have been concerned with the effects of repeated

loading. In 1958, R. D. Gaul (Ref. 21) carried out some

cyclic tests on piles but was concerned with a different

problem. In the aircraft industry at the present time al-

most all an aircraft's structure is designed by fatigue

strength, not ultimate strength; but although the Civil

Engineer should be equally concerned with the life of his

intermittently loaded structures, he has not at his dis-

posal results based on extensive testing such as those

available to the Aircraft Structural Engineer.

Hence it is only possible to look at the load-

deflection curves of a number of static pile tests and work

as best as possible from that information. In this way, we

are led to the recommendation that the Shake Down Load be

taken as one-third of the ultimate load as the proportional

limit for most tests seems to lie above this figure.

For a proposed testing specification, see Appendix

B.

3. A Laterally-Loaded Pile in an Elastic Foundation

When the structure of a dolphin is being designed

and analyzed it is convenient to think of the piles as

being fixed a few feet below the surface of the soil, so
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that the deflections of the structure can be assumed to be

linear and elastic. Many building codes state that the

point of fixity should be taken as 5 ft. below the surface

in good soils and 10 ft. below the surface in bad soils.

In fact, the actual load deflection characteristics of a

laterally-loaded pile are far from being linear even in its

elastic range.

A method has been developed by Palmer and Thomson

(Ref. 54) to calculate the deflections and loads of a

laterally-loaded pile and this has been further developed

by Gleser (Ref. 23) and by Palmer and Brown (Ref. 36). The

method has been programmed for use with an IBM 650 Computer.

In this method, the soil is assumed to be linearly

elastic with a modulus of elasticity which varies with soil

depth. The basic differential equation is

d4  n
EI -) k y (1)

where E a modulus of elasticity of the pile

I - moment of irertia of the pile/unit width

y a deflection of the pile at any point along its

length

x = the depth of any point below grade

L a the embedded length of the pile
k - the modulus of earth reaction at the lower end of

the pile

n a a positive parameter
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In equation (1), k is the elastic modulus at the

bottom of the pile and the parameter n governs the distri-

bution of the modulus along the pile.

Equation (1) is solved by turning it into a differ-

ence equation. The pile is divided into a number of equal

divisions, each of length Then writing the usual dif-

ferential equations of an elastic beam as difference equa-

tions, we have at any point m on the pile:

Slope = Yml- Yi-i

Bending Moment/Unit Width - El • Yrn+l - 2Ym ' Ym-i
\2

Sher/Unit Width M EI • X (Ym+2 " 2 Ymnl

+ 2 Ym-1 - Ym-2)

Pressure/Unit Width

m / Y.I ) El 1 (Ym+2 - 4Ymil * 6 Ym

S 4Ym-l + Ym-2)

Various numerical methods are available for the

solution of these equations. The Soden method is recom-

mended for use with a desk calculator while, if an IBM Com-

puter is available, the Petrie program or .a program written

t at Princeton which also produces bending moments, slopes

and shears along the pile could be used.
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A fourth order difference equation needs four bound-

ary conditions. These are that the shear and the bending

moment at the bottom of the pile are zero, and that for a

free-head pile, at the top the shear is the specified later-

al load, while the bending moment is zero. For a fixed-

head pile, the shear is again specified, but the other con-

dition is now that the slope of the pile is zero.

No numerical method is stated here. Instead, the

reader who wishes to go further into the details of the cal-

culations involved is advised to read the papers by Mason

and Bishop and by Palmer and Brown (Ref. 36). Other rele-

vant references are (23), (37) and (54).

The values of k and n needed for equation (1) have

to be obtained directly from a test on a free-headed pile,

from which they are found by curve-fitting. No method has

yet been found for obtaining k and n directly from soil

tests.

With this method, the maximum bending moment a pile

will be subjected to can be found; and more important for

the design of dolphins in which energy absorption capacity

is a major criterion, load deflection curves can be plotted

for piles subjected to lateral loads or moments. These

curves can then be used as part of an analysis to determine

the maximum energy a dolphin can absorb.
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Gleser (Ref. 23) obtained values of k and n for a

free-head pile which when used for the calculation of the

deflection curves of a fixed-head pile corresponded closely.

This method can also be used to calculate the

effective depth of fixity of a pile in the soil. If this

can be found, the subsequent structural analysis of a dol-

phin is made much easier and the results are more reliable.

4. Summary of Lateral Load Tests

The results of a number of lateral load tests on

various types of piles in different soils are summarized

in this section. For timber piles, effective depths of

fixity d have been worked out using the simple formula

S-

3EI

It can be seen from the table that almost all values lie

between the generally accepted rule-of-thumb values of 5

ft. in firm soils and 10 ft. in poor soils. But although

these values of depth of fixity are suitable for use with

timber piles, it is thought that for stiffer piles the

point of fixity should be further down in the soil.
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TABLE 2.2

LATERAL LOAD TESTS ON STEEL AND CONCRETE PILES

Loads to Produce a Given Deflection

Tp IApprox.Load i
No.1 Type Size Length Soil to give a Source;!

I' Deflection
ft. of:

1 IPrecast 18"butt 30 Medium 9.75 ' 13 A

!Concrete ii" tip Sand I
2 Precast 18" 35 Brown Clay 9 12 D

IConcrete i Lcam with

SGravel
3 !y~~d 1.9" 3
i3 Raymond 14 34 Brown Clay 5.5 8 DStep- butt Loam with
Staper Gravel i'4 iUio ; Di 1

4 IUnion 7J8 35 Brown Clay 9 13D
IMonotube Loam with
i Grave

,5 !Union 7J8 38 Brown c 21 D
8 BrwnlaYil 2 15

IMonotube ,Loam withMn bGravel

oIO ;Steel I12H53 40 1 Brown Clay 5 i 7.2 D
Loam withI Gravel

7 iRaymond - 14 2' Soft 9 ll .5 EIStd. .Brown Clay
on Silty

Sand

8 Raymond - 22 2' Soft 7 10: E
Std. I Brown Clay

on Silty
1Sand
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TABLE 2.3

LATERAL LOAD TESTS OF PILE GROUPS
! ! Approx. iS'Load/File

No. Type Size ;Lengthl Soil to give a 'Source

i ' 1 Deflection.

ft. I of: _

lit" I t___ __ __ _

1 4 Timber 12"butt 30 !Medium Sand 7 13 A
8 tipi

'2 2 Timber 13"butt 29 1Medium Sand 6 9 A
9"tip 1

3 8 Timber 13"butt 32 !Fine to 4.8 7.5!
9" tip ICoarse

ISand with
'Gravel * i

4 8 Timber 13"butt 32 !Fine to 5.8 - F
91 tip lCoarse

!Sand with
#'Gravel

5 2 Timber !16"butt 36 Glacial 7.5 9.5' C

10" tip & 39 Till j
6 i3 Timber {13'butt 47 9' Medium 5 7 E16 8~ bip I 'Clay on E

"-___ _ __ _ Silty Sand _____

Sources of Test Information:

A Feagin, L. B., "Lateral Pile Loading Tests," Transactions,
ASCE, Vol. 102 (1937).

B Gieser, S. M., "Lateral Load Tests on Vertical Fixed-Head
and Free-Head Piles," Symposium on Lateral Load Tests on
Piles, ASTM Spec. Pub. 154 (1953).

C Wagner, A. A., "Lateral Load Tests on Piles for Design
Information," Symposium on Lateral Load Tests on Piles,
ASTM Spec. Pub. 154 (1953).

D Evans, L. T., "Bearing Piles Subjected to Horizontal
Loads," ASTM Spec. Pub. 154 (1953).

E McNulty, J. F., "Thrust Loading on Piles " Journal, ASCE
Soil Mechanics & Foundations Div., Vol. 62, p.9W (1956).

F Feagin, L. B., "Lateral Load Tests on Groups of Battered
and Vertical Piles," ASTM Pub. No. 154, p. 12 (1953).



CHAPTER III

DOLPHIN TYPES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND DES IGNS

A. Tubular Steel Dolphins

In designing a berthing accommodation where a dolphin

arrangement is indicated, the choice generally lies between

a dolphin of the flexible type without special fender equip-

ment, or a dolphin of the rigid type with high energy absorb-

ing fenders. Special fendering systems, however, are usually

complicated devices, making special securing provisions to

the dolphins necessary, and requiring frequent inspection

and maintenance. The flexible dolphin, on the other hand,

is very simple in design, and derives its energy absorption

capacity from the ability of its long slender structural

elements to take a high degree of bending.

Flexible dolphins made of seamless or welded steel tubes

have in recent years become very popular, especially in

Germany and the Netherlands. Because of their increasing

importance, they will be discussed at length, and several

examples of their design and application will be given.

1. Classification and Analysis of Tubular Steel Dolphins

According to the kind of connection at the top of the

piles, tubular dolphins can be grouped into three categories:

free or pin-connected, torsion-resisting, and rigid or

framed.

-68-
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(a) Free or pin-connected tubes. This type referred

to in Europe as a "bundle" dolphin is characterized by the

fact that the horizontal bracing is connected to the indi-

vidual tubes by means of loose or hinged joints. Such

bracing allows the piles to deflect together and without

jamming, and does not distribute loading to the piles

through shear or bending of the bracing. Transmission of

significant tensile and compression forces by the piles

into the soil foundation is thus prevented. Hinged connec-

tions are more expensive than rigid connections, but where

a site lacks consolidated soil strata with good bearing

capacity, it may be necessary to use them rather than the

fixed connections in order to avoid any differential settle-

ment of the piles. Another advantage of hinged connections

is that they give the dolphin a greater resilience which

reduces the magnitude of the impact force -- and consequently

the reaction on the hull of the vessel -- by half.

Impacts on dolphins (particularly in the case of

large dolphins or those rectangular in plan) are generally

such that there is considerable eccentricity. In the

bundle type dolphin an eccentric impact results in large

variations between the loads exerted on the different piles,

with a consequent reduction in the efficiency of the dolphin

as regards energy absorption. The variation in loading on

the piles arises from the rotational effect of the eccentric
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impact which, due to the hinged connections of the bracing,

can only be resisted by additional bending of the piles.

Some piles are therefore heavily loaded (where the deflec-

tions or bending caused by the equivalent couple and central

load are in the same direction) while some may be subjected

to much lighter loading. The following analysis will show

how under an eccentric impact the amount of energy that a

bundle dolphin is able to absorb can be as little as half of

what the same dolphin can take up under centric impact. It

should be noted that some rotational effect will also be

produced by friction existing between the vessel and the

dolphin. This may be significant compared to the rotational

effact produced by the normal component of eccentric impact,

for small design angles of approach. In the following analy-

sis a maximum approach angle is assumed and therefore the

frictional rotation will be negligible.

Figure 3.1 shows a diagrammatic view in plan of

a dolphin with pin-jointed bracing. If the dolphin is sub-

jected to a central impact force, i.e. with eccentricity

e - 0, each pile will deflect the same amount Aa and will

resist one-fourth of the total impact force P. The total

energy absorbed is therefore - EA = 4 x Q a . Since
2

and L3

the total energy may also be expressed as
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EA =p2L324EI

Further recognizing that the maximum force that each pile

can resist is
8 SaI
Ld

where sa = allowable bending stress and d - the diameter of

the pile, the total energy absorption under central impact

may be expressed finally as

8(sa) 2 IL 2.665 (sa)21L

3 d 2 E d2 E

Now if the external force P is due to an eccen-

tric impact with e = r , an external torsional moment MT

is produced which is equal to P x r. According to statics,

then, the most heavily loaded pile (No. 1) will be subjected

to a load equal to 0.50 P, and the least heavily loaded

pile (No. 3) will be subjected to zero force. The loads in

piles Nos. 2 and 4 will each be 0.35 P. The individual

piles are thus subjected to resultant loads differing in

magnitude and direction. This unsatisfactory utilization

of the strength properties of the piles cannot be avoided

by choosing different cross-sections for the piles, as the

distribution of the external force among the piles will

vary according to direction of impact. Although the resul-

tant loads on the piles will differ, each pile will absorb

the same amount of energy. This may be visualized by
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considering that the eccentric impact is equivalent, as
previously mentioned, to a central force P which causes a

deflection 6 p of the dolphin along the direction of the

central load, plus a couple P x r which causes additional

deflection A. C of the dolphin due to the rotational effect

of the couple. Since the rotation is relatively small, the

deflection of the piles due to the action of the couple may

be considered to occur in a tangential direction according

to A C = r G where G is the rotation in radians. The

total energy absorption may therefore be expressed as

_EA =4P A P r 9

4.2 42

which reduces to

EA L3 p
2

- 12EI

Since the load P that can be resisted by the dolphin depends

upon the resultant force exerted by the most heavily loaded

pile (which is No. 1), the total energy absorption may be

expressed finally as

EA = 4(sa)2IL 1.333 (sa) 2 1L

3d 2 E

Hence it is seen that under eccentric impact a

pin-connected dolphin cannot absorb as much energy as it

can when subjected to a central impact. For the case

analyzed, i.e. with e = r, the energy absorption capacity

of the dolphin is only one-half as great.
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(b) Torsion-resisting dolphin. To overcome the

deficiency inherent in a bundle dolphin when subjected to

an eccentric impact, one or more of the pin joints can also

be made resistant to torsion in the horizontal plane of the

bracing. In this manner the loading on the piles will be

more evenly distributed since the external torsion moment

will be resisted primarily by the twisting of the pile

cross-sections (which does not occur with hinged bracing)

rather than by additional "rotational" bending of the dol-

phin piles. To illustrate this, reference is made to

Figure 3.2 which shows a dolphin similar to the one of

Figure 3.1 but with the addition of torsion-resisting con-

nections.

Under central impact the analysis of this pin-

connected, but torsion-resisting, dolphin is exactly the

same as for the hinged dolphin.

Under the action of an external moment of tor-

sion NT due to an eccentric blow, the bracing rotates

through an angle 9. Because of the torsion-resisting con-

nections, however, relative rotation of the piles with re-

spect to the bracing is not possible and so the cross-

sections of the piles at the level of the bracing will

rotate along with the bracing. The tops of the piles will

therefore undergo a twisting rotation 0 relative to the

portions fixed firmly in the ground. Not only will there
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be set up in each pile a force T resulting from the "rota-

tional" deflection (AC - r Q) of the dolphin, but also an

internal torsional moment MC due to the twisting of each

pile cross-section. The force T will usually be very small,

so that essentially all piles will be loaded equally as

follows:

1
mt IMT

The more exact expressions for the applicable

forces acting on the piles of the dolphin shown in Figure

3.2 are as follows:

1

15 mt r

4 L2

The total energy absorbed by the dolphin is

mttQ 1

EA a 4 LA +4- -t C2i [2 }4 -C
where

pL 3  5 mtL

P , V L 5 = - (assuming that Poisson's
1 TL 3

ratio is ), and A T
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For purposes of comparison of the torsion-

resisting dolphin with the pin-connected dolphin previously

analyzed, the following table has been prepared for three

values of r ratio.

r

Q T mt EA

.1 P 0.00 Pr (0.96) 2.57 (s )21L

2 P 0.032 P Pr (0.87) 2.32 (Sa)21L
•4 4- Id2 E I

.3 P 0063 P Tr (0.75) 2.02 (sa)21L

4 4 d2 E

It is readily seen that the energy absorption

capacity of a pin-connected dolphin can be increased con-

siderably by the addition of torsion-resisting connections.

For the ratios of E considered, the energy absorption

capacity can be increased respectively to 1.93, 1.74, and

1.52 times the energy absorption of the pin-connected dol-

phin.

It should further be noted that the shear stress

s. produced in each pile by the torsional moment mt will be

very small for a circular steel cross-section. When it is

combined with the flexural normal stress, sN caused by the
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Q and (very small) T loads, the resultant principal stress

sR remains nearly the same, as is apparent from the stress

relationship

SR '( 2 43(s)2 *

This means that the allowable stress sa can be used without

reduction since for very small Ss, the allowable stress

equals sN = sR . All of the strength properties of the piles

are thus fully utilized and the dolphin will be almost as

efficient under eccentric as under central impact. The

foundation soil will also be more uniformly loaded due to

the equal loading of the piles.

If all of the piles of a bundle dolphin have

torsion-resisting connections, it is obvious that maximum

efficiency will be obtained. Constructional considerations,

however, may play a part in determining the number of piles

of a dolphin to be so connected. Thus, in the first

torsion-resisting bundle type dolphins, which were in-

stalled at the port of Lubeck in 1951, not all of the piles

were provided with torsion-resisting connections. Willy

Minnich of Germany, who was the first to bring the torsion-

resisting principle to the attention of dolphin designers,

derived general equations for dolphins with piles of

Derived from distortion-energy failure theory (Ref. 40).
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circular cross-section, having both hinged and torsion-

resisting connections. These equations which are given

below relate to Figure 3.3 and are based on the following

assumptions:

(1) The external moment of torsion MT acts in

the plane of the torsional bracing.

(2) The angle of rotation 9 is so small that the

shear forces T act in the planes of the deflections

(3) The equivalent length Lo of the pile* is the

same for bending and for torsional rotation.

(4) The equivalent length Lo is the same for all

the piles of the dolphin.

Let v = the total number of piles of a dolphin.

w - the number of piles with torsion-resisting

connections.

I - the moment of inertia about a diameter.

Then the condition for equilibrium about the axis

of torsion will be:

w V

XTYmt + FT-r

Lo v L 4 0.78 to according to Muller, "HANSA," 1953, p.

1988. Penetration "t0" as given by Blum, "Die Bautechnlk,"

1932, No. 5 (Ref. 9).
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The relationships between the external torsional

moment and the resulting internal forces and moments are

derived from basic principles as follows:

For a circular shaft of effective length Lo

twisted through an angle @ by an applied moment mt

Q = T where R = modulus of rigidity

RJ
and J = polar moment of inertia

which also equals 2 . I

E 21
R= E since Poisson's ratio =

for steel.

Hence Q 5 mtLo o 4 EI @

4mL or mt L

The sum of all such moments . t 94 EQ
5 Lo

as E, 9, and Lo will be constant for all piles.

Assuming that all piles, whether pin-Jointed or

Jointed by a torsion-resisting connection to the torsional

bracing, deflect as free-ended cantilevers of length Lo

under an applied force T, the deflection

nC T L 3
3 EI

From Figure 3.3 it is seen that the applied

force T causes a moment mf x T • r about the axis of tor-

sion, and C = r • 0 (for small values of 0).



Hence r@ - mfL°3 or mf 3 EI 9 r2

3 EIr Lo3

The sum of all such moments Mf - EG I r2

as E, Q, and Lo will be constant.

Now the total external moment MT is equal to

the sum of the internal moments. That is,

4EQ

MT - w 1 ZIr 2

As MT will be known, it is desirable to express

mt and T in terms of MT.

4 El
mt 5 Lo

MT E 1 3EQ v 2
5L0  0

Therefore
I Lo 2

mt L W V 2 MT
Lo e 2I + 3.75 Z1I r2

Mf 3 EI 9 r2  3 EI @ r

T Lo3 r L03

3 El 9 r

and T L= 3

mt 4 Ei o
5 Lo

Therefore,
T .13.75 r . m

L 2 mt
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The only deficiency which can be found regarding

Minnich's equations is in his mathematical definition of the

axis of torsion. He presents the following equations for

the location of the torsional axis

v

X (I •x)
V

V
YO ( Y)

For a symmetrical pile group these equations

reduce to those for the center of gravity of the group.

However, for non-symmetrical piles the deviation between

the center of gravity and the torsion axis (as defined by

Minnich) is significant. In mechanics, the axis of torsion

is said to coincide with the axis through the center of

gravity, whether the group is symmetrical or non-symmetrical.

Accordingly, use of Minnich's equations for locating the

axis of torsion of a pile group is not recommended, as it

should coincide with the center of gravity in all cases.

Notwithstanding, full-scale tests conducted in

1952 by the German administration of hydraulic works and

navigation on both pin-connected and torsion-resisting dol-

phins made of hollow steel piles confirmed mathematical cal-

culations concerning the energy absorption superiority of

the torsion-resisting dolphin. A summary of these full-

scale tests is given in Appendix A.
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(c) Framed Dolphins. These dolphins have their

bracings welded to the tubes or piles and can be designated

as rigidly connected. Staged frames with several statically

indeterminate members result therefrom. As indicated in

Chapter I, framed dolphins have a considerably greater force

absorption capacity when compared with hinged or torsion-

resisting dolphins but have a smaller capability for deflec-

tion. This type of construction is advantageous in case of

great depth of water where the most important requirement

is an increased ability to absorb force. Good soil condi-

tions are essential, however, for proper functioning of

frame dolphins. Figure 3.4 illustrates a framed dolphin

used for mooring in the harbor of Hamburg, Germany. Analy-

sis of framed or rigid dolphins follows the methods for

ordinary indeterminate frames as can be noted from the com-

parative dolphin studies made in Chapter I.

2. Example of Tubular Steel, Hinged Dolphins

An installation of flexible steel dolphins of the

hinged type was constructed in 1957 by the Aluminum Company

of Canada in Kitimat Harbor, British Columbia (Ref. 8).

The berthing facility, shown in Figure 3.6, consisted of

two main dolphins or "strength dolphins" and two "end dol-

phins." The main dolphins were designed to resist impact

forces resulting from the berthing of a ship and afterwards

to resist the pull of the ship's spring and breast lines.
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The two "end dolphins" were designed to hold the bow and

stern mooring lines after the berthing of a ship and to

provide some additional resistance along the line of dol-

phins.

(a) Design of Dolphins. As the basis for the design

the following data were used:

Load displacement of ship, representing the

moving mass of a 16,000 Dead Weight Tons Cargo Vessel -

24,000 Short Tons.

Maximum angle between the ship's line of

approach and the line of dolphins - 150.

Maximum approach speed of vessel, normal to the

dolphins - 0.5 ft. per sec.

Pressure on ship from maximum 80 mph winds -

20 pounds per ft.
2

Two cases of berthing were considered:

(i) Broadside collision of the vessel with the

main dolphins, engaging both structures simultaneously.

In this case the energy to be absorbed was considered

equally distributed to both structures. However, it

was assumed that from the total kinetic energy of the

berthing ship only 50% would be absorbed by the two main

dolphins, while the rest of the energy would be lost due

to water displacement in a broadside movement towards

the dolphins, and due to the loss of energy on first

impact.
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(ii) Collision with only one of the main dol-

phins. Because this type of impact is unlikely to occur

amidships, a reduction coefficient of 0.5 was used for

the moving mass.

Hence in either case, the energy to be absorbed

by one main dolphin was the same. In case (i) the dolphin

absorbs the energy in pure bending while in case (ii) the

structure may also be subjected to torsion, caused by a

glancing blow.

As shown in Figure 3.6, the dolphins were con-

structed of long, vertical, tubular steel piles of 3/4" and

1/21 thickness and 3 0" outside diameter. Seven piles were

used for each main dolphin and three piles were used for

each of the end dolphins. Two horizontal steel platforms

for each dolphin were introduced to provide the tie between

the piles. As the platforms are supported loosely on

brackets welded onto the piles, all connections were con-

sidered as hinges. Consequently, the lateral loads do not

cause appreciable axial loads.

Comparative design studies revealed that high

tensile, low alloy steel piles could be utilized better

than medium structural grade steel pipes to resist the

cantilever moments for this particular structure. Welded

steel pipes, complying with ASTM Spec. A-252, Grade 3,

havine an ultimate strength of 75,000 psi and a yield
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strength of 45,000 psi, were selected. The use of this

steel offered considerable saving in pile transport, hand-

ling, field welding, and driving costs as compared with

medium structural grade steel piles. Based on the nature

of the design loads, it was decided to use a maximum flex-

ural working stress of 37,500 psi which means a theoretical

safety factor of 1.2 against yield failure and a factor of

safety of 2.0 considering the ultimate strength.

The structure is so flexible, that under the

maximum forces the slope of the timber fendering exceeds

the probable tilt of the ship. For this reason it was

assumed that the point of load application for wind thrust

and impact forces would shift to the elevation of the lower

platform.

Except for loading case (i), the loads were

assumed uniformly distributed to all dolphin piles.

The penetration depth of the piles was deter-

mined according to the methods used for cantilevered sheet

piling. The soil between the piles was included in the

effective wi' a which appeared to be a Justified assumption

considering the 7'-6" center-to-center spacing of the 2j'

diameter piles.

For calculation of the soil resistance the

following soil properties were used:
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Submerged weight of soil = 65 pcf

Angle of internal friction, ' - 300

Cohesion, C = 0

Factor to allow for wall friction in

Rankine's value of coefficient of passive

earth resistance, m = 1.33

In order to have a consistent overall factor of

safety, the penetration depth was designed for a theoreti-

cal lateral force on structure, required to produce simul-

taneous yield of steel and ultimate soil resistance.

(b) Calculations for Main Dolphins. A summary of

ca~culations for the main dolphin are shown in Figure 3.7

based on the following:

Soil pressure increment per 1-ft. of

depth - mPa - Pa = 238 psf

Effective width, B = 17.5 ft.

Required moment resistance of soil for

1-ft. width, based on yield strength of piles -

Mr 736,o000 ft-lb.

Maximum bending moment for piles is at depth

(m -2 H (see Ref. 2)Xo Pp -Pa)

and, maximum M aMr u (42 1 - (-9)- 736,000

ft-lb.
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from which,

H = 14,860 lb. - 7.43 T per unit width

and

Xo = 11.2 ft.

Corresponding total lateral force on the dol-

phin -- P - 7.43 * 17.5 = 130 T.

From equation

__X2 12 H h _X_2_H

- mp - Pa (p " Pa )j Pp Pa 0

(see Ref. 2)

the necessary penetration is

X - 36.93'

Actually the specified penetration depth was

made 8 ft. greater than the theoretically calculated 37 ft.

to provide some allowance for uncertainties in soil condi-

tions.

The greatest lateral force was found to be a

wind thrust of 90 T per dolphin. The corresponding maximum

bending mc .nt per pile is then

M = 4415 • 17.5 . 90. 7640 in-T.
7 130

which gives a maximum stress of 31,200 psi in each pile.

The deflection of the dolphin under a lateral

load of 90 T at El. + 8.00 ft. is
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A

dA = MyYdy = 11.3 in.
o Ely

The deflection for a load of 1-Ton per pile is

calculated as 0.88 inches. This deflection was used as a

basis for calculating energy absorption as follows:

Energy absorption by structure in bending

only -- EB = 0.5 288 F2 = 0.0629 F2 in-T.
7

Energy absorbed by dolphin in torsion --

ET = 0.5 MT 9

Assuming force F acting on dolphin with

eccentricity -- MT 48 F in-T.

Then,

1T = 6 • (7.5 12). 9. (7.5 • 12) = 55,300 (9)
0.88

in-T.

and since 48 F = 55,300 (Q)

Q - 0.00087 F radians

Also,

ET = 0,5 " 48 F • 0.00087 F = 0.0209 F2 in-T.

Therefore the total energy absorption for each

main dolphin is

EA = EB + ET = (0.0629 + 0.0209)F2 = 0.0838 F2 in-T.

The energy from ship's impact

EA = 0.5 0.5 -v2  23.4 ft-T - 282 in-T
2 g

say 300 in-T.
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The impact force on the structure is therefore

F - 300 .59.9 T
0.o838

The maximum displacement of a pile at elevation

8.0 ft.:

d = 0.88 * 59.9 0.00087 • 59.9 • 90 = 12.22 in.
7

From which the maximum force on a pile due to eccentric

impact is:

F w 12.22 = 13.9 T

0.88

which results in a maximum stress of 36,200 psi in the most

heavily loaded pile.

It is seen that the eccentric impact from berth-

ing produces the highest stresses, and consequently is the

critical condition.

It should be noted also that the deflections were

defined assuming that the effective point of fixation coin-

cides with the point of maximum moment.

(c) ,alculations for End Dolphins. For the design

of end dolphins, a static pull governed by the breaking

strength of 8-in. ropes was considered. According to

marine experts a vessel may have up to three 8-in. manila

ropes tied on a bollard of the dolphin. The breaking

strength of one rope is 21 tons. Since it was considered
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unlikely that all ropes would be stressed to the same ex-

tent and near their breaking strength, a line pull of 30 T

was used. This causes a stress of 36,000 psi in each pile

assuming that the pull is applied at El. + 26.0 ft. The

maximum deflecting under this load is 20 inches.

(d) Construction of Dolphins. The platforms were

designed as diaphragms, each made up of a single 3/8" thick

checkered steel plate with stiffeners., A tolerance of 6

inches was allowed for locating each individual pile in

plan. Creosoted fir timber fendering was used in front of

the dolphins as shown in Figure 3.6. To lessen the effect

of glancing blows on the structure, the fendering was

curved towards the sides of the dolphins. Each dolphin

was also equipped with steel ladders and handrailing.

In construction of the dolphins the main prob-

lem was the driving of the large diameter piles. Jetting

was not considered desirable because of possible soil dis-

turbance. In order to avoid reinforcing the pile head,

the driving was carried out with an 8,000 lb. hammer

dropping inside the pile cylinder and delivering the blows

to a 5 ft. long concrete plug poured at the bottom of the

pile. A thick layer (about 16 ft.) of sand and crushed

stone was placed above the concrete plug so that much of

the force of the blow was absorbed in compaction and elas-

tic compression of this material. More packing was added
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from time to time during the driving as soon as it was

noticed by sound that the packing had been pulverized to

the point where it no longer acted as a cushion. The ulti-

mate resistance of each pile was estimated at about 300

tons. Inspection inside the piles after driving did not

reveal any sign of damage. Prior to driving, all field

welding for the piles was carefully inspected and a number

of radiograph films were made to check the quality of the

welding.

The average time for locating and driving of a

pile was one day. Most of the driving was accomplished in

4 hours per pile. Templates were made to fit the as-driven

pile locations. The platforms were then assembled on the

shore from prefabricated elements using these templates.

The timber fendering units were prefabricated

on the shore and later fastened on brackets of the dolphin

steel work. The platforms and all external surfaces of

the piles were painted with a coal tar paint applied in two

coats. In addition, a sacrificial magnesium anode system

was installe

Although the work on water was very much af-

fected by the tide conditions (tidal range was over 20 ft.),

the field work for all four dolphins, including pile prepar-

ation, required only 3 months' time.
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(e) Experience Data. The dolphins have been in

operation for almost 3 years and have proven to be satis-

factory. Vessels have berthed in all types of weather con-

ditions and there is no evidence of any permanent pile de-

flection nor any change in alignment of the piles. Because

of the flexibility of the structures, large impacts have

been absorbed without any damage to the piles. On the other

hand, the dolphins have sufficient rigidity that vessels of

18,000 tons mooring to them do not show any sign of surging

on the ebb tide, which runs at a maximum velocity of 3 knots.

The following account* of an unusual mooring

situation in connection with one of these dolphins is in-

cluded for interest:

"... the Sungate, a 14,000 ton vessel,struck

the third dolphin south from Terminal Wharf No.

1 with her bow in making a difficult landing at

night in a strong wind and snow storm. The ves-

sel had practically no way on when contact was

made but the sheer weight of the vessel was taken

by the u- .;r platform of tne dolphin. The j-" x 8"

steel sill which supports the deck plate was

pushed in by the bow for a distance of 24" and

then apparently sheared. The bow then proceeded

Reported by Harbor Master, Kitimat Harbor
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through the deck plate for a further 18" and

came to rest against the side of the main pil-

ing; no damage was done to the lower deck

plate and no damage was done to the piles in

the structures.

"When the Captain of the vessel was ques-

tioned, he stated that due to the darkness and

the storm he could not estimate the amount of

movement in the structure when under pressure

by the vessel. Subsequent visual examination

failed to show any change in the structure when

under pressure by the vessel."

The only problem reported is in the coal tar

paint which failed in the splash zone within a few months

after the completion of the structures. This failure has

been attributed to inadequate cleaning of steel surfaces

prior to paint application and a rather poor painting

practice. Because of the lack of protective painting, the

protective sacrificial magnesium anode system lasted only

two years ir read of the planned five-year period.

(f) Alternate Designs Considered. Other dolphin

designs that had been considered in lieu of tubular steel

were as follows:

(i) Pressure creosoted timber piles. It was

decided that this scheme was not very feasible because
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of the great number of batter piles required to resist

the impact and wind loads. Also a concrete capping

would have been required to engage the resistance of

all dolphin piles and it was felt that such concrete

work would be very difficult because of the tide con-

ditions.

(ii) Steel sheet pile cells 27 ft. in diameter

penetrating the soil for some 40 ft. and gravel filled

above the bed elevation. This system offered reason-

able factors of safety but the costs involved were con-

sidered high compared to other choices.

3. Example of Torsion-Resisting Dolphins

Torsion-resisting dolphins were designed and built

in 195 4 for the oil storage firm "Amatex" in Amsterdam

(Ref. 63). Spaced at distances of 230 ft. and 66 ft. as

shown in Figure 3.8, a group of two large and two small

dolphins were designed for berthing large, medium, and

small tankers. A number of mooring bollards were also

placed on shore.

The landing stage for this berthing facility is a

floating steel pontoon which is connected to shore by a 30

ft. long Jetty. Such a simple solution was possible be-

cause Amsterdam is not a tidal harbor and consequently the

fluctuations of water level are not significant. Since it

is regular practice in the Port of Amsterdam to employ
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special crews equipped with launches for the securing of

the ropes and hawsers, it was sufficient to fit the dolphins

with ladders without connecting them to the steel pontoon

landing stage.

(a) Design of Dolphins. In Holland, heavy, 98 ft.

long tubular piles had never yet been driven. Therefore,

it was considered undesirable to run any risks with regard

to driving; the more so, as water jetting could not be

allowed with the type of soil existing at the site. Taking

the size and weight of pile driving hammer available into

account, it was determined that the maximum diameter of the

tubes should be about 2'-3". The design decided upon con-

sisted of 4 tubes with a diameter of 2'-4" for the large

dolphins, and of 3 tubes of 1'-9" for the small dolphins.

Hollow diaphragm braces are provided consisting of

steel plates and resting loosely upon brackets welded to

the tubes. The loose fit answers effective hinged connec-

tions between braces and tubes but in addition, as is illus-

trated by detail A of Figure 3.8, the back pile has a

torsion-resisting connection to obtain a more uniform dis-

tribution of the dynamic and static forces over the piles.

To prevent vessels striking the dolphins below the lower

bracing, the timber fendering protrudes 1'-8" and extends

below the water line.
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The basic design data were as follows:

Large Dolphins Small Dolphins

Maximum displacement 60,000 tons 3,300 tons

Maximum berthing speed 2 ft. per sec. 1 ft. per sec.

Kinetic energy (impact

at W.L. + 3'-3") 1,400 in-tons 300 in-tons

Static Load (rope pull

on bollard) 80 tons 20 tons

Static Load (wind pressure

at W.L. s. 1'-8") 100 tons 15 tons

Though the energy to be absorbed by a dolphin struc-

ture can vary in normal cases from 0.25 to 0.75 times the

total kinetic energy, the assumption of half the total

kinetic energy is this case was felt justified. Because

the berthing facility is rather exposed to prevailing

westerly winds, the assumed berthing velocities were higher

than normal for the calm, tideless waters of the port.

Three cases of loading were investigated:

(1) A static load from various directions on

the boll d owing to the pull of the mooring lines.

(2) A static load on the timber fendering

near the water surface owing to wind forces.

(3) A dynamic load from various directions

at the level of the lower brace due to the impact

of berthing vessels.
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To determine the driving depths and the bending

moments of the piles, soil characteristics had to be ascer-

tained. For this purpose deep soundings with a cone pene-

trometer and borings were made and some undisturbed samples

taken. The subsoil was built up from strata consisting of

fine sand, clay, and a little peat in various mixtures.

From triaxial compression tests, it was determined that an

internal friction angle of 200 was representative. The

specific weight of the soil was found to be 1.8 tons per

cubic meter, and 1.0 tons per cubic meter respectively

above and under water. Due to the fine texture of the

soil and its low permeability, the higher weight of soil

was used in the formulas where dynamic (short duration)

loads were involved.

(b) Calculations for the Dolphins. The depth of

penetration, the point of maximum moment Xo, and the maxi-

mum load were calculated by the method of Dr. Blum. The

designers felt that the total width of the front pile rows

would be a fair asumption as to what part of the soil

adjacent to ne piles contributes in mobilizing soil re-

sistance, i.e. 14'-1" for the large dolphins and 8'-4" for

the small dolphins. On this basis X0 and total penetration

for the large dolphins were 15' and 44'-6" respectively.

For the small dolphins the point of maximum moment and total

pile penetration were found to be 10' and 31' respectively.
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Since the static loads proved to be more criti-

cal for the design of these dolphins, the Blum method gave

good results. It should be pointed out however that the

Blum method (and other similar methods) is not quite correct

in case of dynamic loads. According to some experiments

conducted by Professor Geuze of the Soil Mechanics Labora-

tory of Delft, the value of X o proved somewhat smaller for

dynamic loads. The fact that the results of the Blum method

give too favorable a picture regarding energy absorption

of the structure should therefore be taken into account.

The deflections under the worst loading condi-

tions amount to 2'-4" for the large dolphins and 3' for the

small dolphins when the impact is at the level of the lower

brace and to 3'-8" and 4'-3" respectively when the impact

is at the level of the top brace.

Bending tests carried out afterwards on single

piles as well as on one of the small dolphins gave results

which showed a very satisfactory agreement with the calcu-

lated deflections.

- addition, compavative deep sounding tests

with a cone penetrometer were carried out before and after

the driving -- the latter made inside the pile -- in order

to observe the effect of the driving on the density of the

various strata inside and under the pile. Results indicated

that the hollow pile acted more or less like a closed one

due to clogging of the material compressed inside.
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(c) Construction of Dolphins. A single acting

steam hammer with a weight of 9000 lbs. and a drop of 2 to

3 ft. was used. The driving met with no difficulties in

spite of the fact that the crew had no experience in the

driving of long and heavy tubes. Each pile of the smaller

type took about half a day to drive, whereas for the bigger

type nearly three quarters of a day was required for each

pile. The actual driving of about 40 ft. took less than one

hour.

The supports were welded to the tubes, and the

lowering of the braces onto them was a simple job. Bolting

of the timber fendering onto the bracing completed the dol-

phins.

The time from placing orders for the piles to

final completion was only a few months.

(d) Alternate Designs Considered. A design that was

contemplated consisted of a few tubular steel piles of a

smaller diameter in front of a pile of large diameter. By

giving the thini.or piles more play in the holes of the

braces whil, taking into account the difference between

the deflections of the heavier and the lighter piles under

ultimate load, a greater resilience of the dolphins under

smaller impacts would be achieved. In this way a "softer"

berthing could have been offered for smaller craft than in

the case of all piles having the same diameter. Because of
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the limitation imposed with regard to maximum diameter,

however, such a design was not selected for reasons of

economy.

Designs incorporating hardwood piles, sheet

steel piling, and hollow steel piles of various shapes were

also considered. The hardwood pile design was ruled out

because of the large number of long piles that would have

been required, the extra cost of pile driving, and very

long time for delivery of piles. Sheet steel piling driven

in a number of short rows, one behind the other, though

leading to a design attractive from an economic point of

view, was not used because it offered flexibility only to

blows in the normal direction. Studies with different

hollow pile cross-sections and different grades of steel

showed the tubular, high tensile steel pile to be the most

economical solution.

4. Other Examples of Tubular Steel Dolphins

After the first successful application of high

strength tubular steel dolphins in Amsterdam, additional

similar multiple and single tube dolphins quickly followed

(Ref. 64).

(a) For an extension to berthing facilities of

"Amatex" a comparison was made between a dolphin consisting

of 6 Peine piles hinged and with torsion-resisting bracing

at the top, a dolphin consisting of a single tube with a
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diameter of 471", and a second single tube dolphin with a

50-3/8" diameter tube. The results of the comparison,

which are given in Table 3.1, show that the single tube

dolphins should be 40% to 50% cheaper than the four tube

type first constructed by Amatex, and between 10% to 25%

cheaper than the 6 Peine pile type. However, since it was

considered that the large diameter, single tube dolphins

would be difficult to drive, the 6-pile Peine dolphin was

adopted.

(b) The first application of large single tube dol-

phins was made in Rotterdam at a site for mooring floating

dry docks. As may be seen from Figure 3.10, three dolphins

are used for mooring of a large dry dock (suitable for ships

up to about 10,000 tons), and two are used for simultaneous

mooring of an intermediate size dock on one side and a

small dock on the other side. The docks are moored inde-

pendently of each other by means of attachments which slide

up and down on the dolphin tubes. The dolphins are de-

signed to resist the static forces imposed on them by wind

pressure oi che docks. Design data for these dolphins is

given in Table 3.2.

The dolphins noted at the ends of the Jetties

of Figure 3.10 are each constructed of four PSP50S/70 plus

four PSpwl20 pile sections and are used for securing moor-

ing lines of ships berthed at the Jetties. They are
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designed to withstand pulls of 60 to 80 tons. Since resil-

ience was not required for these dolphins, the top bracings

were welded direct onto the piles to form rigid frame moor-

ings.

(c) Following the successful erection of the single

tube dolphins referred to above, "Amatex" installed single

tube berthing dolphins as shown in Figure 3.11. The basic

requirements for these dolphins were the same as for the

dolphins previously installed by "Amatex." To increase

flexibility, the diameter of the tubes was reduced to

39-3/8", and the wall thickness was enlarged correspond-

ingly. Design and cost data are given in Table 3.1 for

comparison with dolphins previously constructed or consid-

ered by "Amatex." The tubes were driven without the aid

of jetting.

(d) Another application of single tube dolphins was

made by "Tanker Cleaning Ltd.' at the Wilhelmina Dock at

Shiedam. Design data for these 45*" diameter dolphins are

given in Table 3.3.

(e) The most recent use of high strength tubular

steel dolphins can be found in Amsterdam at the tanker

cleaning works of N.D.S.M. Two dolphins each consisting of

two 39-3/8" diameter piles rigidly connected at the top.

As may be noted from Figure 3.5 each dolphin is designed
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to receive impact loading normal to the plane of the frame

formed by the piles and bracing. The dolphins are there-

fore flexible and torsion-resisting for maximum efficiency

against eccentric impacts.

(f) Flexible dolphins have been suggested by many

engineers as an effective way of berthing supertankers.

Such dolphins could be installed in "offshore" locations,

avoiding the usual necessity for extensive harbor improve-

ments to accommodate the 40, plus drafts of these enormous

vessels. Designs for dolphins capable of berthing tankers

with a displacement of 100,000 to 135,000 tons (about

75,000 to 110,000 dwt) have been presented by T. J.

Risselada (Ref. 64).

Two principal cases are considered for these

designs: case A in which the tankers are in an enclosed

dock (tidal range nil), and case B, in which they are

moored in an open tidal basin (tidal range of about 16,' ).

Berthing velocities of 5 inches per second and 6 inches per

second were asst.zed for the respective cases. The results

are given i. Table 3.4. The following interesting conclu-

sions can be drawn from these results:

(1) For very large dolphins of non-tubular

sections, the static loads appear to be the de-

termining factors; whereas when tubular sections

are used, the dynamic loads seem more critical.
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(2) If non-tubular sections are adopted, it

is important to specify the angle at which the

vessel may hit the dolphin.

(3) It is evident that for still greater

energy-absorption capacity, the flexibility of

the structures must be increased by reverting

to, for instance, a greater number of smaller

diameter piles, or else additional resiliency

must be provided by application of special

fendering systems to the dolphins.

B. Interlocking Pile Groups

Examples of dolphins composed of box pile groups or

sheet pile sections joined together by means of interlocks

are given in this part. In particular, a somewhat rigid

type dolphin made of Larssen "V" pile sections and with a

resilient fender system for additional energy absorption

capacity will be described. Three such dolphins were in-

stalled for a granary berth in the Port of Amsterdam (Ref.

63).

In addition, berthing and mooring dolphins similarly

constructed but using Peine pile sections will be illus-

trated with typical calculations.
4

A
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1. Dolphin made with Sheet Pile Sections

Due to limited clearances required for proper oper-

ation of grain unloading equipment, flexible dolphins could

not be used. Rigid dolphin designs in hardwood and rein-

forced concrete were also considered but were ruled out in

favor of this sheet pile design which utilizes second-hand

Larssen sections.

(a) Design of Dolphin. As shown in Figure 3.12,

the overall dimensions of each dolphin are 5' x 16: and 77'

in total length. The fore and aft walls were connected

over nearly the whole height of intermediate sheet pile

partitions partly to transmit shear forces, partly to pro-

vide additional stiffness to the oblong cross-sectional

form. Since friction in the interlocks was not felt to be

completely reliable, all interlocks above the water surface

were welded. To prevent buckling of the construction as a

whole and to increase its torsional resistance, two con-

crete braces and a concrete cap were cast in the dolphin.

The intermediate spaces between the concrete pours were

filled with coarse sand.

As the resiliency of this type of dolphin is

low, a 15" Goodyear rubber tube fender system was provided.

The basic data used for the dolphin design are

as follows:
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Maximum ship displacement - 22,500 tons

Maximum berthing speed - 8 inches per sec.

Energy to be absorbed by

dolphin (impact at

W.L. + 10'-i0") - 900 in-tons

Static load (rope pull

at W.L. + 14'-1") - 75 tons

Static load (wind pressure

at W.L. + l0'-10") - 100 tons

The maximum berthing speed usually adopted in

the port is 6" per sec. In this case a higher berthing

speed was selected because of the greater amount of maneu-

vering necessary for berthing. The coefficient for calcu-

lating the amount of energy to be absorbed was assumed as

0.45.

As a result of soil investigations which showed

that the dolphins would penetrate into strata of both high

and low resistance, an average angle of internal friction

equal to 250 was used.

Compered with the tubular type flexible dolphins,

the relation oetween the dimensions of the cross-section

and the height of these rigid dolphins is of much greater

importance. Nevertheless, the Blum method of determining

end-fixation and admissible loads was still considered to

give the best results, especially since the static loads

were the determining factor in the design.
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Three cases of loading were investigated --

static rope pull from various directions, static load due

to wind forces, and dynamic load due to berthing impact. A

driving depth of 31 ft. satisfied the first two conditions.

However, since the maximum deflection amounted to 7 inches

and the final impact force to be resisted to 175 tons, the

dolphin structure alone did not satisfy the dynamic require-

ments. Accordingly, a single string of 15" rubber tube

fendering was installed to provide the additional energy

absorption capacity required for safe berthing.

(b) Construction of Dolphins. Three methods of in-

stallation were examined: erection by driving sheet piles

consecutively with floating pile driver; assembly of sheet

piles in advance and installation by driving in groups or

by sinking the complete unit with the aid of a self-

emptying borer; and sinking of the entire unit by means of

a soil vibration method.

The first method, which follows tradition most

closely, require6 extreme precision and perfect driving

technique. The second method offers the advantage that

there is less difficulty in the correct assembly and siting

of the dolphin. However, more working space is required

and the support given to the piles by the surrounding soil

is reduced due to soil disturbance created during the bor-

ing operation. The third method not only completely meets
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the latter difficulties, but will even have a favorable in-

fluence on the subsoil and consequently on the driving

depth and fixation of the dolphin.

Due to non-availability of the equipment re-

quired for the third method, and because of favorable water

conditions such as calm water and no tides, it was decided

to erect the dolphins according to the first method. (An

expert crew of pile-driving artisans was also available.)

The driving was done with a normal floating rig of the

Dutch type using a double acting steam hammer weighing 4

tons and having a drop of 3 ft. Jetting was prohibited.

A frame strutted against the quay of the granary was used

to facilitate proper location and alignment of the piles.

After the dolphins were erected, rubble was

dumped into a trench dredged around the dolphins in order

to prevent scour caused by the ships' propellers.

2. Dolphin made with H-Pile Sections

Figures 3.13(a) and (b) represent examples of dol-

phins in thl,, general category. The first design which is

relatively rigid and without fendering is suitable for

mooring; the second is more flexible and consequently serves

for berthing as well as mooring purposes. Numerous dolphins

such as these have been built in various harbors of Germany

and Holland (Refs. 56, 64).
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Calculations for the second type are given below

to illustrate the method of analysis. The dolphin consists

of three short parallel walls. Each wall is made up of 6

Peine H-Piles (PSp50S with an ultimate strength of 5,000

to 6,000 Kgm per sq. cm. -- 71,000 psi to 85,000 psi --

and an elastic limit of 3,600 Kgm per sq. cm. or 51,000

psi) Joined together with steel interlocking member. The

walls are joined at three levels near the top by means of

short stays which are also made of PSP50S sections with

reinforced webs to take on the impact reactions. The total

moment of inertia about the X-X axis is 2,354,100 cm.4

(98,000,000 in. 4 ). The corresponding section modulus is

81,200 cm.3 (133,000 in. 3 ). The modulus of elasticity, E,

of the steel is 21 x 106 tons per sq. meter (30 x 166 psi).

Basic design data for the dolphin are:

Ship displacement - 36,000 tons

Lateral approach velocity - 0.24 meters per sec.

(0.79 ft/sec.)

Static load (maximum mooring

line p,1.l applied at + L.50
meters above Low Water Level)- 130 tons (286 kips)

For the foundation bed a weight unit of volume
I

= 1.0 tons per cu. m. (77 lbs. per cu. ft.) and an

angle of internal friction % a 250 are given.
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(a) Determination of Point of Maximum Moment, the

Maximum Moment, and Required Penetration Depth for a Maxi-

mum Static Pull of 130 Tons (286 kips) is done by the Blum

method (Refs. 56 and 9).

With the given soil conditions, the factor fw

used in this method to determine the soil resistance is:

fw I'tan2 (450 + X ) = 2.47 tons per cu. m.

The point of maximum moment is determined from

the following equation:

bX3 _X 4

Mx = P(h + X) - fw TX X4-
Mx~h X~ w 6 24

Differentiating and setting dMx = 0 the following equa-dX

for P is obtained:

P.fw Xm2 (m * 3b)

in which Xm is the point of maximum moment.

Since P = 130 tons, the fixing point, and thus

the point of greatest moment as determined from this pre-

ceding equation, is:

Xm = 5.06 meters (16.6 ft.)

The maximum bending moment is then found to be

2563 ton-meters (18,500 kip-ft.) from the moment equation.

The corresponding maximum bending stress in the steel is

3160 Kgm per sq. cm. (44,700 psi) which is satisfactory if

4
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the allowable stress is assumed to be equal to the yield

strength of 3600 Kgm/sq.cm.

Calculation of the necessary driving depth is

made according to the following equation:

to4 s 4b • to3 -24 . p . to 24 P - h 0

fw f

from which, by trial and error,

to - 11.80 meters (38.7 ft.)

This value represents the driving depth with an assumed

load distribution, and so the calculated penetration to is

increased by a factor of 1.2 to account for the actual dis-

tribution. Therefore,

t - to • 1.2 = 14.15 meters (46.4 ft.)

(b) Calculations for Impact Load resulting from

collision of the dolphin with a vessel are made essentially

in the same manner. As the most unfavorable load condition,

it is assumed that the 36,000 ton vessel hits the dolphin

beam-on at the level of Low Low Water or -1.50 m. below Low

Water.

The maximum moment in the dolphin, without ex-

ceeding the yield strength of the steel, is 2920 ton-meters

(21,100 kip-ft.). Then, using the Blum equations,

X m = 6.02 m. (19.8 ft.)

to = 12.52 m. (41.1 ft.)

t = 15.00 m. (49.2 ft. -- this is the control-

ling driving depth)
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The maximum impact force P is 198.5 tons (436 kips).

The deflection at the point of impact, accord-

ing to the following equation also developed by Blum, is:

1 P(h s to)3  fw .to4 (15bh + (3h + 12b)to

El 3 360

+ 2.5 to2 )

from which A = 1.04 m. (3.3 ft.)
The impulsive energy that can be absorbed is

calculated from the deflection and the maximum impact force

according to:

- = 103 m-tons (743 ft-kips)
2 2

i.e. assuming no loss in kinetic energy.

The permissible collision speed of the 36,000-ton

vessel, without causing permanent deformation in the dolphin,

is therefore

V = 0.24 meters per sec. (0.79 ft/sec.)

which is adequate.

C. Pile CiL~ter Dolphins

1. Introduction

Groups of timber piles driven in a symmetrical pat-

tern and then drawn together and fastened rigidly at the

top form the commonest type of dolphin used in the United

States. Circular pile groups are generally used for dolphins
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subjected to all-round loads, although in special locations

where the direction of the greatest loads is known, square

pile groups can be used as they are somewhat stronger.

Pile cluster dolphins are simple to construct and

easy to maintain. However, their performance depends very

largely on the rigidity of the connections between the

piles. If the connections are not very well made, tests

have shown that the strength of the structure is greatly

reduced. On the other hand, if the connections are rigid,

the dolphin itself is a very rigid structure, so that it

will not absorb much energy before loads rise high enough

either to cause plastic yielding of the soil at some point

or to cause failure of the structure itself.

Omni-directional pile cluster dolphins are usually

built in three sizes: 7-pile clusters, 19-pile clusters

and 30-pile clusters. Plan views of such dolphins are

shown in Figure 3.14. The first are deemed suitable for

ships of 1500 tons and under, the second for ships up to

the size of AK class cruisers, and the third for ships up

to 80,000 t a.

2. Failure of Pile Cluster Dolphins

The possible failure modes of a dolphin are:

(a) Pull-out of the tension piles.

(b) Failure of a pile in bending due to con-

tact with a ship.
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(c) Soil failure under lateral loading.

(d) Buckling of a compression pile.

(e) Shearing of connections at the top of

the dolphin.

However, the most frequent cause of failure in

practice is item (b), when contact between the hull of a

ship and only one pile of the dolphin breaks the pile in

bending. It can be seen that an obvious improvement in the

design of a pile cluster dolphin would be to put a super-

structure on the dolphin projecting out far enough to ensure

that a ship's hull could not come into contact with any of

the piles. This was in fact done at one American Naval in-

stallation at which dolphins were being damaged frequently:

large collision mats were wrapped around the tops of the

dolphins and there was no more trouble.

The failure of a dolphin due to a direct pull was

investigated by Tschebotarioff in 1945, when model studies

were made at Princeton (Ref. 75). These tests showed that

initial failure Lccurred due to the pulling out of the ten-

sion piles, but that final collapse was due to breaking of

the compression piles under combined thrust and bending

stresses. Figure 3.16 shows one of the test dolphins and

its displacements at failure. These experiments also

showed that the piles remained rigidly connected at the top

of the dolphin. Full-scale testing of a dolphin was carried
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out by the Bureau of Yards and Docks at the New London Sub-

marine Base when a single pile, two piles and a 14-pile

dolphin were tested to failure. The results of these tests

are given in Appendix A. It would have been interesting to

see whether the deflections of a dolphin due to repeated

applications of the same load reached a limiting value or

continued to increase; but unfortunately this test was not

carried out for a low enough load.

There are basically three design criteria for a

pile cluster dolphin. They are:

(a) Static strength with no non-recoverable

deformations of either structure or foundations.

(b) Energy absorption with no non-recoverable

deformation.

(c) Ultimate strength and energy absorption

to failure. This is really an accident design

case: if a runaway occurs, the ship must be

protected even though the dolphin is irreparably

damaged.

Item (a) above is not too difficult to calculate,

and it is suggested that the standard method given in the

Bureau of Yards and Docks Mooring Guide, Vol. 1, be used.

However, as noted previously, most dolphin failures are due

not to pull-out of piles but to ships hitting and breaking

individual piles. Items (b) and (c) provide the designer
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with extremely complex problems, both structurally and in

the soil mechanics involved. Even if the piles were assumed

to be rigidly Joined at their tops and encased at a point

some feet below the soil surface, the structural analysis

of a pile cluster dolphin would be complicated; but in an

actual dolphin not only will there be some flexibility in

the top connections, but also the load-deflection character-

istics of the bottom of a pile are by no means those of a

simple cantilever.

However, some calculations have been made for an

idealized dolphin, assuming various limiting states of

fixity of the piles, in order to give designers an envelope

wi,,hin which the loads in an actual dolphin will lie.

3. Energy and Load Analysis of a Pile Cluster Dolphin

Figure 3.17 shows the dolphin for which the calcu-

lations have been made. The tops of the piles are connected

15 ft. above water level, the water is 35 ft. deep and the

piles are assumed to be encased 5 ft. below the soil sur-

face. Propetieo of the piles are given in Table 3.5. It

should be noted that the maximum allowable lateral load on

the pile is given somewhat arbitrarily as 1000 lb. (Ref.

12, p. 178). This is the load below which no permanent de-

flection of the pile is experienced; and no present theory

of laterally loaded piles gives this load. The two methods
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L a 55 ft. I .049 ft. 2

D = 1 ft. 1- 1 ft.
- 1.73 x i05 kips/ft.2  EI 8.45 .03 kips ft.

A = 0.785 ft.2  EA m 1.36 x Io5 kips

Flexibilities

5L 3/3EI 6.550

12/2EI .178
I2E .178

~C1/E1 .oo65
_ _ _/_A .0004o6

Pile cos sin

1 .996669 .081546
2 .999627 .027263
3 .999627 - .027263
4 .996669 - .081546 TABLE 3"5
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menttoned in Chapter II only give the ultimate lateral load

a pile can carry and the deflected shape of the pile when

the soil is assumed to behave elastically.

(a) Effect of Lateral Load on an Individual Pile.

The effect of the collision of a ship with only one of the

piles in a dolphin is found by analyzing a uniform fixed-

ended beam subjected to a concentrated force, as shown in

Figure 3.18. To find the end moments M and N, we apply the

two criteria that the angle changes and the vertical dis-

placements of the ends of the beam are zero. If the beam

ends are fixed against rotation the area of the M/EI dia-

gram must be zero and so

M + N = P t" ab (1)

As there is no relative vertical movement of the beam ends,

the moment of the area of the M/EI diagram about either end

must also be zero, which gives

2 M a2 4 Nt2 - pl3ab(b 4 1) (2)

Hence the two enil moments are

M a P1 - ab2  (3)

N a P- " a2b

and the moment under the load is

2 F a2b2  (4)

The reaction R of a support is

R PbL1. 1 a(b - a)] (5)
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The deflection of the beam is obtained by integrating the

angle changes along it, i.e. by calculating the cumulative

area of the M/EI diagram. In this way, the deflection under

the load is found to be

Pa3b3 t3  (6)

P -3 EI

One design limit is that the maximum allowable moment in

the beam is

Mmax - y

where U-A is the allowable stress and y is the distance of

the extreme fibres from the neutral axis. Then

2 Pmax. a2b2 - A I
y

Fmax (7)max 2 T. a2b2 y

which is the maximum allowable force for the given values

of a and b.

The energy absorbed in bending the beams will be

1 P2, 3b393

and the maximum energy will be

I -A 1 2 a3b3t3
Umax 0 2 t a2 b2 y] 6 El

6"A 1 (8):24 E a b y2 8
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For the particular dolphin we are considering,

U 6000 x 144 x .049 x 55 1
24 x 1000 x 1.73 x 105 x 0.52 ab

= .00224 1 ft.kips

ab

And this has a minimum value of 0.00896 ft.kips when a =

b = 1/2. The maximum force the pile can stand is

= 6000 x 146 x 0.049 1
max 000 x 2 x 55 x 0.5 a2b2

0.77 kips
a2b2

and at the center of the pile this has the minimum value of

12.32 kips.

Another design limit is that the maximum lateral

load on the soil at the foot of the pile must not exceed a

certain value, Rmax, say. In this case, equation (5) above

gives
Pmax.Rmax

'max - b[l m a(b - a)j

For the dolphin taken as an example, the allowable lateral

load is 1 kip, so that

PmPx = - a kipsb [1 + a (b - a)1
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(b) Force Distribution in Dolphin Due to Lateral

Load at Top. Three types of solution to this problem are

considered. They are, in increasing order of difficulty:

(i) Two-dimensional solution - pile axes

assumed coincident at the top.

(ii) Two-dimensional solution without the

above assumption.

(iii) General three-dimensional solution

for a multi-pile bent.

Using an IBM 650 computer, various results were obtained

for the plane solutions (i) and (ii). No calculations have

yet been carried out using method (iii), so that its theory

has not been included in this Chapter but has instead been

relegated to Appendix C. The calculations have been carried

out so that designers might be able to have some idea of

the order of the forces in the different piles and the way

in which the loads are distributed.

It is assumed that all piles have the same flex-

ibility characteristics and are all built into the ground

at the same level. See Figures 3.18 and 3.19 for notation

and quantities used.

It is shown that the simplifying assumption

used in method (i) has a large effect on the force distri-

bution and the deflection of the structure due to a hori-

zontal load.
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Method (i). Consider an n-pile, 2-dimensional dol-

phin, two piles of which are shown in Figure 3.19. All

piles are taken to be rigidly connected at one point

against relative rotation and slip. The equilibrium

equations for the structure are:

Horizontal equilibrium:
n

j[Pr Cos o r + Rr sin X r= F

where F is the applied force.

Vertical equilibrium:
n

r=1 Rr cos c( r - Pr sin O< r =0

Moments:

n

These equations can be written in matrix form:

Lo { vI - F1I.

where [CI is a (3 x 3n) matrix of form

[osoq1  sino( 1  0 IgcOsc2 sino42  01 icOSO(n silno n  0

0(1 -coso( 1  0 1 sinO( 2 -cOsd2 0 1-- Isinon -cOso(n 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

{V I is a (3n + 1) column vector of form
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R1

M,

Pn

MnJ

arnd F1 is the (3 x 1) vector 0

The compatibility equations between two adjacent piles

are, for horizontal and vertical movements and clock-

wise rotations respectively:

Pr SpC O r + Rr SRsi n or + Mr S mcOsO r - ?r+lbpCO°S(r~l

+ Rri 1Rsinr+l1 Mr4-1 mCOos 0 ( r

PrSpsinxr - RrRcos0r ' MrEmsinr - Pr+lipsinoer l

- RrtlsRCOS*rtl + Mr~lsmsinr+l

Prgp + Mrm - Pr+l 3p & Mr+l Xm

These equations also can be written in matrix form:

,Ar Br V' - 0

where j Ar Bri is the (3 x 6) matrix
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COse(r ORslnO r r _cOSP rl _slin-sa Smcose(r 1

Ssinor -SRCO C4r msinokr -&4nsifkrj.1 SR Cos (r+1 -msirxrt1

P 0 $'m - p04

and f P'r is a (6 x 1) vector which is the appro-

priate part of {?} " All 3(n - 1) compatibility

equations can now be combined with the equilibrium

equations to give

Al B1  P1

A2  B2  0

, \ i
A~j 3

0 A B

n n_-1  Rn F
0

C1 C2  C3  C" n  Mn  0--

or,

[LDI{V J FJ (la)

In this form the equations are suitable for solution

on a digital computer. If n is not too large [ D
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can be inverted directly, as in the examples given

in this paper. Otherwise, a step-by-step procedure

can be used as follows.

A, V1  B1 V2 - 0

V1 = Alj1 B1 V2

But C1 VI + C2 V2 + ... + Cn Vn = F'

- C1 AI- B1 V2 + C2 V2 + C3 V3 + ... + Cn Vn = F'

C'2 V2 + C3 V3 +... Cn Vn -- F'

Where C12 = C2 - C1 A -
1 B1

-i
Similarly, C'3 = C3 - C'2 A2  B2

and C' = Cn - Cn-1 An-i-1 Bn-i

And the system of equations condenses to

C'n Vn - F'

Vn = [CIn]- 1 F'

Back substitution gives the complete pile load matrix V.

Method (ii). This method is essentially the same

as method (i), with the difference that various terms

must be added to the previous expressions. The equa-

tions for horizontal and vertical equilibrium remain
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the same; but the moment equation becomes

n-I n-i n-1i-
sino(r+ ;+ 4Rr cOs Q9r 4__jI 4-.5 Mr

rlr r-lj Jar =

and the (3 x 3n) matrix C becomes

i I I I
COs sl sino(1  0 cOsaQni sinon 1 0

sino(1  I -coso(1  0 sino(n -coso( n 0

n- n--T -- - -
-sin4l etj I cOsl- 1 0 0

J~r J=r :i

The equations for vertical compatibility are also

augmented, becoming for two adjacent piles,

Pr(p I+ psin ar) - RrSRCOo(r + Mr( m t+mS inor)

= Pr+lSpine-r+l - Rr~l&RcOSokr4l + Mr+lmsincr+l

so that the (3 x 3) sub-matrix Ar now becomes

pCOSO&r bRsinIr mcoSb(r

&pS4 (Xr " $pt -6RC Os r gmsinO(r + Am

and sub-matrix Br remains unchanged. With these amend-

ments, the solution is carried out as for method (i).
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(c) Piles Hinged at the Top. The equations of

method (i) can be modified to deal with the problem of a

dolphin whose piles are connected by hinges at the top.

The modification consists simply of dropping out of the D-

matrix all the rows and columns pertaining to moments and

rotations: thus the n rows and columns 3, 6, ... 3n are

dropped, reducing D to a 2n x 2n matrix. This can be seen

by comparing the matrices shown in Tables 3.6 and 3.7.

(d) Piles Flexibly Connected at the Top. If a small

amount of slip is allowed to take place between the piles

at the top of the dolphin, its energy absorbing capacity

can be considerably increased with very little loss of ulti-

mate strength. It was therefore decided to investigate the

effect of allowing limited slip between the piles. In the

following work it is assumed that the piles are still not

allowed to rotate relative to one another, but that springs

have been put between them to allow relative vertical move-

ment. This movement represents the working of the connect-

ing bolts an' choiks in an actuaal dolphin, and should be

imagined as being due to pads of rubber attached to adja-

cent piles and working in shear.

Suppose such a spring has a shear flexibility of

f, so that the relative vertical movement between piles is

v = Sf
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The shear force acting on the spring between two piles is

approximately the sum of the longitudinal forces acting on

the piles either to the right or to the left of the spring.

Hence we can modify the basla matrix equation (la) to

EDs.E ]I {V I 1IF1
where E is a (3n x 3n) square matrix of form

+S -S -S -S -S

+S +S -S

+S

+S S

o o o i 0 0

in which the (3 x 3) sub-matrix S is

0 0 0

S 0 f/2 0

0 0 0

An example of the combined matrix ID + E) is given in

Table 3.9.
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4. Calculations of Load Distribution in a Typical Dolphin

The matrix methods outlined above were applied to

the analysis of the 4-pile dolphin described earlier in this

section and shown in Figure 3.17. The calculations have

been made not, of course, as an example of a typical design

calculation, but so that the results might help designers

to visualize more easily the distribution of loads in a

timber pile cluster dolphin and to have some idea of the

effect of tightening or loosening the top connections.

The results of the first calculations are shown in

Figures 3.20 and 3.21, when the effect is found of a hori-

zontal load applied at the top of a dolphin whose piles are

assumed to be coincident at the top. It can be seen that

whether the top is assumed to be hinged or not makes little

difference to the load distribution. Almost all the load

is taken by axial forces in the piles. The energy absorp-

tion per kip applied load is very low. The pertinent

matrices are given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7.

The more realistic case of a fixed top pile cluster

in which the piles were not assumed to be coincident was

then calculated. The resulting load distribution is shown

in Figure 3.22. It can be seen that the axial loads on the

outer piles are now much less than in the previous case and

the lateral loads and moments in the piles are greater.

The outer piles take about three times the axial loads of
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the inner; but lateral loads and moments are equally dis-

tributed between the piles. The maximum axial load is 3.53

kips, and so assuming a limiting pull-out force of 80 kips,

the maximum horizontal force which could be carried by the

dolphin would be 22.6 kips, and the energy absorbed would be

8.06 ft.kips.

For comparison, the effect of 1 kip lateral load

evenly distributed over four unconnected piles is shown in

Figure 3.23. The energy absorbed per kip is very high, but

their strength is low.

It was next decided to investigate the effect of

flexibility in the head of the dolphin due to working of

the fastenings or to the insertion of rubber shear pads. A

range of six flexibilities was taken, namely: .0005, .001,

S005, .01, .02, and .03 ft/kip, and it was assumed that the

shear springs between all the piles had equal flexibilities.

An example of one of the matrices which had to be inverted

is shown in Table 3.9, and the resulting force distributions

and movements are tabulated in Table 3.10. In Figure 3.25,

the deflection of the structure for a 1-kip load is plotted

against flexibility, and both increase together as would be

expected. The axial and lateral loads and the moment act-

ing on one of the outer piles is plotted in Figure 3.24.

The shapes of these curves again are what would be expected.

With increasing flexibility, P will tend to a limiting value

of 0.25 and the other two curves will go to zero.
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The most interesting result is shown in Figure 3.26,

in which the maximum load a dolphin will stand is plotted

against the flexibility. It can be seen that for certain

values of pile pull-out resistance Rmax and lateral resist-

ance Pmax, the maximum load a dolphin can withstand actually

increases by making the top slightly flexible; and its energy

absorption capacity is also increased as can be seen from

Figure 3.27. For instance, if the piles have a pull-out re-

sistance of 40 kips and a lateral resistance of 2 kips each,

then a flexibility of 0.0145 ft/kip raises the maximum load

to 14.5 kips compared with 12.4 kips for a rigid head -- an

increase of 17%. The energy absorption at maximum load is

6.2 ft.kips for a rigid head, which is increased to 58

ft.kips by putting in a spring of flexibility 0.0145 ft/kip!

On the other hand, for other values of permissible axial

and lateral loads there is no advantage in making a flexible

head connection. For example, if the pull-out force is 40

kips and the allowable lateral force on a pile is 1 kip,

then the two relevant lines do rot cross at all in Figure

3.26, so that the maximum load cannot be reduced.

Figure 3.27 is a family of curves which plot values

of maximum energy absorption for different design criteria

against head flexibility. This figure shows how an increase

of flexibility in a dolphin's head can sometimes very much

increase the maximum energy absorption. Whether a dolphin



4-PILE DOLPHIN FIG. 3.20

Coincident Piles Hinged at Top
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4-PILE DOLPHIN FIG. 3.21

Coincident Piles Rigidly Fixed at Top
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Non-Coincident Piles Rigidly Fixed at Top

Loads in ft. kip units
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4-PILE DOLPHIN FIG. 3.23

Piles Unconnected at Their Heads
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is designed for maximum strength or for maximum energy ab-

sorption depends on the locations and intended use of the

dolphin.

5. Buckling of a Pile in Compression

The piles used in timber dolphin construction gen-

erally have a large I/d ratio, and so should be checked

against buckling.

Assuming the pile is fixed at the ends, the criti-

cal buckling force is

4 7r 2 EI
crit - 2

Hence for the dolphin under consideration with an effective

pile length of 55 ft. and a diameter of 1 ft., we have

crit r- 47r 2 x 8.66 x 103 111 kips
552

If however the pile is assumed to be hinged at the

top, its cr .ical buckling foi,-! is

20.19 EI 20.19 x 8.46 x 103P 2 55 2 59.2 kips
552
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If we assume a maximum pull-out force on the tension piles

of 40 kips, the compression piles will evidently not fail

by buckling; but if a value of 80 kips is taken, buckling

might occur and this might be the mode of failure of the

dolphin.

6. Conclusion

Timber pile cluster dolphins have been built and

used satisfactorily for many years. To try to improve the

design of such dolphins it is thought a designer should

(i) Consider some sort of superstructure

on the dolphin so that the blow from a ship

is transmitted to all piles simultaneously;

(ii) Consider whether designing a dolphin

with some flexibility in its head would in

fact increase both the strength and the energy

absorption of the structure.
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D. Screw Pile Dolphins

When dolphins have to be built on such poor soil that

normal piles would have to be driven to an excessive length

to carry the load required, it might be simpler and more

economical to use screw piles.

A screw pile is a steel or concrete pile with two large

diameter helical blades at the lower end. Not only do the

blades provide a large bearing surface for the pile, but

they also serve to pull the pile into the ground when the

top of the pile is rotated. Screw piles have been used for

about 100 years with much success. Their principal use has

been in maritime structures where soil conditions have been

poor; but recent developments in the construction, handling

and driving procedures of screw piles have led to their

being used in wider applications.

Screw pile dolphins have been used successfully in

severe conditions. The dolphin shown in Figure 3.29 was

built by Messrs. Braithwaite in the Thames estuary to deal

with vessels of ±2,000 co 15,000 tons. There is a tidal

range of about 20 ft. and a strong current runs. The ver-

tical screw piles are connected to the comparatively light

upper structure by collars C. Lateral loads are resisted

by raked piles B. One disadvantage of this design would
4

seem to be that cross bracing is required under water and

in the splash zone: yet it has been reported that such
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dolphins "give efficient service and are speedily erected."

For further information see Minikin's book, Ref. 43, p. 201.

Screw piles used for dolphin construction have various

advantages and disadvantages compared with conventional

piles. Advantages are:

(1) In poor soil, because the screw pile derives

its load-carrying capacity from the large bearing area

of its blades, it can carry much larger loads than a

conventional pile which depends on friction for its

bearing capacity.

(2) The screw pile has a very much greater pull-

out strength than conventional piling, because for the

pile to move, a cone of soil extending upwards from

the screw would have to be lifted. This is of great

importance in dolphin design.

(3) Screw piles are made of steel or, in recent

years, more often of reinforced concrete. They are

thus more easy to protect against deterioration than

timber piles

(4) Driving and handling equipment is self-

contained and is not as heavy as that needed for

conventional pile driving.

(5) Screw piles are driven in short lengths

which are spliced together, so that the piles are

more easily transportable.



(6) Rapid driving is possible. Minikin (Ref.

42) says that a 4 ft. diameter blade with a 5 in.

pitch has been driven through sand and clay at the

rate of 10 ft. per hour and through soft chalk at

4 ft. per hour.

The principal disadvantages of screw piles are:

(1) Cost. The cost of the helix is fairly high

and there must therefore be considerable economy of

penetration as compared with normal piling. How-

ever, costs have been brought down by the design

of more efficient screwing machines and piles; and

Minikin (Ref. 42) states that "... for light con-

structions on sand and silty sand, particularly on

foreshores, this method is found to be quick and

cheap."

(2) The soil must not be such that any serious

obstructions are liable to be encountered at or

above the founding level.

(3) e to the method of driving, clay above

and around the helix will be remoulded. This

would be a disadvantage when driving through soils

sensitive to remoulding.

(4) It is not always easy to position the pile

accurately when driving into sloping ground -- the

pile foot sometimes shows a tendency to 'walk'

along the surface.
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(5) This type of pile is supported by its

blades and so its effective length as a column is

greater than that of a bearing pile of equal diam-

eter. Hence screw pile structures often have to

be braced under water against buckling, a costly

and difficult operation. For this reason, modern

screw piles often have a large diameter shaft.

1. Design Procedure for Screw Piles

In the past, the bearing capacity for screw piles

has sometimes been calculated using Rankine's formula for

passive resistance. However, in the light of modern know-

ledge, and recommendations by both Terzaghi and Tschebotar-

ioff (Ref. 74, p. 239), the reader is advised not to use

this formula.

The following method for the bearing and pull-out

capacity of a screw pile in clay soils is due to a paper

by Wilson and a discussion of it by Skempton (Ref. 90).

Q  V W. L,,Q

oF, FIG 3*3i
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The ultimate load a pile can carry (including its

own weight) is

= + Po + Qs

where

Qb = bearing load carried by screw and

point of pile

Qs = side friction on pile

Po = weight of soil and water displaced by

pile.

If Cbi is the undisturbed shear strength of the clay be-

neath the screw,

Qb= 9 CbiB2

If CS is the average shear strength of the clay adjacent to

the shaft, assuming no skin friction is mobilized above the

blade for a distance equal to its diameter to allow for re-

moulding, then

Qs Cs T b (D - B)

The value C. must be modified as the material next

to the blad will have been alaost fully remoulded during

the driving of the pile. Hence

CS = C'"

where C" is the average remoulded shear strength of the

clay. Also,
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Po ( wh * D) b2
'4

Tb B2 4 C rb(D - B)

+ ( h + D) L b 2  (1)
' '4

Some test results have shown that this formula gives bear-

ing loads which are some 9 to 15% too high.

It is recommended in the design of dolphins using

screw piles that the effect of skin friction on the piles

should be neglected, i.e. that the middle term in Equation

(1) above should be dropped.

The pull-out force R of a screw pile can similarly

be taken as

R = 9 Cbi r (B - b)2 - ('wh 4 KD) r b2  (2)

Screw piles must not be loaded laterally, because

they do not penetrate very deeply, because they are gener-

ally used in poor soil which would not be able to support

lateral loa., and because they are usually made of rein-

forced concrete which must not be allowed to bend and form

hair-cracks in a marine environment. Hence a dolphin in-

tended for use with screw piles must be designed as a rigid

structure in which all the piles are axially loaded. This

means that a flexible fendering system must be used to give

the dolphin adequate energy absorption capacity.
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One of the most modern screw piles is the Screwcrete

pile (Fig. 3.30), manufactured by Braithwaite & Co. of Eng-

land. The helix of this type of pile may be made of rein-

forced concrete, iron or cast steel, depending on the soil

in which it is to be driven. A corrugated mild steel cas-

ing 1/8" thick with a diameter of from 18" to 78" is welded

to the helix, and a heavy steel mandrel is inserted in the

casing and also attached to the helix. The top of the

mandrel is twisted and the screw pulls itself into the

ground. When the top of the casing has nearly reached

water or ground level, an additional length is welded on

and an extension is added to the mandrel. This procedure

is repeated if necessary until the helix reaches foundation

level. The mandrel is then withdrawn and a reinforcing

cage and concrete are introduced into the casing in dry

conditions.

When driving into sloping ground, it is advisable

to grab a bucket or two full of soil first so that the foot

of the pile can be positioned accurately and not 'walk'

along the bottom.

The size of helix necessary varies with soil con-

ditions. The maximum diameter so far used is 9'-6", though

larger sizes could no doubt be designed if necessary.

Messrs. Braithwaite say that a helix with 50 or 60 ft. of

casing attached can be handled in one operation and screwed
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15 ft. into the sea or river bed before adding a further

15 ft. of casing.

The screwing operation is continuous and only needs

to be interrupted about every 15 ft. for the addition of a

further length of casing and a further section of mandrel.

This operation should be carried out as quickly as possible

lest in some clay soils the screw should "freeze" and be

difficult to restart.

Jetting is sometimes used to make driving easier.

Screwcrete cylinders are driven by a special machine

such as that shown in Figure 3.28. The same plant also

handles the piles and so is self-contained. Messrs.

Braithwaite say that these plants "are available at short

notice."

E. The Ring Pontoon Dolphin

This dolphin is an ingenious device invented by Mr. R.

Pavry of the British consulting engineer firm, Posford,

Pavry, & Part-eri-. The only previously published informa-

tion concerning the dolphin is included in Reference (62).

Mr. Pavry has advised by correspondence that patents on

the dolphin have been taken out in various countries.

1. Description

The ring pontoon dolphin consists of three main

structural elements -- a boxagonal floating pontoon, ai



hollow buoyant shaft, and a base structure. The base struc-

ture rests on the harbor bottom, anchored by vertical piling.

The lower end of the shaft has three protruding cantilever

arms located 1200 apart which engage loosely in and bear

upward against three connection frames which form a part of

the base structure. A collar, free to slip up and down the

shaft, is attached to the pontoon by means of six radial

trusses, thus the pontoon is allowed to adjust its position

relative to the shaft with tidal variations. A single hori-

zontal timber fender rigidly attached around the periphery

of the pontoon protects it from damage. Figure 3.32 illus-

trates the dolphin assembly. Drawings of three ring dol-

phins are included in Appendix F. As a ship contacts the

pontoon, the collar binds on the shaft, and the dolphin be-

gins to heel over. Large buoyant forces come into play and

a resisting moment is created about the hinge formed between

one or two of the cantilever arms and their bearing frames

as the remaining cantilever arm(arms) is(are) depressed.

Because of its large resisting moment and its ability to

deflect over relatively large distances, this dolphin has

the capacity to absorb very large amounts of kinetic energy.

Because of the relatively large deflection realized during

absorption of the ship's kinetic energy, the thrust applied

to the ship's hull is small compared to that experienced

when equivalent energy is absorbed by elastic dolphins.

$f
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Thus increased safety against damage to shipping is afforded.

The pontoon is free to rotate under tangential forces, and

will in normal use tend to orient itself so that contact

with the ship is made over the entire length of one of the

six pontoon cells. This property should prevent local dam-

age due to overstressing the ship's hull plates.

2. Applications

This dolphin is intended for use as a berthing or

protection dolphin where most advantage can be taken of its

large kinetic energy absorption capacity. Drawings F-1 and

F-2 of Appendix F illustrate use of the dolphin as a berth-

ing device. Because two or more of the dolphins can safely

satisfy the berthing requirements of very large vessels,

the prime application of the ring pontoon dolphin appears

to be in connection with the berthing of large tankers, pre-

cluding the necessity for extensive pier construction. Ring

pontoon dolphins of proper proportions could be relied upon

to safely absorb the impact of large vessels berthing in

exposed locations, and may in part provide a solution to

the difficult problem of receiving large deep-draft tankers

at offshore petroleum handling facilities.

Because the pontoon structure is free to rotate

about the central shaft, the dolphin is little affected by

eccentric loads and may be used when significant tangential

velocities are anticipated without danger of damage to its
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structure or foundation. Free vertical movement of the pon-

toon structure on the central shaft makes this dolphin ap-

plicable to locations where wide tidal variations occur.

Since relatively large deflections are characteris-

tic of this dolphin, it is not applicable for use in con-

fined locations where horizontal movement must be limited

to a few inches.

3. Past Performance

At the time of this writing, a ring pontoon dolphin

has not yet been constructed. The National Physical Labor-

atory, Teddington, Middlesex, U.K., conducted a model study

of the dolphin at 1:40 scale for the firm of Posford, Pavry,

& Partners. The results of the study are included in Appen-

dix D. Briefly, the model study bore out the theoretical

conclusions with regard to the high energy absorption

capacity of the dolphin.

4. Design

Design of a dolphin of this type to suit the re-

quirements of a particular case is largely a trial and

error procedure. Because the energy absorption character-

istics are dependent upon the proportions of the dolphin

and the water depth, load and energy absorption vs. deflec-

tion curves must be computed for dolphins of various pro-

portions until a solution is reached which satisfies the
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requirements of the particular case. Computation of the

necessary curves is a simple but tedious process, and can

be accomplished as follows:

(a) Select trial dimensions.

(b) Determine the draft of the pontoon in

still water without horizontal load.

(c) Draw the dolphin to scale in the vertical

and deflected positions, using deflection incre-

ments of about two feet.

(d) Compute buoyant forces of the shaft and

each of the six pontoon cells in each position

of rotation.

(e) Scaling moment arms, compute the buoyant

moments of the shaft and cells for each position.

(f) Scaling moment arms, compute the shaft

and pontoon weight moments for each position.

(g) Scale moment arms for the horizontal

overturning force.

(h) Determine horizontal overturning forces

statically by taking the sum of moments for each

position.

(i) Plot load vs. deflection and energy ab-

sorption vs. deflection curves. Energy absorbed

is computed as the area beneath the load vs. de-

flection curve.
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Since the resisting moment of a given dolphin varies

with the state of the tide and the direction of ship approach

(and therefore the location of the hinge about which tilting

occurs), trial solutions should be based on the minimum re-

sisting moment condition. That condition occurs at high

tide when the ship approach direction is such as to cause

tilting about the hinge point located nearest the central

vertical axis through the dolphin. To achieve safety against

the possibility of a deep-draft ship colliding with the base

structure, a liberal safety factor dependent upon local con-

ditions should be applied to the energy absorption require-

ment.

Once satisfactory proportions of the dolphin have

been determined, an analysis must be undertaken to assure

that the moments induced about the collar are sufficient to

cause the collar to bind on the shaft. The most critical

condition for collar slip occurs at maximum deflection under

the minimum resisting moment condition. The sum of moments

about the collar can be changed by varying the vertical

location of the collar relative to the pontoon.

In order to proceed with structural design of the

dolphin, it is necessary to determine maximum load condi-

tions for each structural element. For equivalent energy

absorption, maximum loads for all structural elements occur

under the maximum resisting moment condition of tide and
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ship approach direction. That condition occurs at low tide

when the ship approaches from a direction which causes tilt-

ing about the hinge located at maximum distance from the

dolphin's central vertical axis. Steps (c) through (i)

outlined above must therefore be repeated to calculate max-

imum structural design loads.

A general analysis based upon the procedure out-

lined above has been undertaken and is presented to serve

as a guide in selecting proper dolphin proportions and per-

forming the necessary calculations. Because the water depth

in a harbor or channel is related to the maximum displace-

ment vessel which may strike the dolphin, it seems reason-

able to proportion the dolphin in terms of water depth in

order to reach a solution which may be applied to the gen-

eral case. A number of trial solutions have shown that a

dolphin proportioned according to Figure 3.32 yields reason-

able energy absorption characteristics. The following

analysis is based upon the relative dimensions shown in

the Figure. Symbols used in the analysis are explained in

Table 3.11.

Determine pontoon draft in still water:

Weight of six pontoon cells - 7.1 x 10 -4 D3 kips

Estimated truss weight - 1.3 x 10-4 D3 kips

Estimated fender weight a 4.0 x 10-4 D3 kips

Wp a 12.4 x 10 - 4 D3 kips
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TABLE 3.11

Symbols Used Jn Ring Pontoon Dolphin Analysis

A - submerged area in a normal plane passing through
the centroid of any cell

c - indicates location of central normal plane through
cell

CG - center of gravity

D - depth of water at high tide

Fbl, Fb2, etc. - buoyant force of a particular cell

Fbc - buoyant force of any cell

Fbp - buoyant force of pontoon (sum of Fbl through Fb6)

Fbs - buoyant force of shaft

Ff - force due to friction

g - acceleration of gravity

HW - high water level

LW - low water level

Mbc - moment due to buoyancy of any cell

Mbp - moment due to buoyancy of pontoon ( Mbc)

Mbs - moment due to buoyancy of shaft

Mwp - moment due to weight of pontoon structure

Mws - moment due to weight of shaft

N - normal force

P - horizontal overturning force

U - energy absorbed

v - ship approach velocity

W - displacement of ship

Wp - weight of pontoon structure

Ws - weight of shaft

y - moment arm of force P about hinge point

a - deflection

9 - angle of tilt

I - condition of minimum resisting moment

II - condition of maximum resisting moment
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For use in computing buoyant forces of the partially sub-

merged pontoon, Figure 3.33 has been prepared to show the

relationship between draft and submerged area in a vertical

plane normal to any cell.

Fbp - 6(0.577 D - .087 D)A x .o64

Fbp = .188 DA kips

Fbp = Wp

.188 DA - 12.4 x 10-1 D3

A = 66 x lO - 4 D2

From Figure 3.33, draft = .06 D

Draw the dolphin to scale:

For the purpose of this analysis, large-scale drawings

were made of the dolphin in vertical and deflected positions

for minimum and maximum resisting moment conditions. Figure

3.34, drawn to a smaller scale, illustrates the method.

Compute forces and moments:

In order to compute buoyant forces of the cells, the

submerged volume of each cell in the various tilted posi-

tions is taken as the product of the cell length and the

submerged area in a plane which passes through the centroid

of the cell perpendicular to the central axis of the cell.

Submerged areas are obtained from Figure 3.34 after scaling

the cell draft in each position. Forces and moments ob-

tained in the analysis are listed in Tables 3.12, 3.13 and

3.14.
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Fbc Mbc Fbc Mbc
Cell x104/)3 x104/D4  A Cell X10 4 /D 3 xO /D

1 2.07 +0.66 1 0.10 +0.02
2 2.07 +0.23 2 1.85 -o.14
3 2.07 +0.23 C 3 1.85 -o.14
4 2.07 -0.64 Q 4 5.44 -2.66
5 2.07 -o.64 N 5 5.44 -2.66
6 2.07 -1.o8 0 6 5.53 -3.87

Totals 12.42 -1.24 Totals 20.21 -9.45

1 1.41 40.40 1 0 0
Q, 2 1.70 0.10 2 2.04 -0.26
U 3 1.70 40.10 v) 3 2.04 -0.26

4 3.11 -1.12 N 4 5.53 -2.98
O 5 3 .11 -1.12 0 5 5.53 -2.98

6 3.45 -1.97 6 5.53 -4.o9
Totals 14.48 -3.61 Totals 20.67 -10.57

1 0.56 +0.13 1 0 0
2 1.70 +0.02 2 2.42 -0.41
3 1.70 .0.02 C 3 2.42 -0.41

o 4 4.15 -1.70 0 4 5.53 -3.15
5 4.15 -1.70 5 5.53 -3.15

O 6 5.00 -3.05 6 5.53 -4.26
Totals 17.26 -6.28 Totals 21.43 -11.38

1 0.35 +o.o6
2 1.70 -0.05
3 1.70 -0.05
4 5.44 -2.45
5 5.44 -2.45 Forces are in kips
6 5.53 -3.38 Moments are in kip-feet

Totals 20.16 -8.32

TABLE 3.12

Buoyant Forces and Moments for Pontoon - Condition I
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Fbc 'bc Fbc Mbc

- Cell x10 4/D3 xlO 4/D4  Cell x,0 4 /D 3 X1O4/D4

1 2.07 40.48 1 0.28 +0.01
2 2.07 +0.02 2 3.46 -0.62

3 2.07 ,.0.02 3 3.46 -0.62
4 2.07 -0.85 4 5.53 -3.15
5 2.07 -0.85 4 5 5.53 -3.15
6 2.07 -1.30 6 5.53 -4.26

Totals 12.42 -2.48 Totals 23.79 -11.79

1 1.13 +0.20 1 0.28 -0.01
2 2.04 -0.08 2 4.43 -0.97
3 2.04 -0.08 q 3 4.43 -0.97
4 3.80 -1.56 4 5.53 -3.32
5 3.80 -1.56 5 5.53 -3.32
6 4.74 -3.18 6 5.53 -4-37

Totals 17.55 -6.26 Totals 25.73 -12.96

1 0.56 l0.07 1 0.41 -0.03
2 2.42 -0.22 2 4.74 -1.23
3 2.42 -0.22 3 4.74 -1.23
4 5.28 -2.64 4 5.53 -3.48
5 5.28 -2.64 5 5.53 -3.48
6 5.53 -3.92 6 5.53 -4.48

Totals 21.49 -9.57 Totals 26.48 -13.93

1 0.35 +0.03
2 2.76 -0.36
3 2.76 -0.36
4 5.53 -3.00 Forces are in kips
5 5.53 -3.00 Moments are in kip-feet

6 5.53 -4.15
Totals 22.46 -lO.84

TABLE 3.13

Buoyant Forces and Moments for Pontoon - Condition II
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Plot load and energy curves:

The resulting load vs. deflection and energy absorbed

vs. deflection curves are shown in Figure 3.35. Energy ab-

sorption capacity and steel weight curves for dolphins of

various sizes are shown in Figure 3.36. As an example, the

weight of the largest ship which can strike a dolphin of

D = 40' with a factor of safety of 2.0 at a velocity of 0.5

fps will be computed:

At maximum deflection under condition I,

U = 1.7 x D4 x 10- 4 ft.kips

U -- 1.7 x 10 -4 x 404 = 435 ft.kips or 194 ft.T

U 194
F- 2 97 ft.TSF s  2

W 4 Ug using a 50% reduction in

v 2  kinetic energy of the ship

W 4 x 97 x 32.2 , 50,000 tons
(1/2)2

The maximum deflection under this collision force occurs

under condition I, and is 0.173 D or 6.9 feet. The maximum

horizontal thrust, P, between dolphin and ship for this

collision occurs under condition II, and is 12 x 10 -4 x D3

or 77 kips.

Check for collar slip on dolphin of D - 40':

Collar slip is most critical at the maximum deflection

of 0.275 D under condition I. Under that condition, the
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following forces and angle of tilt prevail:

From Table '.12, interpolating between z 0.25 D

and L 0.30 D,

Fbl = 0

Fb2 + Fb3 = 4.46 x l0- 4 D3  or 28.6 kips

Fb4 + Fb5 = 11.06 x lO " 4 D3  or 70.7 kips

Fb6 = 5.53 x 10-4 D3  or 35.4 kips

From Figure 3.35,

P = 9.5 x 10-4 D3  or 61 kips

From Figure 3.34,

G = 190

Previously calculated,

Wp = 12.4 x lO- 4 D3  or 79.4 kips

Figure 3.37 shows application of these forces to the pon-

toon structure in the tilted position.

Taking the sum of moments about point "0",

2Mo = 0 = - 61(8 cos 190 - 17 sin 190) - 79.4(8 sin 190)

+ 28.6(8.5 cos 190 + 8 sin 190)

- 70.7(8.5 Cos 190 - 8 sin 190)

- 35.4(17 cos 190 - 8 sin 190) + 10 N

N = 0.10( 122 4 206 - 304 + 381 + 479)

N = 88.4 kips.
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Using a coefficient of friction of 0.40 for wood on metal

(the collar will be lined with greenheart timber),

Ff = 0.40(88.4) = 35.4 kips.

For stability,

2 Ff + Wp cos 19 P sin 190 + cos 190(Fbl Fb2

+ Fb3 + Fb4 + Fb 5 + Fb6)

2(35.4) + 79.4 cos 190 = .46 kips

61 sin 19° s cos 190(28.6 + 70.7 + 35.4) = 147 kips.

The apparent low factor of safety of about unity against

collar slip is not of primary concern since there exists a

factor of safety of 2.0 against the 50,000 ton vessel tilt-

ing the dolphin to the position of maximum deflection used

for the collar slip analysis. It should be noted from the

above calculations that the vertical position of the collar

relative to the pontoon and the length of the collar deter-

mine to a large extent the stability against collar slip.

Perform structural design:

A detailed structural analysis of the dolphin was not

made as a part of this study. The value of design loads

occur under condition II, and can be taken from Figure 3.35

and Tables 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14. Preliminary study of the

problem indicates the following structural details:
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(1) Fenders. The fender should be of 16" x 16" green-

heart timber attached by studs to a large channel welded

around the perimeter of the pontoon. At cell intersection

points the fender beam ends should be rounded off to prevent

presentation of a point load to a ship's hull in the event

of an unusual approach.

(2) Pontoon Cells. The cells should be strengthened

against local buckling by welding hoop rings around their

exterior at spaces of about 4 ft. Diaphragms should be in-

stalled at joints between cells to provide strength and to

make each cell independently buoyant.

(3) Radial Trusses. Trusses can be constructed of

steel pipe. The use of round members with welded connec-

tions is recommended to minimize the effect of the severe

corrosion characteristic of the splash zone.

(4) Collar. The collar should be very stiff to prevent

distortion under the large forces it must transmit. It

should be lined with greenheart timbers as shown in the

drawings in Appendix F to reduce wear of the shaft and to

increase the coefficient of friction between collar and

shaft and therefore the safety against collar slip.

(5) Shaft. The shaft should be stiffened internally

by means of diaphragms spaced at about 4 ft. over the range

of collar movement with tidal variations. A single dia-

phragm should be installed within the shaft, level with the

top of the cantilever arms.
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(6) Cantilever Arms. The arms should be constructed of

heavy WF or box-shaped steel sections. The contact areas

between the cantilever arms and the base connecting frames

will be subjected to continual wear due to wave action on

the dolphin. It is suggested that these areas be heavily

reinforced with exchangeable steel shoes, bolted on to allow

replacement by a diver when required. At some slight ex-

pense of resisting moment, the shaft could be ballasted

with water to decrease the contact force between the canti-

lever arms arid the connecting frames, thus reducing the

rate of wear of the steel shoes.

(7) Base Connecting Frames. These frames could be con-

structed of either steel or reinforced concrete. If of

reinforced concrete, heavy steel bearing plates should be

provided in the cantilever arm contact zone as described

above. The frame openings should be sufficiently wide at

the base to provide clearance for the sides of the canti-

lever arms in all tilted positions. The frames should be

high enough to allow some clearance between the tip of the

cantilever arms and the top of the base in the position of

maximum tilt.

(8) Base. The base should be constructed of reinforced

concrete.

(9) Piling. The six piles should be of steel to facil-

itate cutoff underwater. They should be driven to sufficient
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depth to withstand tensile loads imposed in the position of

maximum tilt. For a dolphin of D = 40' with piles arranged

as shown in Figure 3.32, an uplift force of approximately

21 tons would be imposed on each pile if the dolphin were

subjected to an ultimate collision. Clamps for locking the

pile heads against the top of the concrete base could be

attached by means of underwater welding, or underwater

drilling and bolting.

5. Construction Method

All parts of the dolphin can be fabricated or pre-

cast ashore. One possible erection sequence is as follows:

(a) Set base with floating crane.

(b) Using base as a template, drive piles.

(c) Cut off piles and attach clamps.

(d) Place shaft in water and ballast with water

to vertical position.

(e) Set completed pontoon structure in place on

shaft.

(f) Float to job site.

(g) Having constructed the shaft assembly with

one short cantilever arm, insert two remaining

cantilever arms into connecting frames, using bal-

last as necessary.

(h) Install underwater, by means of a bolted

connection, the tip of the short cantilever arm.

(i) Pump out ballast water and seal.
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F. Baker Bell Dolphin

1. Description

This dolphin is the subject of British Patent No.

507774. The dolphin consists of a massive bell supported

on a pile structure having a domed top. The inner surface

of the bell top forms a portion of a sphere having a greater

radius than that of the supporting dome. There is therefore

a spherical wedge-shaped space between the bell and its sup-

port. The dolphin structure is illustrated in section by

Figure 3.38. Horizontal forces applied at any point on the

side of the bell cause it to tilt from the vertical. The

point of contact between bell and dome will then move from

the apex of the dome to a point nearer the side of the bell

where the load is applied. Thus a righting moment is de-

veloped. Because of the relatively large deflection under-

gone during absorption of energy, the supporting pile struc-

ture is not subjected to the high horizontal forces associ-

ated with more rigid dolphins. The bell is free to rotate

about the dome, providing however a frictional resistance

to tangential forces. One advantage of the bell's ability

to be rotated is that fender repairs can proceed on the in-

shore side of the dolphin while the undamaged side is ex-

posed. Because the bell does not adjust to tidal variation,

its skirt and fender system must be made sufficiently long

to cover the tide range.
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2. Application

Because of its relatively great energy absorption

capacity, this dolphin is primarily intended for use in

berthing, or as a protection device for waterfront struc-

tures.

3. Past Performance

Dolphins of this type have been used primarily for

protection purposes on an exposed pier at Heysham, U.K.,

for almost 20 years, and have been proven effective in pre-

venting damage to the pier as well as to shipping. The site

is exposed to 80 mph gales, currents of four knots, and has

a tide range of 30 feet (Ref. 5). No major maintenance

problems have been experienced.

4. Materials

The bells used at Heysham are constructed of steel

with concrete block weights. There is no reason why similar

bells could not be constructed entirely of reinforced con-

crete. The dome is constructed of reinforced concrete, and

the piles are of steel.

5. Design

Energy absorption capacity for a dolphin of given

proportions can be simply determined by scale drawings

sufficiently large to allow location of the hinge point at
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various positions of deflection. Professor A. L. L. Baker,

the inventor, has reported that the bells of the Heysham

dolphins weigh 170 tons, and have an energy absorption

capacity of 1900 in-tons (Ref. 5). A horizontal force of

about 130 tons applied at mid-height of the vertical fenders

is required to tilt the bell to its extreme position. The

energy absorption capacity of the dolphin is about the same

regardless of the point of load application. The supporting

pile structure should be designed for the lateral thrust

developed under conditions of high tide at maximum tilt.

Special attention should be given to design of the bearing

surfaces between bell and dome, and provision should be made

for greasing them at regular intervals.

6. Construction

The construction sequence for the bell dolphin is

obvious. Final placement of the bell, which for reasons of

economy should be fabricated ashore, might present a prob-

lem in some locations because of the heavy lift required.

G. Sheet Pile Mooring Cell

1. Description

This dolphin, primarily used for mooring, is often

referred to as a mooring island. It consists of a circular

cell of interlocked sheet piling driven into the harbor
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bottom and filled with granular material. It is capped by

a concrete slab to which is attached mooring bollards and

bitts. Mooring cells of this type are made suitable for

berthing by attachment of fenders.

2. Applications

Sheet pile mooring cells are most applicable for use

at sites having rock located at or immediately below the

harbor bottom. Under these conditions the cells could be

constructed more simply than other types of mooring dolphins

which would require some degree of pile fixity in the sea

bed. With addition of a resilient fender system the cells

can be made suitable for berthing as well as mooring. Since

a fender system would have to extend vertically over the

usual range of water levels, use of the cells for berthing

large vessels in locations where wide tidal variations occur

is impractical. Because of the probability of subsoil move-

ment and shear failures, sheet pile mooring cells should

not be used on harbor bottoms of soft clay.

3. Past Performances

Mooring dolphins of this type have been widely used

with adequate success. A great deal of experience has been

had with cellular cofferdams which are essentially the same

as mooring cells in design principle and construction.

White and Prentis offer in Reference (86) examples of
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cellular cofferdams and practical information bearing upon

construction.

4. Materials

Sheet piles used in circular mooring cells have to

offer practically no resistance to bending. The radial out-

ward pressure of the fill within a cell induces tension in

the sheet pile interlocks. Accordingly, steel sheet piles

having straight web sections with little section modulus and

high interlock tension strength are employed.

As will be shown later, the resistance of the cell

to lateral loads is directly dependent upon the angle of

internal friction of the fill material. Accordingly, clean

sand or gravel should be used as fill to get the highest re-

sistance to lateral loads with a cell of given diameter.

The unit weight of the fill should be as high as possible.

The top of the cell should be reinforced with a re-

inforced concrete slab supported on the steel sheet piles

to retain the circular shape of the cell and provide a means

of attaching mooring appurtenances.

5. Design

Design of a circular mooring cell is very similar to

the design of a cellular cofferdam. The following basic

differences should, however, be kept in mind.
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(a) Seepage of' water and the possibility of

quick conditions are of no concern in mooring

cells while they are of vital importance to

cellular cofferdams.

(b) Water pressures are equal inside and

outside mooring cells except in the case of a

very rapid drop in exterior water level. Dif-

ferential interior and exterior water pressures

are significant in the design of cellular coffer-

dams.

(c) Mooring cells are never drained and the

fill below water level is buoyed at the time of

horizontal load application. They therefore

offer less resistance to tilting than cellular

cofferdams of equivalent size and construction

materials.

(d) Mooring cells are usually permanent

structures while most cellular cofferdams are

of a temporary nature.

Sheet pile mooring cells constructed on rock owe

their resistance to tilting to the resistance to shear of

the fill material and the resistance to vertical slip of

the sheet pile interlocks. Cells constructed by driving

the sheet piles to some depth in sand or clay have addi-

tional resistance to tilting due to the passive resistance

of the subsoil layers.
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For calculating the shear resistance of the fill in

mooring cells constructed on rock, the method presented by

Schneebeli and Cavaille-Coll at the 4th International Con-

ference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, London,

1957, Reference (67), is recommended. They propose the

formula
6 Mr

- 0.03 c

which is derived from the slip-line theory (K~tter's equa-

tions) and in which:

Mr = maximum overturning moment taken at the foot of a

double wall cofferdam for a unit length section of

the structure

>5 , specific weight of granular fill

- friction angle of fill in degrees

h - height of cofferdam

c = the width/height ratio (b/h) of the cofferdam

The formula is reported to compare favorably with the re-

sults of model tests for values of X between 26 and 44 de-

grees and values of c between 0.6 and 1.2. The assumed

approximate slip-lines are circular as illustrated by

Figure 3.39.

Adaptation of the formula for use in design of cir-

cular cells requires conversion of the circular cell to an

equivalent rectangular one. The equivalent area method in
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which b, the width of the cell, is taken as 0.785 d (d is

the cell diameter), and the length of the cell is taken as

d, is recommended. The formula for total resisting moment

of the cell (excluding interlock friction) can then be

written

Mr 0.03 0.785 dIh 2
Mr = 6

Modification of this formula to fit the case of a typical

mooring cell, illustrated by Figure 3.40, in which part of

the fill is buoyed and part is above water level, can be

accomplished by substituting an average unit weight of fill

for> , and the sum z + h for the height of the cell.

average hz h

Mr-0.03 " 0.785 d2 (zY . hY') (z 2Mr  -- ) (z +, h)
6 z + h /

The ultimate resistance of the cell (exclusive of interlock

friction) to a horizontal load, Pu, applied at a height

z + h above the base of the cell can then be written:

Pu = 0.785 d2  (z) + h.')
200

The resisting moment of the cell due to interlock

friction is a function of the earth pressure, Ea, acting

against the interior of the cell, the dimensions of the

cell in plan, and the coefficient of friction,/Z., between

the sheet pile interlocks. Again, computations are made on
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the basis of an equivalent rectangular cell of width 0.785 d,

and length d. The earth pressure per foot length of cell,

Ea, is taken as the area of the diagram abcd shown in Figure

3.40. The diagram is based upon Coulomb pressure distri-

bution reduced for a distance of h/4 above the base to

account for possible failure to develop full interlock ten-

sion at the base due to friction of the sheet pile ends on

the rock surface.

2( 'K z 3h , z 3h h 3Ea = tan (45 + 4h '" .,. ) + 2 -H

The total tension force in the cross wall interlocks is Ead,

and the vertical friction resistance along each pair of

interlocks is /ve:.Ead. A moment causing tilting of the cell

would then be required to overcome a couple, Wu*-Ead, for

each sheet pile of width, w, in each of the two cross walls.

The total resisting moment for a total of n piles in the

two cross walls would then be nwi.,Ead. Since nw must be

equal to two times the width of the cell or 1.57 d, the

total resisting moment due to interlock tension can be

written

Mr " 1.57/ /Ead
2

and the ultimate resistance due to interlock friction to a

horizontal load, Pu, applied at distance h + z above the

base is

1 57j( Ead
2

~h z
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Combining the previous equation for Pu due to shear resist-

ance of the fill with the above, the total ultimate resist-

ance to a horizontal load applied at the top of the cell is

=Pu 0.785 d2 A (z + h ' + 157/"'Ead2

200 h + z

It is recommended that a factor of safety of 2 be applied

in the case of all permanent mooring cells.

Figure 3.41 shows Pu as a function of d for the

following more or less typical conditions:

= 300

= 10#f3

* 60 -/f 3

h = 38'

z - 6 1

/X- 0.30

It is important to note that calculations should be

based upon the highest anticipated water level.

Because of the high point of load application,

sliding of a mooring cell on a rock bottom is never critical.

Because the majority of the fill is buoyed at all

times and hydrostatic pressures are minimal except when

there occurs a rapid drop in exterior water level over a

considerable vertical distance, bursting of mooring cells

due to failure of the sheet pile interlocks in tension is

remote. Maximum stress in the sheet pile interlocks under
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normal conditions is:

T = -d-

24

where T = interlock stress (#/in.)

p = Coulomb pressure at the base of the cell

( z ,'h)tan 2 (45 _ )(#/ft.2) calculated

at low water

d = diameter of cell (ft.)

For cells used in berthing, it is recommended for

protection of the ship that the cell be considered to be

infinitely stiff, and that a fender system capable of ab-

sorbing the entire collision kinetic energy be added to the

cell. The required resistance to lateral load of the cell

will then be dependent upon the resilience of the fender

system and the collision parameters.

6. Construction

There is nothing unique about the construction tech-

nique for a sheet pile mooring cell. Some particular points

are, however, worth mention.

(a) Sheet pile interlocks should not be

lubricated as is sometimes done in cofferdam

construction to facilitate removal.

(b) Sheet piles must not be overdriven,

allowing distortion of interlocks and conse-

quent future leaching of fill.
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(c) A manhole should be located in the con-

crete cap to facilitate replenishment of the fill

in the event of settlement or loss of fil.

(d) Every effort should be made during con-

struction to obtain maximum densification of the

fill. material.



CHAPTER IV

APPLICATION OF FENDERS TO DOLPHINS

As has often been repeated in this thesis, the dynamic

loads due to ships striking a dolphin in their approach or

when rocked by waves while in berth present a special prob-

lem. Upon contact with the dolphin the kinetic energy of

the ship is converted into work according to the familiar

expression
1 V
M V2= pave. "/

That is, the work done is equal to some average force act-

ing through the distance A . This distance may be the

movement or deflection of the entire dolphin structure, or

Just a part of the dolphin specially designed for this pur-

pose. This movable part which receives the energy of the

blow from the ship and transmits the reaction from impact

to the dolphin or pier is the fender. It is evident that

as A. is increased, the force Pave. is reduced. The de-

signer, therefore, has control over the force by providing

different degrees of flexibility in the structure, its

fender system, or in both.

Flexible dolphins that are used for berthing generally

have enough inherent energy absorption capacity such that

the resultant impact forces are not excessive, and exten-

sive "energy type" fendering systems are not required.

-212-
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Only rubbing faces are needed for such dolphins. Although

in practice the rubbing fenders will be crushed to a limited

extent, the amount of energy absorbed thereby will be small

compared with the energy absorbed in straining or deflect-

ing the structure, and may be neglected.

It is sometimes impractical or uneconomical to design

a dolphin structure with enough flexibility and, at the same

time, meet the necessary strength requirements. Rigid or

massive type dolphin structures having special devices or

fenders with high energy absorption capacity to prevent ex-

cessive reaction and consequent damage to both ship and

structure may be used instead.

A mass of 1000 tons moving at a speed of one foot per

second has an approximate kinetic energy of 40 in-tons. If

it is assumed that half the weight of a vessel is effective

when it comes alongside, then a vessel of 80,000 tons moving

at a speed of 1 foot per second will require a fender of

1600 in-tons capacity to receive it safely. Similarly, a

vessel of 1000 tons will require 20 in-tons of fendering.

Use of fendering systems of this wide range are now be-

coming common practice so that even rigid dolphins can be

built to safely berth the largest of ships and in compara-

tively exposed locations.

The design of a fender is governed by the magnitude and

direction of the forces acting upon it. The major component
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of force is generally the horizontal force, normal to the

dolphin and resulting from stopping the ship's approach.

Then there is the longitudinal component or rubbing along

the face of the dolphin. In connection with this component,

all experience on all types of fendering -- large and small

capacities -- has led to the conclusion that longitudinal

or glancing blows are as important as those normal to the

dolphin. They are however most difficult to take into

account. As the ship rolls at contact with the fender,

there are also up and down forces. These components vary

with the different conditions of wind, current, and waves,

and with the manner of maneuvering the ship.

Under ideal conditions of docking, the ship approaches

slowly with its side parallel to the line of berthing dol-

phins. Contact between the ship and all of the dolphins is

nearly simultaneous and the blow is thus distributed over

many resilient fender units as shown in Case IV of Figure

4.1.

In a less perfect docking the ship approaches at an

angle, hitting a dolphin first with the knuckle of the bow.

Then the stern swings around and strikes a second blow on

another portion of the same dolphin or on another dolphin.

However, the first blow which is concentrated on a short

length of fendering, as shown in Case I of Figure 4.1, is

usually the critical one.
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In planning a new berth, especially in deep water, ex-

posed to wind and wave, it is difficult to predict how the

ships will be handled and what the approach velocity will

be. In such cases judgment is necessary based on experience

in other locations under similar conditions. Having estab-

lished the magnitude of the energy to be handled and the

forces involved, the rest of the design work involves the

selection of as economical, compact and simple a fender sys-

tem as possible. Accessibility for maintenance and replace-

ment is very important and complicated mechanisms and pre-

cision fitted parts should be avoided.

Table 4.1 indicates energy absorption capacities of var-

ious typical resilient fendering units that can be applied

to rigid berthing dolphins.

For very great energy absorption capacities, gravity or

inertia fender systems are appropriate (Ref. 6). A gravity

fender generally employs a heavy mass suspended from the

structure. As the ship makes contact with the fender, the

berthing energy is absorbed by moving the mass inward and

upward.

The battering ram type of gravity fender should not be

used where wave action may cause it to swing or bump against

guides. The fender must evade longitudinal rubbing forces

as much as possible, by being able to recede and turn away

from projecting edges of the ship's plates which drag
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across the fender face. Excessive longitudinal forces may

be minimized by timber rubbing strips. The suspension links

should be made of hard steel and the bearings of the links

should be coated with bitumen grease or a similar adhesive

and stiff lubricant. Link systems which are statically in-

determinate should be avoided as the distribution of tension

would be uncertain.

The main objection often made to the use of gravity

fenders is their large weight. They are more difficult than

other standard fender units to install. Moreover, their re-

pair may be a more difficult operation than to replace

springs or rubber blocks, unless they can be easily de-

* ballasted. Greater resilience, however, is provided with

gravity fenders which results in more protection both for

the ship and the dolphin structure. In addition, they have

proven themselves to be very good from the standpoint of

simplicity, lack of maintenance and long life. For heavy

duty installations there are few of the standard types of

fenders that can perform as efficiently and effectively as

the gravity types.

For more specific information concerning design, con-

struction, and maintenance of fendering systems for pier

structures, the reader is referred to Reference (69).

The following examples are intended to illustrate vari-
o
ous applications of both standard and gravity type fendering
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systems to rigid dolphin structures whose functions include

berthing as well as mooring of ships. Also described is a

floating pontoon fendering system for dolphins operating in

a very large tidal range.

1. Raykin Buffer

Fendering on breasting dolphins of an oil terminal

recently constructed in Brazil consists of Raykin buffers

(Ref. 91). This type of buffer is made up of rectangular

rubber sandwiches bonded to steel plates which are bolted

together to form an inverted "V". Tension limit devices or

guides are not required, since it will work in tension as

well as compression and will offer resistance to longitu-

dinal loads. Another important characteristic, as may be

noted from Figure 4.2, is that, due to the shape of its

load-deflection curve, it will yield a lower reaction than

a comparable steel spring at a given energy absorption and

deflection.

The fendering for these dolphins was designed for

two berthing conditions. The first, indicated in Figure

4.3(A), involves an energy transmission of 111 ft-tons over

a contact length of 30 ft. The data upon which this berth-

ing situation was based is as follows:
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Size of tanker - 137,140 tons total displacement

Approach velocity - 1.0 knots

Approach angle - 150

Lateral approach
velocity - 0.42 ft. per sec.

Total kinetic energy

of ship - 370 ft-tons

Reduction coefficient - 0.30

Energy to be absorbed - 111 ft-tons

Uriiform loading - 13 kips per ft.

For the second berthing condition, which is illus-

trated in Figure 4.3(B), a lateral velocity of 0.25 ft. per

second and reduction coefficient of 0.56 were used. This

means an energy transmission of 76 ft-tons, and with a 24-

foot contact length a uniform loading of 9.4 kips per ft.

on the fender face.

Under both conditions, the problem of distributing

the energy absorption over the fender units was solved using

the method of a beam on an elastic foundation.

2. Rubber Tube Fendering

Rubber tubes by their shape lend themselves very

well to the fendering of rigid circular dolphins. The turn-

ing dolphin for the berthing facility referred to in

example 1 is of circular sheet pile construction. It is

fendered by several rows of rubber tubes draped horizontally

and diagonally around the dolphin. A timber mattress is
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suspended from the top of the turning dolphin to make

initial contact with the ship and to transmit the load to

the rubber tubes in contact with the dolphin structure. It

has been found by observation of other marine installations

that, without the timber mattresses, ships will exert such

tremendous rubbing forces on the rubber tubes that they will

in some cases be torn, or the suspending chains or cables

ripped off.

3. Steel Springs

An offshore berthing facility consisting of a cen-

tral breasting platform and two mooring dolphins on each end

was constructed in 1957 for Caltex Pacific Petroleum in

Sumatra (Ref. 94). The facility is located in about 60 ft.

of water and is oriented parallel to the thread of the cur-

rent. The range of tides is about 10 ft. and tidal currents

frequently run at 3 knots. Two 50,000 dwt. tankers can be

berthed simultaneously, one berth at each side.

The breasting platform and mooring dolphins are timber

deck steel structures supported on steel pipe piles. Energy

absorbing fender panels,designed to accommodate a 50,000

Dead Weight Tons tanker berthing with a velocity component

of 0.27 ft. per second normal to the fenders at instant of

impact, are provided. Each fender panel has four 40-ton

steel springs and each spring assembly consists of three
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concentrically-mounted helical steel spring coils which can

be compressed to a maximum of 13 inches. The panels are

constructed of H-piles interconnected by steel wales and

struts and are faced with hardwood rubbing strips.

4. Prestressed Concrete Gravity Fender

The support of a pier head for an oil terminal at

Thames Haven, England is provided by three dolphins, each

consisting of three parallel frames of rigid construction

(Ref. 93). The legs of each frame are hollow reinforced

concrete cylinders of 8'-3" outside diameter and 41" wall

thickness. The transverse member connecting each pair of

cylinders is a prestressed concrete box beam 40' long, 9'

wide and 8'-6" deep. The dolphins are interconnected by

five parallel prestressed concrete I beams, each 52' long,

on which are laid 4" precast slabs 9' long and 2' wide.

The energy absorption capacity for this very rigid

berthing facility is provided by six gravity-operating,

suspended fenders -- i.e. two for each dolphin. Each fender

is a prestressed concrete box, 48' long, 7'-6" wide, 14'

deep at the ends and 6' at the middle, and weighs 56 tons

in air and 30 tons when immersed in water.

Each of the fenders is suspended below the deck of

the dolphins by four 21" diameter chains in such a position
4

that they project 6' in front and 2' at the back as shown

in Figure 4.4.
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When struck by a vessel the fender moves inwards

and upwards according to the gravity fender principle. The

energy absorption of each fender when immersed is 90 ft-tons.

The total energy absorption capacity provided by all six

fenders is 540 ft-tons or 6480 in-tons. The fenders were

cast on the dolphins in steel forms. After prestressing

they were lowered by chain blocks and then suspended below

the deck. Timber rubbing pieces are provided at each end.

5. Retractable Fender

A flexible dolphin structure that has been proposed

for berthing and mooring supertankers uses a gravity type

fender system for additional energy absorption (Ref. 85).

The,dolphin consists of four 48" diameter high ten-

sile steel cylinders, having a maximum wall thickness of

12". The four cylinders are spaced 40 ft. on centers and

interconnected by a frame, brace and waler system as shown

in Figure 4.5(a). Brackets are attached to the walers at

10 ft. intervals to support a fender system along each side

of the dolphin and around the curved ends.

The basic design criteria for the dolphin are as

follows:

Displacement of ship - 135,000 gross tons

Water depth - 50 ft. at mean low water

Tidal range - 16 ft.

Angle of approach - 100
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Berthing velocity - 2 knots

Velocity of approach
normal to dolphin - 0.588 ft. per sec.

Reduction coefficient - 0.65

Fender pressure on
ship's hull - 6 kips per ft.

Effective energy to
be absorbed - 6,350 in-tons

The berthing forces are assumed distributed to the

four cylinders acting as free cantilevers. The total energy

absorption capacity of the four cylinders is 2,860 in-tons,

leaving 3,495 additional in-tons of impact energy to be

absorbed by the fenders.

The retractable fender system used in this design

is based essentially on a gravity principle but provides

additional energy absorption qualities as a result of fric-

tion between the fenders and brackets. Each fender unit

weighs 37 kips and has an energy capacity of 685 in-tons.

The six units give a total of 4,110 in-tons, making the

total resultant energy absorption capacity for the dolphin

about 6,950 in-tons.

Figure 4.5(b) shows a unit of this retractable

fender system which is an adaptation of a retractable sys-

tem developed at the New York Naval Shipyard. The fender

system, as designed, is capable of absorbing approximately

75% of the berthing energy for a supertanker of 135,000
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gross tons. The use of a rigid design in this same design

would require cylinders of an uneconomical diameter to pro-

vide the necessary energy absorption capacity. The increase

in cost would be appreciable. Furthermore, with a rigid

fender system, pressures in excess of 6,000 pounds per

linear foot would be exerted on the ship's hull and this

would not be acceptable.

6. Floating Stage with Floating Pontoon Dolphins

A major oil terminal for handling 65,000 dwt super-

tankers was recently completed at Tranmere, England (Ref.

92). The scheme for berthing and mooring of the ships --

two can be accommodated simultaneously -- incorporates two

366 ft. long floating stages and twelve "floating" dolphins.

This rather unique design evolved from the fact that a 30

ft. tidal range must be contended with, which together with

a 30 ft. pumping differential on the tankers would have

meant a vertical movement of up to 60 ft. between a fixed

berth and the ships moored alongside.

Each floating stage acts as a gravity fender capable

of absorbing the energy of a fully-loaded supertanker berth-

ing at an assumed lateral velocity component of 9 inches per

second, which is equivalent to a kinetic energy absorption

of 5,520 in-tons. Each stage can move horizontally some

16 ft. during berthing of a ship.
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Three heavy Mannesman tubes are placed at each end

of the landing stages. The connections between stage and

tubes are 150 ft. long steel lattice booms, attached suit-

ably to allow for vertical tidal movements. A counterbalance

system provides a progressive increase in resistance to back-

ward movement of the stage during berthing operations.

The plan and typical cross-section shown in Figure

4.6 illustrates the main features of the dolphins. A pre-

fabricated sectional steel pontoon encircles a 5'-5" Mannesman

tube. The pontoon which is also free to rotate rides up and

down on the tube with the tide, on reinforced laminated

nylon rollers. Six mooring bollards are installed on each

dolphin which can withstand a total pull of 150 tons applied

at an angle of 200 with the horizontal. The whole stage

anchorage system is designed to withstand 375 tons of static

horizontal force, which would be caused by a gale blowing

on the beam of a large tanker in ballast.

The heaviest of the high tensile steel tubes weighs

approximately 100 tons and is some 120 ft. long.

Each tube has been sunk and concreted into 6 ft.

diameter holes bored 30 ft. deep into sandstone rock.

Timber fendering is provided all around each dolphin

to make them suitable for a motor launch to approach and tie

up.
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The dolphins have proved to be as effective as anti-

cipated as regards movement of the floating pontoons up and

down and around the tubes in varying tidal and mooring con-

ditions. In less than one year's operation however, the

nylon rollers have shown excessive wear and it is planned

to replace them with cast-iron rollers with a bonded rubber

surface.

7. Berthing Beam

A fender system capable of berthing vessels of

43,000 tons displacement without the aid of tugs, and 59,000-

ton vessels with the aid of tugs, was installed in 1955 by

the Shell Petroleum Co. at Singapore (Ref. 61). A similar

one was later installed at Jamaica.

Having regard to a maximum energy figure of 3720

in-tons which corresponds to the kinetic energy of a 59,000-

ton vessel traveling at 0.59 ft. per sec., and to a desire

to give full protection throughout the length of the berth-

ing face, a flexible structure, called a berthing beam, was

designed to act as a fender itself.

The berthing beam consists of a row of raking high

tensile steel box piles driven along the line of the berth,

laced together and loaded at their heads by a very rigid and

heavy reinforced concrete beam which gives an initial forward

deflection to the piles. The beam itself provides the

berthing face and when struck it distributes the blow to
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all the piles which are thereupon pushed back from their

forward deflection, through their position of zero deflec-

tion, and finally to a position of maximum backwards de-

flection, at which point all the energy is absorbed. Figure

4.7 shows the essential outline of the design. A length of

240 ft. was used which is slightly in excess of the length

of the straight portion of tankers likely to use the berth.

The berthing structure has a calculated energy

absorption capacity of between 3440 and 8820 in-tons, de-

pending on where the blow is struck and the state of the

tide. This is of course substantially greater than most

single fender units. Assuming that the structure will have

to absorb only 40% of the total kinetic energy of the ship,

the speeds of approach of various sizes of ships which the

beam can safely resist are as follows:

Vessel End Blow Center Blow

20,000 ton displacement 1.52 fps 2.28 fps

43,000 ! 1.04 fps 1.57 fps

59,000 "I 0.89 fps 1.34 fps

At least some of these approach speeds can be con-

sidered as being in the accident class.

Alternative designs including flexible dolphins and

rigid dolphins with gravity fenders were ruled out because
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of requirements for a continuous berthing face and rapid

construction. The berthing beam was constructed very quickly

and at low cost without any special plant. To date, it has

performed very well and with some margin of safety for the

accident class of berthing incidents which have occurred

and are inevitable, from time to time.

Due to the probable development of hairline tension

cracks in the reinforced-concrete beam (with consequent

corrosion of reinforcing steel and spalling of concrete),

it is suggested that the beam be prestressed.



CHAPTER V

PROTECTI ON AGAINST DETERIORATION

A. Steel Dolphins

1. Corrosion Effects and Causes

Dolphins constructed of steel in a salt-water marine

environunnent are subject to deterioration by severe corrosion.

The effect of corrosion on an unprotected steel sheet pile

under such conditions is illustrated by Figure 5.1 which

was plotted from data collected during tests conducted at

Harbor Island, North Carolina, and reported by Larrabee

(Ref. 28). It will be noted from the corrosion rate curve

of Figure 5.1 that losses in thickness are a maximum in the

zone from the high tide line to an elevation about two feet

above it. This zone, often referred to as the "splash zone,"

is continually wetted by splash and spray. Corrosion rates

as high as 40 mils per year were measured on bare steel

coupons suspended in the splash zone in the Gulf of Mexico

(Ref. 13). Some of the factors which contribute to high

rates of corrosion in the splash zone have been listed by

Munger (Ref. 48) and are:

(1) continuous exposure to splash and sea water

spray;

(2) salt precipitation by wetting and drying

action;
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(3) constant exposure to mo aLst ure -saturated

air;

14) mo:isture condensation on metal surface

when ..e ;al temperature is lower than the dew

point -- usually from mid-afternoon on;

(5) daily expansion and contraction of the

metal due to temperature variations when exposed

to sunlight part of the day.

In the splash zone and I.he zone above it, :Lt is considered

that corrosion occurs by a mechanism not unlike the electro-

chemical corrosion mechanism characteristic of the contin-

ual.ly immersed zone. It has been demonstrated by experi-

ments that at relative humidities above a critical value of

58 percent, the corrosion rate of steel having particles of

sodium chloride on its surface becomes severe (Ref. 18).

Presumably this critical value represents the humidity abov";

which the hygroscopic salt particle system is able to col-

lect sufficient water from the atmosphere to allow corrosion

to proceed by an electrochemical process.

Of interesting significance is the comparatively

low rate of corrosion shown by Figure 5.1 at the mid-tide

zone. Humble reported that at high tide, steel surfaces

below the low tide level were anodic to that portion of the

same steel member in the tidal zone (Ref. 28). This differ-

ence in potential results in an acceleration of the attack
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on the steel below the low tide level and a partial pro-

tection of the surfac: in the tidal zone.

While an explanation of the electrochemical process

of corrosion characteristic of immersed conditions and con-

ditions below the mudline in permeable soils is considered

to be urnecessary, a brief discussion of' the less familiar

bacteriological corrosion is in order. Severe bacterLolog-

ical corrosion can occur in some impermeable water-logged

clays which are anaerobic in character. The cause of such

corrosion was first explained by the Dutch scientist, Von

Walz8gen Kuhr, who identified at the metal interface a

species of bacteria which could reduce sulphates in the

presence of iron, converting them into sulphides. The

oxygen made available through this reduction removes the

protective hydrogen formed on cathodic areas, thus allowing

corrosion to continue. Anaerobic clays are mostly grey-

blue in color as opposed to the rich yellow-brown of the

aerobic clays (Ref. 46).

The corrosion rate of steel immersed in sea water

decreases with time as corrosion products and marine growths

form protective films on the metal surface. Figure 5.2

illustrates rate-time curves resulting from tests at Kure

Beach, North Carolina and the Panama Canal Zone (Ref. 19).

It is interesting to note that while one location is of

temperate climate and the other tropical, the corrosion
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rates are about the same. Apparently, the increase in cor-

rosion rate which might be anticipated with the higher tem-

perature of tropical waters is mitigated by other factors,

possibly increased marine fouling in the tropical waters.

Under conditions where protective films are not allowed to

form on the steel surface because of abrasion by moving

parts or current-driven sand and silt, no decrease of cor-

rosion rate with time can be expected. Severe deteriora-

tion can occur under such circumstances.

Other parameters which determine the corrosion rate

of steel immersed in sea water are water depth, salinity,

pollution, velocity of current, wave action, and sand or

silt content.

2. Corrosion Protection

Protection against corrosion has been the subject

of extensive efforts by engineers and scientists for many

years. Corrosion protection methods are many and varied,

and only those which are considered to be applicable to dol-

phins will be presented in the following discussion. Even

though cathodic protection has been developed into an

effective and practical corrosion protection system for

steel marine structures below water level, it is doubtful

that the method will be used extensively on individual dol-

phins.
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(a) Protective Coatings. Protective coating systems

are most applicable to the dolphins for protection both

above and below water level. Munger (Ref. 48) has listed

the characteristics of the ideal coating system:

(1) Resistance to continuous immersion, continu-

ous wetting and drying, and possession of low water

adsorption and moisture vapor transfer rates.

(2) Resistance to ionic transfer and performance

as a barrier to the penetration of chloride, sul-

phate, carbonate or similar ions which start under-

film corrosion.

(3) Strongly dielectric to resist the passage

of any electrons which might exist from anodes set

up in breaks in the coating.

(4) Highly weather resistant.

(5) High degree of chemical resistance to con-

tinuous salt exposure and petroleum products.

(6) Strongly adherent.

(7) Abrasion resistant.

(8) Inhibitive so that the coating material

tends to minimize the effect of breaks in the

coating.

(9) Ease of application.

(10) Ease of touch-up.

In addition, the ideal coating system should be economical.
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The most important phase in application of any coating sys-

tem is that of preparing the metal surface. All millscale

must be completely removed from the metal surface prior to

the application of protective films. Scale left in place

beneath coatings is known to loosen or pop off due to

moisture penetration of the coating and temperature vari-

ations. The desirability of applying coatings over bare

descaled surfaces is clearly demonstrated by the results of

a number of comparative tests (Ref. 18). Millscale can be

effectively removed by pickling, flame cleaning, or sand-

blasting. Wire brushing is inadequate. Descaled surfaces

corrode rapidly, and the application of protective films

must succeed cleaning immediately. Some of the most impor-

tant research in coating technology has been conducted by

the petroleum industry in connection with the protection of

offshore drilling platforms. Good results have been obtained

on drilling platforms with some of the more recently de-

veloped coating systems described below:

(1) Catalyzed epoxy coatings have been proven

to be reasonably effective when applied in thick-

nesses of at least 10 mils. They have excellent

properties of cohesion and adhesion.

(2) Vinyl mastic systems consisting of a wash

primer, two coats of vinyl mastic and two coats

of vinyl seal with final thicknesses of 12 to 20
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mils have been proven to be very effective. Tests

however have indicated that vinyl mastic systems tend

to lose adherence i cathodic protection is applied

(Ref. 73).

(3) Chlorinated rubber mastic systems consisting

of a primer, a tie coat, three coats of mastic, and

one or more coats of chlorinated rubber topcoat with

final thicknesses of 15 to 20 mils have been proven to

be effective.

(4) Zinc-lead-silicate, an inorganic coating, ap-

plied in thicknesses of 2 to 4 mils has proven to be

very effective. It is reported to have excellent

splash zone resistance, showing no tendency to chalk,

check, or lose adhesion. It is said to be very hard,

strongly adhesive, and abrasion resistant. Because of

its zinc content, it is inhibitive and assists in pro-

tecting abraded areas. Test results at the Battelle

Memorial Institute, Daytona Beach, Florida reportedly

show that this coating has withstood tidal immersion

over a five-year period with no film destruction.

Continuous immersion tests showed scattered pitting

after two years. Excellent protection under marine

atmospheric conditions has been experienced thus far

in tests now running for periods of up to eight years.

(See Appendix E for summary of test results.)



(5) Composite zinc-lead-silicate/vinyl sys-

terns consisting o; the basic coating described

above overcoated with a primer and a vinyl top-

coat have proven to be very effective. Test re-

sults at the Batelle Institute (Appendix E) re-

portedly show that this system is unaffected

after over three years of continuous immersion.

Further information on these and other recently developed

protective coatings is available in References (1), (48),

(13), and (35).

The success of any coating system as a long-term

means of corrosion protection is to a great extent dependent

upon proper surface preparation, application, and touch-up.

Specifications for the coating of' steel dolphins should be

cf the most rigid type, and close inspection of the coating

mater'Jals and process should be carried out to assure com-

pliance.

Steel piling coated with from 1" to 2" of gunite

applied over welded wire mesh have been shown to be corrosion

resistant provided the integrity of the coating is maintained

through the handling and driving process. Gunited H-piles

are reported to have been driven in single lengths up to

160: without damage (Ref. 12). The mesh is usually held at

about one inch from the pile surface by studs, and angle

shear connectors welded to the pile prevent slipping of the
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pile within the coating. if cracking occurs in the gunite

coat, failure is rapid and progressive as the growing cor-

rosion product on the metal surface forces additional crack-

ing and spalling.

(b) Over Design. Ample defense against corrosion

is sometimes provided by simply choosing sections sufficiently

larger than those required by elastic design. While such

measures would adversely affect the flexibility of elastic

dolphins, they can be applied in some instances where mechan-

ical abrasion would render protective coating systems in-

effective.

(c) Special Splash Zone Protection. Gunite, con-

crete encasement, and monel and wrought iron sheathing have

all been used to combat the excessive corrosion rates char-

acteristic of the splash zone. Usually such measures are

applied from the top of the splash zone to about 2 feet be-

low mean low water. Concrete encasement is accomplished

after driving a pile using a metal form having a bottom

opening which matches the shape of the pile. Reinforcement

of wire mesh or bar cages is usually provided, and concrete

is placed by the pre-packed or the tremie method. In some

instances the form is left in place as protection for the

concrete Jacket. This practice has the disadvantage that

inspection of the concrete Jacket is practically impossible,

and voids may go undetected.
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(d) Special Steels. Particularly good corrosion

resistance in the splash zone was obtained in tests at

Harbor Island, North Carolina, with a low alloy nickel-

copper-phosphorus steel (Ref. 28). Steel with 0.5% Ni, 0.5%

Cu, and 0.12% P showed corrosion rates in the splash zone

about one sixth of those experienced with ordinary structural

steel. Corrosion effects under continuously immersed con-

ditions were about the same for the Ni-Cu-P steels as those

for ordinary steel. At this writing, the authors are unaware

of any Ni-Cu-P steels yet commercially available.

(e) Protection Through Design. Attention to the

elimination of exposed corners and crevices in steel struc-

tures can improve overall corrosion resistance. Round mem-

bers with smooth welded joints have in general shown best

resistance on offshore drilling platforms. H-sections cor-

rode most rapidly on their flange tips, reducing their

strength more rapidly than comparable corrosion rates reduce

the strength of cylindrical sections.

B. Dolphins Constructed of Concrete

Concrete exposed to a sea water environment is subject

to deterioration by chemical attack, abrasion, freezing and

thawing, and to a much lesser extent, marine borers. Fail-

ures of concrete in sea water have been traced chiefly to

corrosion of reinforcing steel, which causes progressive
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cracking and spalling of the concrete. Basically, the

best defense against all the mechanisms of attack on con-

crete is in initially providing high quality, impermeable

concrete. Research by various agencies and experience have

demonstrated that the following basic rules must be observed

to produce concrete that will maintain its integrity through

long periods of exposure to a marine environment.

(1) Use Portland cement. Type V, sulphate re-

sisting cement is recommended (Ref. 57).

(2) Use structurally sound aggregates of low

porosity, unaffected by sea water.

(3) Strict control of mixing water must be ob-

served, using a maximum of 51 gallons per sack of

cement, including water entering the mix as free

moisture on the aggregates.

(4) The mixture should contain not less than

7 sacks of cement per cubic yard of concrete.

(5) The mixture should contain not less than

3% nor more than 6% of entrained air.

(6) The maximum size of aggregate should not

be larger than one-sixth the narrowest dimension

of the member, but in no case larger than 1 "1 ex-

cept in plain concrete in mass sections.

(7) Within the tidal range, provide 3 inches

of protective cover over reinforcement except at
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corners where 4 inches of cover should be pro-

vided.

(8) Metal chairs for support of reinforce-

ment must not extend to the surface of the con-

crete.

(9) Form ties should provide deep recesses in

the concrete which should be carefully filled and

pointed with mortar.

(10) Avoid construction Joints wherever pos-

sible, especially within the tidal range.

(11) Use high frequency vibrators during place-

ment.

(12) Cure by keeping the concrete surface con-

tinuously wet for a minimum period of 7 days at a

temperature above 500 F.

Once it is assured that precast concrete members are made

of quality concrete, the assurance of future durability is

dependent upon proper handling and construction techniques.

Special care of concrete piles is necessary to prevent the

introduction of tension cracks during handling and driving.

Overdriving must be avoided.

Reinforced concrete piles are not suited for use in

energy absorbing dolphins because cracking of the concrete

associated with the relatively large deflections required

for energy absorption would render the pile surface permeable

to sea water and promote corrosion of the tensile reinforcing
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steel. Prestressed concrete piles which maintain compres-

sion over the entire pile cross-section during deflection

do not share this disadvantage.

C. Dolphins Constructed of Timber

The deterioration and preservation of timber piles has

been treated extensively in the literature for over a cen-

tury. Of necessity only a very brief introduction to the

subject is included in this thesis. Timber pile dolphins

are subject to deterioration through marine borer attack,

decay, insect attack, and mechanical abrasion. Damage of

timber dolphins by fire seems to be remote. Even though

much research effort has been expended in an effort to de-

velop a more effective method of preserving timber piles

for use in a marine environment, treatment with creosote

or creosote/coal tar solutions remains the most popular and

practical means. Properly treated timber piles have a life

expectancy under marine conditions of from 5 to 10 years in

the tropics and from 15 to 30 years in temperate zones de-

pending upon the extent of local marine borer infestation.

The following basic rules are recommended for application

to timber pile treatment and construction procedures:

(1) Select raw piles free from bends, large

4. knots, shakes, splits, and decay with uniform

taper and bark removed.
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(2) Store piles properly, preventing warping

and decay.

(3) Have piles pressure treated with creosote

by the full cell process. A. P. Richards (Ref.

60), Director of the W. F. Clapp Laboratories,

Duxbury, Massachusetts, has recommended treatment

with solutions of 70% creosote/30% coal tar for

marine piles, with example minimum retentions of

16 pounds per cubic foot for Douglas Fir and 20

pounds per cubic foot for Southern Yellow Pine.

He further recommends that all piles in a treat-

ment charge be rejected if more than 10% of them

have less than the minimum retention. Close in-

spection of the treatment process must be carried

out.

(4) Handling with hooks or devices which pene-

trate the surface of treated timber must not be

allowed.

(5) Timber piles must not be overdriven.

(6) After cutoff, pile butts must be thoroughly

penetrated with preservative and sealed.

(7) All abraded areas must be adequately pene-

trated with preservative after driving.

(8) All connection holes and slots cut after

pressure treatment must be field treated with

preservative. (Cutting after treatment should be

kept to a practical minimum.)
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Some woods, notably greenheart from British Guiana,

have a high natural resistance to the various destructive

agencies common to a marine environment, and perform well

without treatment. In general, their records are excellent

in temperate waters, and fair in tropical waters. Reference

(12) indicates a large number of examples of service experi-

enced in various parts of the world with a number of natur-

ally resistant woods.

Mortar-coated timber piles were successfully used in

pier construction on the California coast during World War

II. Treatment consisted of pneumatically applying 1 " of

sand cement mortar over 2" x 2" welded wire mesh held at a

distance of 3/4" from the pile. The mesh was overlapped a

distance of 6". Four-inch square shear pockets, 18" on

centers, were cut into the timber pile surface to prevent

slipping of the pile within its protective Jacket. Only

that portion of the pile above the permanent mudline was

treated. It is essential that possible scour conditions

which will lower the mudline be anticipated when selecting

the point of Jacket termination. It was reported that no

appreciable damage occurred during handling and driving the

mortar-coated piles after a curing period of only 3 days.

It is important to note that Jackets of this type may ad-

versely affect the flexibility-strength relationship of

shock-absorbing timber dolphins.
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Concrete Jackets cast after driving have been used to

protect timber piles, but their application to timber pile

dolphins appears to be impractical.

Expendable timber rubbing strips should be provided to

prevent direct abrasion of ships on timber piles and conse-

quent damage to their Jacketed or chemically treated sur-

faces.

D. Maintenance

Regardless of the materials of which a dolphin may be

constructed, proper maintenance is essential to assure max-

imum useful life. Toward that end, dolphins should be fre-

quently inspected, and defective elements of the dolphin

should be promptly repaired or replaced before further

deterioration allows damage to be incurred to a ship or

before major repairs of the dolphin are necessary.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

A. General

1. Dolphins do not lend themselves to standardization

because of the variety of purposes which they serve and the

wide variation in site conditions.

2. The realistic evaluations of energy absorption re-

quirements, lateral loads and soil conditions are the

governing criteria for design of dolphins.

3. Dolphins should be designed primarily to protect

ships arid secondarily to protect marine structures. A dol-

phin which remains undamaged after inflicting severe damage

to a vessel is improperly designed.

4. The deterioration and preservation of materials in

the marine environment should be given proper attention

during the design phase.

5. Soil mechanics is a very important part of dolphin

design. Hence the design of all dolphins must be preceded

by an adequate investigation of the soil properties at the

construction site. For pile dolphins it is possible to cal-

culate the bearing or pull-out capacity of the piles, and

their resistance to static lateral loads can be calculated

satisfactorily by the Blum method. This method may be in-

accurate for short-term loading, and more work should be

-252-
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done on this subject. It is not possible to do more than

roughly estimate the maximum allowable repeated lateral

load. There is a pressing need for many more carefully con-

trolled lateral loading tests on piles.

6. For dolphin structures used for berthing, steel,

especially high strength steel, and hardwoods such as oak

and greenheart have the necessary characteristics of form-

ability, strength, resiliency and durability. On the other

hand, reinforced or prestressed concrete are not suitable

materials unless the resiliency required for berthing is

provided by means of high energy fender systems.

7. Where dolphins serve only for mooring, reinforced

concrete and particularly prestressed concrete, in cellular

and in open type, battered pile construction, become very

satisfactory materials.

8. Timber dolphins predominate in United States ports.

In Europe, due to lack of available timber and its high

cost, preference is given to steel dolphins either in the

form of high strength tubular piles of the Mannesman type

or else those of interlocking, welded box or H-pile groups.

Also popular in Europe and increasingly so in America are

dolphins in the form of sheet pile cofferings filled with

sand, and of reinforced or prestressed concrete cellular

and battered pile structures, with and without high energy

fendering systems.
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9. Although the yield and ultimate strengths of struc-

tural materials under dynamic loading show considerable in-

creases over the static strengths, the use of design stresses

for impact loading on dolphins greater than 1.333 times the

allowable stresses under static loading is generally not

recommended. This factor is used by most structural codes

in cases of wind and other short-term loads and results in

a factor of safety with respect to static yield strength of

about 1.2 for steel and 1.6 for wood.

B. Tubular Dolphins

1. By using dolphins made of long, slender and canti-

levered elements such as high strength steel tubes, which

rely for their stability on the flexibility of the piles

themselves, a "soft" berth without special fendering can

be attained.

2. Proper functioning of these dolphins depends on

fairly homogeneous and firm soil to provide the requisite

degree of fixation. Although such soil is not encountered

often enough, in favorable foundation conditions, this con-

struction offers a very simple and effective means of with-

standing berthing impacts and static mooring loads.

3. Eccentric impacts on large dolphins of this type

with hinged braces at the top result in a large variation

between the loads exerted on different piles with a
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consequent reduction in the energy absorption efficiency.

To overcome this deficiency in the simply hinged braces,

torsion-resisting connections may be added which have the

effect of distributing the eccentric impacts more equally

to the piles. The energy absorption capacity of the hinged

dolphin can thus be increased by 30 to 50% through the

addition of torsion-resisting connections.

4. Considerable savings in material and increased

energy absorption as well as decreased impact reaction can

be realized in cantilevered pile dolphins by adjusting the

cross-sections of the piles according to the bending moment

along the lengths of the piles. A pile of uniform strength,

i.e. one whose section modulus varies as the bending moment,

will absorb 50% more energy than a similar pile whose cross-

section is constant. By simply driving a wood pile with its

larger dimension down instead of with its smaller dimension

down as is customary, the energy absorption of the pile in

bending is increased by six times.

5. When driving hollow tubes, experience has shown that

soil may plug the tube near the point, causing the open tube

to act more or less as a closed one.

C. Dolphins of Box or H-Pile Groups

1. The wide flange sections that have been most fre-

quently used for flexible dolphins are the high strength,
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Peine sheet pile sections. Such wide flange sections are

most economic with regard to energy absorption if the load

on the dolphin is always from one general direction.

(a) In the case of dynamic loads, if the force acts

in the most unfavorable direction, i.e. normal to the

axis about which the moment of inertia is least, the re-

sistance of the dolphin may be reduced as much as 65%.

(b) For static load, the reduction in resistance may

be from 10 to 40%.

2. Where the dolphin structure is subjected to dynamic

and static loads acting from various directions, the appli-

cation of circular hollow piles is generally more satis-

factory.

3. Dolphins of box and H-pile groups may be constructed

either by driving the piles individually or by installing pre-

assembled groups as a unit. The former method requires pre-

cision driving. The latter method may be done by jetting or

by boring out the soil if the disturbance caused thereby is

not detrimental to the soil, and by vibration driving if the

soil is poorly compacted and non-cohesive.

4. To ensure that the pile group will act as a unit in

resisting dynamic or static loads, it is recommended that

the interlocks be welded for additional resistance to shear.

4.
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D. Timber Pile Cluster Dolphins

Timber dolphins could be improved by adding a super-

structure to prevent ships hitting individual piles (though

this would be difficult for a large tidal range), and in

certain locations they could be made more effective by intro-

ducing some flexibility between the piles at the top of the

dolphin.

E. Screw Pile Dolphins

Screw pile dolphins seem to give excellent service and

are claimed to be quick to construct. Their structure is

rigid so that a flexible fender is needed for adequate

energy absorption. Their disadvantage is in their initial

cost, so that it is only economical to build them in very

poor soils.

F. Ring Dolphin

1. The ring pontoon dolphin has a very high kinetic

energy absorption capacity.

2. It presents a fabrication and construction problem

more complex than most other dolphin types.

3. It has moving parts which must be maintained to

assure proper functioning of the dolphin assembly.

* 4. The lateral forces developed during collisions with

the ring pontoon dolphin are small in comparison with those
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developed during equivalent collisions with dolphins which

absorb energy elastically. The resulting soft contact

afforded berthing vessels is one of the dolphin's most im-

portant advantages.

5. Deflections of several feet are possible, and must

be allowed for in locating the dolphin.

G. Bell Dolphin

1. This dolphin has the capability to absorb large

amounts of kinetic energy.

2. Lateral thrusts developed during collisions are

relatively small.

3. Moving parts must be maintained to assure proper

action of the dolphin.

4. The dolphin is particularly massive in comparison

to other dolphins, entailing some construction difficulty,

and consequently considerable expense.

H. Sheet Pile Mooring Cell

1. This dolphin type is most applicable for use in

mooring vessels in harbors with rock bottoms.

2. The resistance to horizontal loads imposed is

largely dependent upon the shear resistance of the fill

material.
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3. Mooring cells can be made suitable for berthing

ships only by installation of an adequate, energy absorbent

fender system.

I. Fendering for Dolphins

1. With the increasing use of the rigid or solid type

of dolphins for berthing operations, the design and appli-

cation of fendering systems for such dolphins has become

very important. In contrast with tL flexible type dolphins

which have considerable resiliency in themselves and conse-

quently usually do not require special fendering, the rigid

dolphins do not have the necessary energy absorption char-

acteristics to safely berth ships. Highly resilient fender

systems are therefore required to prevent costly damage to

both ship and dolphin.

2. For a given kinetic energy of vessel, the final

impact on the ship, fender, or dolphin structure is in-

versely proportional to the available inward movement of

the fender. The travel of the fender must therefore be

sufficient to ensure that the final force of impact is

reasonably small in regard to the strength and stability

of the dolphin structure and to the allowable pressure on

the hull of the ship.

3. Fenders of the gravity type which can recede several

feet are subject to much smaller horizontal forces than
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spring or rubber fenders which can only recede about 15

inches. This indicates that dolphins with gravity fendering
V

are more suitable in cases of very great energy absorption

requirements.

4. In addition to horizontal forces normal to the face

of the dolphin, heavy longitudinal or tangential forces must

also be contended with. The fendering should either avoid

receiving these latter forces by receding or rotating, or if

it is not possible to do this, the strength of the rubbing

strips should be such that they tear off before excessive

longitudinal forces are developed in the fendering. In any

event it seems reasonable to design fenders and their sup-

ports to withstand longitudinal forces equal to approximate-

ly 0.25 of the maximum normal forces.
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APPENDIX A

Summaries of Various Tests

in Connection with Dolphins and Laterally Loaded Piles

1. Torsion-Resisting Dolphins

Calculations and tests on models of torsion-resisting

dolphins had shown that the energy capacity of these dol-

phins was not reduced when subjected to eccentric loads;

whereas under similar circumstances dolphins that were not

resistant to torsion lost a considerable part of their

energy capacity due to unequal bending of the piles.

The German administration of hydraulic works and navi-

gation consequently undertook, in the spring of 1952, full-

scale tests of various types of dolphins which had been

constructed up to that time. The tests were performed at

Holtenau (on the Baltic Canal)(Ref. 47).

The dolphin types investigated were: two dolphins that

were not resistant to torsion (a Mannesmann type and a

Wedekind type); a dolphin of the Minnich type that was re-

sistant to torsion; and two dolphins having wooden cross-

ties. All of the dolphins had six piles, 18.5 meters long.

The embedment of the piles was 7.5 meters and the top of

the piles was 2 meters above the water level. The dolphins

had approximately the same energy capacity of about 10

meter-tons in case of concentric load.
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The tests were also made for the purpose of finding out

what role was played by tangential shearing forces arising

from torsion in the relatively thin-walled, hollow piles in

case of eccentric loading on a torsion-resisting dolphin.

The results of the full-scale tests showed that under

an eccentric load a dolphin that is not resistant to torsion

loses about one third of its energy capacity; whereas, the

dolphin that is resistant to torsion loses practically noth-

ing. The loss of energy capacity for dolphins having wooden

cross-ties was found to be still greater. This mainly

arises from stiffness to deflection in such structures which

are also very resistant to torsion. The utmost in dolphins

subjected to eccentric loading therefore consists in real-

izing horizontal torsional resistance without reducing the

flexibility of the dolphins.

With regard to the effects of tangential shear forces

in the piles from eccentric loading on the dolphin, it was

found that when all the piles participate in resisting tor-

sion, the resulting tangential shearing forces can be neg-

lected since they will be small and will not reduce the

permissible tensile stresses. Consequently, the energy

capacity will not be reduced by more than about 1/2%. In

case of partial participation by the piles in resisting

torsion, it is advisable to calculate the tangential shear-

ing stresses.
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In addition, it was ascertained from the tests that in

case of uniform distribution of the total force, the defor-

mations correspond very closely to those calculated by the

method of' Dr. Blum which considers the load on each pile

and the width b of each individual pile. On the other hand,

by making b in Blum's equations equal to the total width of

the dolphin, values that are 20% to 30% too great are ob-

tained. (The correctness of Blum's calculations of deflec-

tion, for isolated piles, had been already confirmed by

large-scale tests at Flemhude in 1951.)

2. Pile Tests for Mooring Dolphins

In connection with the construction of four mooring dol-

phins for a new oil tanker berth in Devonport, England,*

lateral load tests were performed on a pile driven in mud

and on another set of piles driven partially in mud and

partially in rock.

For the first test, horizontal loads were applied at a

distance of 40.75 ft. above mud level, the pile penetration

in the mud being 29 ft. The pile was a 70' long Larssen

B.P. 3 pulled about its Y-Y axis. No data are available con-

cerning the so-called mud. Results of the test are given

in Table A-l and show that up to the elastic limit of the

*See D. H. Little, "Yonderberry Point Jetty, Devonport,"

Dock and Harbour Authority, Vol. 35, pp. 271-274, January,

1955.
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pile in bending the point of fixity appears to be about 5

ft. below the top of the mud.

The second lateral test was carried out by pulling one

pile against another. Both piles were 70' long, Lavssen

B.P. 4's, penetrating 7 ft. into mud and 7 ft. into hard

shale. The horizontal loads were applied 6 inches below

the top or 55.5 ft. above the mud level. Results are given

in Table A-2, which indicate complete fixity 7 ft. below

the mud, i.e. at the surface of the rock.

3. Tests on Long Hollow Piles

A special test foundation was set up in 1946 in Lake

Maracaibo, Venezuela to study the action of long hollow

cylindrical caissons when subjected to known applied lateral

loads (Ref. 95). The test caissons consisted of concrete

encased hollow steel, 4 ft. in outside diameter and 170

ft. long with a total wall thickness of 5 inches. The

bottom tips of the cylinders were closed with a reinforced

concrete point. The caissons were driven into the bottom

of the lake using a total applied static load of 200 tons

plus the dead weight of the cylinder partially filled with

water.

Strain measurements were made on the test caissons

using waterproofed SR-4 type strain gages attached to the
inside surfaces of the steel shells. Of three test speci-

mens, one was set up as a single free caisson. The other
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two were rigidly joined together by a connecting girder to

form -, two-caisson bent. The loads were applied in both

cases at a point 41.4 ft. above water level. The depth of

water was 80 ft. and the total penetration was 77 ft. The

soil was very soft clay.

The results indicated that the plastic clay into which

the caissons penetrated acted as an elastic medium in re-

sisting lateral forces. The point of maxir.ttm moment for

both tests remained essentially at the same level -- about

10 ft. or 2 diameters below the mud line -- as the load in-

creased. The effective point of fixation for the caisson

moved downward as larger loads were applied.

General experience and field observations in Maracaibo

substantiate the test data regarding the point of maximum

moment. The greatest damage or failure whenever a large

tanker strikes the piles in an accident situation invariably

occurs at an elevation of 8 to 12 ft. below the mud line.

4. Test at New London Submarine Base, 1946

A single pile, a two-pile bent and a fourteen-pile dol-

phin were loaded horizontally. The single pile and the

two-pile bent failed ultimately due to fracture of the com-

pression pile, but only after considerable deformation had

already taken place. There was no fracture in the fourteen-

pile dolphin, and failure was failure of the soil. Loads

were applied In increasing increments, and the pile was
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unloaded between each application: there was no load for

which no permanent set occurred. The two-pile dolphin

failed with a load of 2,800 lb. and the fourteen-pile dol-

phin was showing continuously increasing deflection for a

constant horizontal load of 25 tons when the test was

stopped.

The test of the single pile was checked by the Blum

method and the results are shown in Figure A-1.

The soil conditions were 10 ft. of sand over silty clay.

It is thought these results are not now of much quantita-

tive use, but qualitatively, their demonstration of the mode

of failure of a dolphin is interesting.

Reference: Bureau of Yards & Docks Public 'forks draw-

ing E.98.

5. Tests of Pile Dolphins at Lock No. 21, Mississippi

River, 1938, by the Corps of Engineers

Dolphins were built and loaded barges were run into

them to discover their efficiency as protection dolphins.

Seven-pile cluster dolphins were built. In a series of

tests they did not fail when rammed at l kt. by a 210-ton

barge but two did fail when hit by a 170-ton barge travel-

ing at 3 kt. A 13-pile dolphin stopped a 326-ton barge

moving at 3 kt., but 11 of the 13 piles were sheared off.

Thus for river traffic it was concluded that stronger

dolphins, possibly with 37 piles, would have to be used.
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6. Model Tests at Princeton

Useful qualitative results were obtained from tests

carried out by Tschebotarioff at Princeton when model timber

dolphins were tested to failure. The mode of failure of a

3-pile dolphin is shown in Figure 3.16. The results are

given in Reference (75).

Note that Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 on page 65 ff. show

further tests of piles and pile groups.



APPENDIX B

Recommended Test Specifications

For Repeated Lateral Loads on Piles

Ideally, the designer should ultimately be able to de-

termine the Shake Down Load of a pile at any site from

laboratory or field tests on the soil. But before this can

be done it is necessary to carry out very many carefully

controlled full-scale tests on laterally loaded piles in

order to provide the basic data which can be correlated

with soil tests. The aim in testing should be to produce

a diagram such as that shown in Figure B-l, in which later-

al loads on a pile are plotted against the number of appli-

cations of the loads to cause failure. It is to be hoped

that a series of tests will give a curve such as curve (1),

which is asymptotic to a value which is taken as the Shake

Down Load, and not curve (2) for which there is no asymptote

and which gives a failure load which always decreases with

number of applications.

The tests should be carried out as follows. First,

detailed records of soil properties should be made from

borings. Then the pile should be driven. It should prefer-

ably contain pressure sensing cells along its length so that

the pressure distribution along the pile can be known -- the

pressure cells should be more closely spaced at the top of
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the pile. The Bureau of Yards and Docks has developed such

an instrumented pile.

Then for a particular value of height of application

above grade a given load should be applied, left on for a

standard time and then removed. It is suggested that the

time of application should be 5 sec., and the time of re-

moval also 5 sec. This should be repeated with the same

load until either the pile deflects no further or it fails.

It is of course necessary to make accurate deflection

measurements.

The variables in the test are:

(1) Load

(2) Number of cycles to failure

(3) Height of application

(4) Soil

One P - n curve is needed for each soil type, and for

one soil, P - n curves for varying height of application

should be obtained.
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APPENDIX C

General Method for A::alys is of Pile Cluster Dolphins

This method is sc g-'neral that it can be applied to

almost all types of pile cluster dolphins. It was however

considered too difficult to program the method in the time

allotted for the wolriting of this thesis, and it was also

felt ihat the additional trouble spent on it would not be

worthwhile.

It is included as an appendix in case it should prove

useful to future workers in the field.
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Flexibility Matrix of ril, shown In Fig. C-I

A pile has four types of7 load. Consider a pile along the

z-axis.

I

So we have a basic flexibility matrix f:

u/P 0 0 o 0 u/N

o v/Q 0 0 0 0

o 0 w/R w/L 0 0
f'=

o 0 Q/R /L 0 0

0 0 0 0 4 /M 0

/P 0 0 0 0 Y/N

The flexibility matrix for the pile shown in Fig. C-1 is

F = T' f T

where T is a 6 x 6 transformation matrix.
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The transformation matrix T is

in  mn  nn  0 0 0

ly my ny 0 0 0

iz  mz  nz 0 0 0
T =

0 0 0 i n  mn  n n

0 0 0 ly my ny

0 0 0 l z  mz  n z

And for the axis system shown in Fig. C-i:

i n = COS( mn = - sinO( n n = 0

ly = sino( cos(3 my = cos CCos fny = - sin(
i z = sin X( sin mz = cos ae sin n z = Cos C

And our final flexibility matrix will be:

u/P u/Q u/R u/L u/M u/N

v/P v/O v/R v/L v/M v/N

w/P w/Q w/R w/L w/M w/N
F G/P 91Q G/R G/L GIM GIN

t/P f /Q q9iR &fA 4i 41N
\1/P 410.LO / /L YA' I N
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Coordinate System for a general pile is:

x L .,M

P

If the applied loads are PA and NA, then the equations

of equilibrium of the dolphin are:

Pr = PA(1)

Q r - 0 (2)

jRr o (3)

, (Lr * Rryr) = 0 (4)
<z (Mr - RrXr) (5)

f,(Nr - PrYr + Qrxr) NA (6)

For a symmetric dolphin, if the load PA only is applied,

with no moment applied, then equations (2), (4) and (6)

can be dropped as the condition is symmetrical.

Equilibrium gives, in general, 6 equations, and there

are n x 6 unknowns. Hence (n - 1) x 6 equations must

be obtained from consideration of the compatibility of the

system.
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Compat ib i ity Equations

Consider the plane where two piles join. Assume they

are rigidly attached to each other. Let their centers have

coordinates (nlyl ) and (n2 y2 ).

IVt

Ii)

x 4,
J

Rotational compatibility equations are:

91 = 92 (7)

41 - 2 (8)

itl = 42 (9)

Translational compatibility equations are:

u2 U - 4l(y2 - yl) (10)

V2 = Vl N tl(x 2 - xl) (11)

w2 = i 91 (Y2 - yl) - (el(x2 -'i) (12)
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The deflections of any pile are given by

I Ur Pr

Vr ; Qr

Wr F Rr... .-FrJ

rMr

I' r

or

K'i r..I- Fr J Sr

So the compatibility equations for the first and second

piles would be:

1 0 0(
P2 , oo-(y2-yl) 1

Q2 1 , o+(2xl) %a I
I 00 t~x2-I i

I R2 1 i(y 2 -yl) -(x 2 -xl) 0 -R

F2 F1= 0.L ., .2 f 4 11 ." IL1

M2!i

or

So for the whole dolphin we can write:
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El F2 SI

E2  F

I 

(

Cl C2  -n - *-- -PIi--

where

4 1

[1 _

0 0 -Yr I

0 0 +Xr 1

Yr -Xr 0

The solution can now be carried out in the way suggested

in Chapter II, section D.
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COPY

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY

REPORT on MODEL EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE

THE BEHAVIOUR OF A RING DOLPHIN.

Ship
Division made to the order of

Messrs. POSFORD, PAVRY & PARTNERS.

Model No. 3907

Introduc t ion

The Ring Dolphin is a buoyant, energy-absorbing device
designed by Messrs. Posford, Pavry & Partners, which acts
as a buffer or fender against the approach of a ship at low
speed. It consists of a heavy base, a central shaft or
stalk, and a hexagonal buoyant ring or pontoon. The pontoon
is free to move up and down the stalk, according to the
state of tide, but when impact of a vessel against the pon-
toon occurs, binding of the pontoon-collar on the stalk
takes place. In this condition the dolphin offers resist-
ance to ho.-Lizontal forces transmitted by the vessel, due to
buoyancy reaction in the inclined position.

A model of the Ring Dolphin was supplied by Messrs. Pos-
ford, Pavry & Partners to 1/40 full size, and tests were con-
ducted in conjunction with this model and a wooden model made

DATE 12th August, 1957. G. B. B. M. SUTHERLAND

REFERENCE SH M.P.12 Director

DJD/WB /s/ G. Hughes

PASSED BY G. Hughes
/s/ D J Dough. Acting Superintendent, Ship Division.

A Laboratory Certificate, Statement or Report may not be pub-
lished except in full, unless permission for the publication
of an approved abstract has been obtained in writing from the

Director, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington,
Middlesex

R.1
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at the N.P.L. of a tanke.-type vessel representing to 1/4o
scale a ship 700 ft. B.P. length and having a displacement
of 45,000 tons. These experiments were conducted at the
shallow end of No. 2 Tank, the depth of water corresponding
to 60 feet on the full scale.

A range of speed of approach of the vessel up to 3 knots
was represented, model speeds being assumed to vary as

( 1 ) of the full-scale speeds, whilst forces measured
,Vscale

during the experiments have been expanded as the (scale)3

and are applicable to fresh water. When working in water of
a different specific gravity, the forces may be increased
pro rata as the ratio of their specific gravities.

Description of Apparatus

The tanker model was driven by a rack and pinion mechan-
ism (Fig. 1) by means of which any required constant vel-
ocity of approach up to 3.0 knots ship speed could be ob-
tained. Approach velocity was measured by fitting a micro-
switch to the main motor drlve, R.P.M. of the driving shaft
being recorded electrically on a four-channel recorder with'
a suitable -second time base. A linear calibration of
R.P.M. of the main driving shaft versus corresponding ship
speed in knots was obtained.

Angle of inclination of the stalk or vertical shaft of
the dolphin was recorded during each experiment by incorpor-
ating a light-weight spring-loaded pointer coaxial with it,
and mounted above the Bean bollard (Fig. 2). This spring-
loaded pointer made contact with a graduated perspex screen
mounted horizontally, the trace of the path of the pointer
being obtained on the under surface of the screen during
each experiment

Preliminary Experiments

1. The dolphin was calibrated statically by recording
its resistance to horizontaly applied forces in terms of
angular deflection of the stalk from the initial vertical
position. For this purpose the dolphin was weighted down--
on a metallic bed, in a depth of water corresponding to 60
ft. on the full scale. Horizontal forces were applied
through a framework surrounding the dolphin, the point of
contact being free to adjust itself according to angular de-
flection of the pontoon, thus ensuring that the forces were
always applied through the centre of the circular section
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of the pontoon. Two calibrations were made in this manner
(Fig. 3) for two positions of the feet up to the maximum
angular deflection of the stalk of 14 degrees.

AIt will be seen that the dolphin is more effective

in condition A in which a pushing force is applied in the
direction of one of the three feet, compared with condition
B in which a pushing force is applied in the direction of
the bisector between any two of the feet. The maximum hori-
zontal resistance offered by the dolphin in condition A is
115 tons, the corresponding resistance in condition B being
88 tons, the difference being due to the leverage of the
pivoting points of the feet. Beyond these values the base
would tend to move, as the feet are then fully depressed in
their recesses.

2. Further calibrations were made by applying hori-
zontal forces at the bollard fitted to the top of the stalk,
in conditions A and B (see Fig. 4). For both conditions the
effectiveness of the dolphin is reduced due to the greater
leverage of the applied forces. In condition A it is again
more effective than in condition B, the corresponding forces
being 70 and 57.5 tons respectively, beyond which movement
of the base would tend to occur.

It will be observed that for these tests the base
was specially loaded to prevent sliding or tilting, and that
without this special loading the base would have slid or
tilted at reduced values of horizontal force in most cases,
with the exception of the working condition in which the
fins are projecting and the base is half-bedded in sand.

The clearance of the collar on the stalk corresponded
to 0.8 in. on the full-scale dolphin. (See Section 3).

3. Sliding Tests. In these tests the special loading
of the base was removed. The weight of the base in these
tests corresponds to 370 tons (in air).

(a) Smooth Metallic Bed. Horizontal forces were
applied at the bollard until the base began to slide. Slid-
ing commenced at a force corresponding to 45.7 tons.

(b) Fins retracted, base resting on sand. Hori-
zontal forces were applied at the bollard until the base be-
gan to slide. A slight tilt of the base was observed prior
to sliding, which commenced at 48.6 tons.

(c) Fins projecting, base resting on sand. Hori-
zontal forces were applied at the bollard until the base
tilted. Tilting of the base commenced at a value of 60 tons.
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(d) Fins projectinai base half-bedded in sand.
Horizontal forces were applied at the bollard until the
base tilted. Tilting of the base commenced at a value of
71.4 tons.

4. Raising the dolphin from a sea-bed.

(a) The steady force required to lift the dolphin
from a smooth metallic bed was determined to be 180 tons.

(b) The steady force required to lift the dolphin,
with the base half-bedded in sand, was determined to be
225.5 tons.

5. Main Series of Experiments. In this series of ex-
periments the base was either resting on a concrete bed and
specially loaded as in the preliminary experiments, or half-
bedded in sand with fins projecting, depending on the pur-
pose of the experiment.

The dynamic behaviour of the dolphin was studied by
impacting the tanker model having a displacement correspond-
ing to 45,000 tons against it, at a series of constant ap-
proach velocities.

(a) In the first instance the worst conditions of
approach were investigated, i.e. the centre of the dolphin
was placed on the centreline of approach of the vessel, and
impact of the bow occurred with one face of the pontoon at
right angles to the direction of motion. The approach vel-
ocity at which full deflection of the feet was observed is
0.73 knot. These results are given in Table 1 and shown in
Figs. 5, 6 and 7.

Table 1

Figure Ship Deflection Force
No. Speed of Stalk

(knots) (degrees) (tons)

5 0.28 2.8 39.0
6 0.58 9.6 1o4.0
7 0.73 13.5 115.0

(b) The dolphin was displaced half the beam of the
vessel from the centreline of approach, and the dynamic be-
haviour observed over a range of ship speeds. For each
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speed investigated, the feet were aligned at particular
angles to the direction of motion of the model, covering a
range of inclination from 0 to 120 degrees in intervals of
15 degrees.

These results are given in Figs. 8 and 9, and
supplementary Figures 10 to 104.

(c) The behaviour cf the dolphin in waves was re-
corded on cine film for wave-lengths of approximately 130
and 300 ft., and a wave height of 6.0 feet. These waves
were not very regular or well formed, being generated by the
movement of the tanker model by manual control.

6. Conclusions. These apply to the condition when the
base does not slide or tilt unless otherwise stated.

(I) During impact of a vessel on the pontoon, the
action of the feet varies according to their inclination to
the line of travel of the vessel. The greatest resistances
to horizontally applied forces at the face of the pontoon
occur when one of the feet is pointing in the reverse direc-
tion to the motion of the vessel. This resistance has a
magnitude of 115 tons when the dolphin is working in 60 ft.
of water, and the two remaining feet are fully depressed.

(II) When the dolphin is in line with the direction
of motion, the full energy of a 45,000 tons displacement
vessel is absorbed when impacting at 0.73 knot. This cor-
responds to an energy absorption of 1060 ft. tons (excluding
entrained water effects).

(III) Beyond a speed of 0.73 knot for a 45,000 tons
displacement vessel, with the centre of the dolphin in line
with the direction of motion, the base tilts when half-
bedded in sand and fins projecting.

(IV) With the centre of the dolphin offset half the
beam of the vessel from the line of motion, speeds up to
2.0 knots can be tolerated, before movement of the base occurs.

(V) With the centre of the dolphin offset half the beam
of the vessel from the line of motion, maximum angular deflec-
tion of the stalk for constant speed of approach occurs with
X values in the region 0 - 300. (XO = the angle measured in
a clockwise direction from a reference foot, pointing in the
direction of motion of the vessel). Minimum deflection of
the stalk, for constant speeds of approach, occurs with Xvalues in the region of 900.
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(VI) According to the cine film records obtained,
showing the behaviour of the dolphin in waves, it can be
observed that the collar of the pontoon is free to ride up
and down the stalk, and binding of the collar occurs on
impact of a vessel on the pontoon.

(VII) A tendency for the stalk to rise and fall due
to wave action was observed, in addition to an oscillation
about the vertical of ±5.

12th August, 1957.
SH M.P.12
DJDB

c.s. 6 (6398)
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 8.
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AMERCOAT CORPORATION

Manufacturers of Corrosion Resistant Products

4809 Firestone Boulevard
South Gate, California

March 10, 1961

Werner E. Schmid
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
Princeton University
School of Engineering
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Schmid:

Thank you for your letter of February 28, 1961, addressed
to Mr. C. G. Munger. He has asked me to reply and give you a
summary of our exposure data on Dimetcote No. 3 in tests at
the Battelle Memorial Institute site at Daytona Beach, Flor-
ida, and the International Nickel site at Wrightsville Beach,
North Carolina.

Our test data on the products at these two locations is
contained only in internal reports since neither organization
issues exposure reports on products under test. Battelle
Memorial Institute maintains the test site at Daytona Beach,
and provides us with panel installation and maintenance for
a service fee; International Nickel Company data obtained at
Wrightsville Beach is not ordinarily disseminated publicly.

A summary of our results with Dimetcote No. 3 at these
two test sites is as follows:

Daytona Beach

Dimetcote No. 3 has withstood tidal immersion over a
five year period with no film destruction. In continuous
immersion the product shows scattered pitting after approxi-
mately two years test. When over coated with Amercoat No.
86 Primer and Amercoat No. 33 Vinyl Topcoat the entire systom
is unaffected for over three years of continuous immersion
and will undoubtedly withstand several more years of such
immersion.
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Panels exposed on the Daytona Beach Ocean Rack (located
about 75 yards from the surf), and positioned at 450 south
have withstood, in an original series, eight years of severe
marine weathering with no coating breakdown and with almost
perfect corrosion protection. A later series, similarly ex-
posed, shows no change in the coating and perfect protection
of scribed panels over a seven year period. Dimetcote No. 3
was applied at a film thickness of 2 to 31 mils. The total
life of the coating in this test will probably be substan-
tially longer than ten years.

International Nickel Company Tests

Scribed panels of Dimetcote No. 3 consisting of one coat
of the material at a thickness of 22 to 3 mils have with-
stood over nine years of severe marine weathering on the 80
foot lot at Kure Beach, North Carolina. The racks in this
lot are located at a point 80 feet inland from the surf line.
Panels are positioned 300 and 450 facing the surf. There has
been no coating breakdown on these panels and protection
against corrosion is essentially perfect.

Tidal immersion at the Wrightsville Beach site parallels
in performance those obtained at the Battelle site.

I hope that the information outlined above will be of
assistance to you.

Very truly yours,

/s/ D. H. Gelfer

Manager, Research Laboratory

DHGelfer:ps
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SUMMARY

The strength and energy absorption characteristics of pile

cluster dolphins are developed and computed using the theory of

space structures. Numerical results are calculated with the help

of an IBM 650 computer. Dolphins of three different sizes are then

analyzed to determine their ultimate loads, their yield loads and

the corresponding energy absorption capacities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dolphins assist the safe maneuvering, berthing and mooring of

ships on rivers and in harbors. Although often small and incon-

spicuous, they are nonetheless important waterfront structures that

present Intriguing problems to the designing engineer. A dolphin

has two functions: to withstand the continuous pull of a moored ship

and to absorb kinetic energy from a ship that strikes it. The former

requires high strength, whereas the latter calls for a structure that

Is sufficiently flexible and resilient at high load to provide a large

energy absorption capacity. To resolve this strength vs. flexibility

paradox is one of the problems that has to be faced by the designer.

It can best be done If the structural behavior of a dolphin is clearly

* understood,

From the viewpoint of construction, the simplest and most frequent-

ly used dolphin is the timbar pile cluster dolphin of the type illus-

trated in Figure 1, This is, however, (from the viewpoint of structural

analysis) a rather complicated space structure since normal forces,

shears, bending moments and torques result In each of the Individual

piles producing a problem of high structural redundancy If there are

more than just a few piles. Earlier it would have been a formidable

and laborious task to resolve the system of linear equations resulting

from the structural analysis of such a dolphin; but with the advent

of the modern electronic computer this difficulty no longer exists.

The manner in which the loads in the piles of Figure I are trans-

ferred to the soil is still lagely an unexplored and unsolved problem.
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However, it Is safe to assume that below a certain depth "d" the piles

behave essentially as if they ware rigidly fixed. Hence, as far as

the structural analyso.s is concerned, the structural action of each

pile may be approximated by assuming the embedded end of each pile to

be fixed at the depth "d" below the mud line. This depth will of

course depend upon the soil conditions and is reasonably small in firm,

granular soil (about 5 pile diameters) and relatively large (10 to 20

diameters) in soft clays.

This paper presents the analysis of pile cluster dolphins of arbi-

trary size using an IBM 650 computer. The analysis is in two parts.

Firat, an elastic analysis Is carried out assuming all piles to be

rigidly connected at the top of the dolphin - an assumption which is

not fully justified in practice and which leads to low values of load*

and energy capacity for a dolphin. This analysis gives the maximum

load a dolphin can sustain and the maximum energy it can absorb without

permanent deformations. The second part of the analysis calculates

the ultimate load carrying and energy absorbing capacity of a dolphin

by assuming that when each pile in turn reaches a certain value of

axial load, it yields and continues to yield at constant load; i.e.

depending whether it is in tension or compression. it is either pulled

out or pushed in at constant load.

It is understood by the authors that the theory presented here may

appear complicated for a routine dolphin design problem. It was

developed in the course of a research project that compared the basic

* Sowe head flexibility will lead to a mere even distribution of
load to the piles, and hence to a greater overall strength.
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behavior of various types of dolphins - pile cluster dolphins. single

or multiple stool tube dolphins, etc. However, once the problem has

been programmed on a computer., very little work is involved in chang-

ing the input data; i.e. the water depth, soil conditions, pile

number and spacling., to obtain the solution to any specific problem.

It is also hoped that the results for the examples computed and

presented will give designers a better appreciation of the structural

action and load distribution in timber pile dolphins.
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2. THEORY

The method used here to calculate the loads and deflections of

the piles in a multi-pile dolphin is an amplification of that given

in reference (i]. The problem is solved for forces rather than

deflections because although solving for deflections would give a

rather more elegant theory and somewhat fewer computer operations,

it is hoped to be able to extend the method given here to deal with

dolphins whose piles are allowed -some slippage where they join. This

has already been done for a two-dimensional dolphin with interesting

results [Il.

2.1 Notation and Sign Convention

C Equilibrium matrix X
!Horimontal axes

Z Modified flexibility 
Y H t

F Flexibility matrix - vertical axis Z Vertical axis

f Flexibility matrix - pile axis x

L Moment about X-axis y L Pile axes
M " " Y-axis
N " " Z-axes z I

M Direction cosines of pile Orientation of pile
n

n Number of piles 0 Rotation about x-axis

P Load matrix P Rotation about Y-axis

P Force along X-axis 4 Rotation about z-axis
Q " " Y-axis
R " " Z axis A Deflection matrix.

u Defqation ,along X-axls S Fn.roe matrix.
v " " Y-axis
w " " Z-axis T Transformation matrix

"A right-hand Sign Convention is used - See Figure 2"
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2.2 Equilibrium and Compatibility Equations

Consider a pile-cluster dolphin of the type shown in Figure 1,

whose n piles are rigidly connected at the top. The geometry of two

piles whose tops are In contact is shown -in Figure 3.

If the dolphin is loaded at the top by a direct force Pa and a

moment Na about the vertical axis, then six equilibrium equations may

be written.

E Pr = PA (1)

E Qr = 0 (2)

Er - o (3)

E(Lr + Rryr) - 0 (4)

E(Mr - RrXr) W 0 (5)

E(Nr - Pryr + QrXr) - Na (6)

For a symmetric dolphin, if the load Pa only is applied and Na is zero,,

then equations (2) (4) and (6) can be dropped because of symmetry.

As there are in general 6 equilibrium equations and n x 6 unknowns,

(n - 1) x 6 equations of compatibility are required for the solution of

the problem. These are obtained as follows.

Consider a horizontal plane at the top of the dolphin and any two

adjacent piles, which are assumed to be rigidly connected with no

sliding or rotation relative to one another being allowed. Let their

centers have coordinates (XIY1 ) and (X2Y2) (Fig. 3). Then rotational

compatibility of the two piles gives:

01 a 2 (7)

P1 " 92 (8)

* -t2 (9)
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and translational compatibility gives:

u 2- ul - *l(Y2 - YI) (10)

v2 = v1 + '41(X - X1) (11)

w2 = w + QI(Y2 - Yl) - (Pl(X 2 - XI) (12)

There are (n - 1) pairs of piles; hence, there are sufficient equations

for the solution of the problem. As before, a symmetric loading reduces

the number of compatibility equations from six to three.

2.3 Matrix Formulation

The deflections of any pile are given by

Ur 4 Pr '

vr Qr'
orwr  = RF) (r

r Lr
Pr Mr

.*r Nqr

or . . [Fr ..sr, (13)

where [Fr ] is the flexibility matrix of the pile, which will be defined

in a later section. The compatibility equations for the first and

second piles would then be

IF1Sj+ (Ell -I 0 (14)

Where -1 0 0 -(YI - Y2)
-1 0 0 +(X 1 - X2)

- (Y1 - Y 2) -(X- X2) 0 IF ]
--- 4- -a- -- ------ ---- -

-1 -

I -l
* -
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The equations of equilibrium of the dolphin become

cc 1.S = .Pj (15)

where S Is the 6n x 1 column matrix given by

, : ° .S.1

P is the 6 x 1 load matrix

1. L0
0

N
a

and [C] is the 6 x 6n rectangular matrix.

I Cn

where the submatrices Cc,] .... 1Cn 1 are

1 i0I1 Io

[CrJ - ------------L- r
0 0 -Yr I
0 0 Xr I
Yr -Xr 0

We can now combine the equilibrium and compatibility equations

into the single matrix equation:
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I Iz1 F2 ;0

E3 F i1  3 0 (16)

Cl C ----- C

2.4 Solution of Matrix Equation.

Equation (16) may be solved by inverting the square matrix directly.

However, a shorter and more economical method is to use a step-by-step

procedure as follows:

rIEF 2 1 rSI 'I = 0

S2 J

• .e18 + F262 = 0
* . S -1 I7 2S2

Bquation (15) can be written

CIS1 + C2S2 + --- + CnSn  P

. -C 1 ]1
1 72S2 + C2 82 +... + CnS P

or CiS2 + C3S3 + *.. + CnSn = P

where C = C2 -C 1 F2

Similarly, C - -l 1 F3

and Cn - Cn -C.l 4-1 Fn

and the system of equations condenses to

CUl SU - P

whence SU - C 1  P

* ,--,---"---- '"".: '"r
' '
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We now know the loads in the nth pile. The deflections of this pile

are given by

64 a FnSn

and the loads in all the other piles are determined by back substi-

tution remembering that for the rth pile,

Sr = - E; Fr+1 Sr+l

2.5 Flexibility Matrices

The flexibility matrix of a pile inclined as shown in F .gure 2

may be obtained from the basic flexibility matrix of a vertical pile

by means of a matrix transformation. It is assumed that the base of

the pile is fixed at some point.

A vertical pile can have four distinct types of load applied to

it (Fig. 4). We therefore have for such a pile the basic flexibility

matrix f:

u/P 0 0 0 u/M 0
0 v/Q 0 v/L 0 0

f 0 0 w/R 0 0 0
o O/Q 0 G/L 0 0

CP/P 0 0 0 P/ 0

where, for piles of constant section,

u/P - L3/391

CP W - L /291

n/M - -L2/291

CP/M n L/ZI

#/N . L/J

w/R = VIlA
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To obtain the flexibility matrix F of an inclined pile, a transformation

must be made of the form

F= Tf T (17)

where T Is the 6 x 6 transformation matrix.

x mX nx 0 0 0

y my, n 0 0 0

T = "z mz n. 0 0 0

0 0 0 Lx mx nx

!0 0 0 - my ny

0 0 iz mz RZ

For the axis system shown in Figure 2,

Ix = COO MX = - sin a n x = 0

Iy = sin o cos my cos a cos f y = - sin 13

As siln a sin mz a coo a sin lz a Cos 13

2.6 Symmetric Case Flexibility Matrix

Where a symmetric dolphin is loaded only by a horizontal force

through its axis of symmetry., the transformation matrix becomes

degenerate and the final flexibility matrix is reduced In size to

become a 3 x 3 matrix. The new transformation matrix is

Ex n1, 0
A y ny 0

To Is nz 0

0 0

0 0 my
, 0 0
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and equation (17) becomes

FS = T a. fT

Matrices ECrJ and CEI are similarly reduced to 3 x 3 matrices

so that the square natrix of equation (16) becomes a 3n x 3n matrix.

3. ASSUMpTIONS AND DATA

In performing the calculations, it was assumed that all the piles

of a dolphin were rigidly connected to each other at the top and, for

the initial elastic analysis, that they were all built in at their

lower ends some distance "d" below the mud line. To allow for the

position of this point of fixity and for the fact that the head of the

dolphin must be some way above the surface of the water, the lengths

of the piles were taken to be 10 ft. greater than the water depth in

all cases.

Three types of pile-cluster dolphins were analyzed, made of 7,

19 and 30 piles. The calculations were performed for assumed water

depths of 20, 40 and 60 feet, the different cases considered being shown

in Table 1. The piles were assumed to be driven in the geometrical

patterns shown In Figure 5. which also shows the two orientations of the

dolphins. It was further assumed that all piles had a uniform diameter

of 1 ft., a Young's modulus of 1.7 x 105 kips/ft2 and a shear modulus

of 0.8 x 105 kips/fit. The relevant flexibility coefficients are then

given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Cases Considered

Case No. of Pile j Orientation Effective Length Water DepthI
____ __Orientation___ Ft. I Ft.I

1 7 1 30 20
2 7 2 30 20
3 19 1 30 20
4 19 2 30 20
5 19, 1 50 40
6 19 2 50 40

19 1 70 60
S 19 2 70 60
9 30 1 50 40

10 30 2 50 40
11 30 1 2 70 60
12 I 30 2 70 60
_ _ _ _ _ __, ,._ _ _ __

Table 2. Pile Data

f Pile length I
.A'le. .(ft) 30 50 70
coefficients -___,_,_.,.

u/P 1.071 4.95 13.6

1w/R .000224 .000373 .000522

O/L 1.00357 .00595 .00833

.00382 .00637 .00891

u/N .0536 ,149 292
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4. ROSULTS OF "MLASTIC" ANALYSIS

Both observed failures and experimental results from model and

full-scale tests (2),[31 have shown that a pile cluster dolphin usually

fails when the most heavily stressed tension piles are pulled out of

the soil, after which the compression piles either break or are also

pulled out. The latter can only happen when the deflection of the

dolphin Is very large. This type of failure occurs because the

ultimate force required to pull a pile Is usually considerably less

than the force required to push it further into the soil. If the

latter is called the bearing capacity of the pile, the pull-out value

Is often assumed to be one-half the bearing capacity.

For the calculations, It was assumed that the load-deflection

diagram for a pile in tension as shown in Figure 6, curve A can with

sufficient accuracy be approximated by the idealized curve B. This

asiumes that the load P on the tension pile increases linearly with

the deflection up to the pull-out value Py and that thereafter the

pile continues to deform at constant load. As Py depends on the soil

conditions and the depth of the embedment, it was assumed to b6e an

independent parameter. According to this idealized behavior, therefore,

there is a range of "elastic" load-deflectlon behavior in which no

pile is subjected to a tension load greater than the pull-out value Py.

The distribution of forces among the different piles of a dolphin

was determined by applying a unit horizontal load to the structure.

A typical load distribution Is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen

that by far the biggest load is carried by piles No. I and 5, the two
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extreme piles in the plane of loading. Although this type of distri-

bution was expected, the difference in load carried by the various

piles seemed much too great. For example, the horizontal components

of the two outer piles constitute about 45% of the total horizontal

load. However, careful and repeated checking and analysis of the

computer solution confirmed the result.

Because of this load distribution, a dolphin of circular plan is

rather inefficient as a structure, being able to absorb only a very

small amount of energy before yielding takes place. The assumption

of rigid connections at the top of the dolphin does however lead to a

conservative result. In an actual dolphin, the slight flexibility

present between the piles will allow the load to be distributed more

evenly between the piles, thus allowing the dolphin to carry a greater

load before any yielding of the piles takes place. Thus, its recover-

able energy absorption would be much greater.

If the pull-out value of the highest-loaded pile is divided by the

maximum tensile load in it due to H = 1, the maximum horizontal load

capacity for which the deformation of the dolphin is recoverable will

be obtained. The energy that is absorbed up to this point is termed

the "elastic" energy, though, of course, the differences between curves

A and B in Figure 6 mean that some permanent (i.e. inelastic) deforma-

tion may be possible even before that load is reachbd. The results in

terms of unit pull-out value are given In Table 3 and Figures 8 and 9.
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cse les Orientation Depth Max, force Max. deflex. max energy
ft Ikip/kip I ft/kp ft .kip/kIp

-~w . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ii

1 7 1 20 .268 .00419 .00056

3 19 1 20 .680 .00316 .00107

5 19 1 40 .406 .00055 .00173

7 19 1 60 .290 .0168 .00244

30 1 40 .574 .0075 .00216

11 30 1 60 .474 .0117 .00278

2 7 2 20 .520 .00-139 .00232

4 19 2 20 .487 .0025 .00060

0 19 2 40 .293 .0054 .00079

8 19 2 60 .209 .010 .00111

10 30 2 40 .545 .0071 .00193

12 30 2 60 .424 .0105 .00225

Table 3. Summary of Results for Elastic Calculations.
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co RESULTS OF ULTIMATE ANALYSIS

It was deemed important to supplement the elastic analysis of pile

cluster dolphins with an estimate of the ultimate load carrying and

energy absorbing capacities of the structure. This estimate was calcu-

lated in the following way.

It was assumed that as soon as the first pile reached its pull-out

values it began to yield at a constant load. On such a pile: the

lateral and bending moment loads were thereafter neglected. The calcu-

lations were performed only for dolphins loaded in orientation 1; and

it was further assumed that the pull-out value of a pile was equal to

its bearing load.

The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 4 and are

plotted in Figures 10, ll, and 12. It can be seen that, compared with

the recoverable load and energy, the ultimate capacity of a dolphin

is very much greater. As would be expected, the deflections are very

large. For example, the 30-pile dolphin in a depth of 60 ft. of

water will theoretically deflect 24 ft. for a 10 kip horizontal load

(and will absorb 673 ft. kips while doing so). With such large deforma-

tions, the theory cannot be expected to hold accurately; but it is

undoubtedly a good estimate of the action of a dolphin in practice.
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Table 4.

No. of piles Water Depth Ultimate-load Deflection at Energy absorbed
Ift. kip/kip ultimate load to ultimate load

ft/kip ft. kip/kip
2

7 20 0.45 .0262 .00847

19 20 2.96 1.30 .281

40 1.78 .359 .465

60 1.28 .703 .855

30 40 3.77 .782 2.22

60 3.83 2.42 6.73

6. CONCLUSION

It is concluded that a timber pile cluster dolphin of circular

plan is an inefficient structure In the elastic range, particularly

if its piles are connected together rigidly at their heads. A com-

paratively small load will cause yielding of the tension piles, and

repeated loads will gradually cause the dolphin to fail. However. the

ultimate load-carrying and energy absorbing capacity of such a dolphin

is good, even though use of this capacity will result in an unservice-

able dolphin. It Is suggested that experimental work be carried out

on model dolphins with slightly flexible head connections to try to

find an optimum type of head design, whichp It is felt, might consider-

ably improve this type of dolphin.
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